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In this issue we have featured the presentation, by
President Harold S. Foley, of watches to employees
who have completed 25 years of continuous service

Standard Building, Vancouver 2, 8.C.

J. A. Lundie, Editor
Paul King, Assistant Editor

with Powell River Company.
Mr. Foley outlined briefly the special recognition,
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with management over the years. loday, when
there is sO much tension, uncertainty and misinformation in the world and in industry, you men

can do much to help us all achieve a sense of proportion and balance in our lives and 1n our work. You

can, by your experience and knowledge help the

younger man in his job.
“By your understanding of the Company's policies
and attitudes you can point to your own background
as evidence of its fairness in contacts with employees
and their problems.
“You can do much to contradict, refute or dispel
the many inaccurate and misinformed rumours that
are always being circulated; and which mar under-

standing and co-operation between men = and
management.

“Tf you hear such rumours do not let them go by.
In fairness to yourself and the Company you shoula
spike these things at the source and prevent them

from building up.

‘It is easy for you to do this, because it only

involves telling the TRUTH and you, as veterans of

The Cover Picture
Typical Fall and Winter scene in picturesque
Howe Sound. in this area ferries leave from
Horseshoe Bay on the first link of the road
to Powell River.

long standing, know the TRUTH.
‘Our Company is content to be judged or condemned on its record. You, more than anyone can

quote the record, BECAUSE YOU YOURSELVES ARE PART OF [I’.”

Tom Murphy.

2M MURPHY — A PORTRAI
By NORMAN A. ENGLISH, General Manager of Logging
E was born a bachelor and still 1s. "That is the
first, if not necessarily the most important feature of Thomas Wilfred Murphy, manager of Kelley

Logging Company camps in the Queen Charlotte
Islands, part of the Powell River Company operaTIONS.

out rived spruce for aeroplane use.

Later he shifted

the same outfit from Kitimat to Cumshewa Inlet in

the Queen Charlotte Islands and again logged areoplane spruce with horses. This is the same Inlet on
which is located our Aero Camp of the Kelley Logging Company and which is under the direct super-

drives came down past his folks’ farm each spring
when the ice melted in the rivers and lakes.

vision of Mr. Murphy today.
Toward the end of the Ist world war in 1918,
Tom was appointed superintendent of Northern
Pacific Logging Company and continued in this
capacity for eight years until they sold out their

A good public school was the only seat of learning
in the neighborhood from which Thomas graduated
at the age of twelve.

He then worked for the present famous Eustace
Smith, assisting him in the cruising of timber.

Tom was raised on a farm that was hewed out of
the woods in Northern Ontario on the banks of the
Magnetewan River, where the logs and square timber

He immediately started driving a small grocery
store delivery rig; then got a job as choreboy in

logging camps and on the river drives, finally saving
enough money to get five months of business training
in a business college.

business.

Thereafter, he became logging superintendent for

the Sproat Lake Lumber Company on Vancouver
Island until he joined the O’Brien Logging Company

as superintendent, operating in the Powell River
alread.

He then spent a year in the Cobalt silver rush in

Northern Ontario, doing assessment and prospecting
~ work on mineral claims. He returned to the woods
and river drives for a few years until he came west

to Vancouver in 1913.
For a while he toiled at different camps and different jobs until times got so tough that he started
on his own, taking out shingle bolts and poles with
two of his brothers at Half Moon Bay.
A couple of years later, at the request of the then
Munitions Board, he moved his outfit (consisting of
a team of horses, a boat and some camp equipment)

to Kitimat in Northern British Columbia, to take

‘That was 20 years ago.

In 1946 he became general superintendent of all
the Powell River camps, maintaining headquarters in
Vancouver.
Tom is now living in a luxurious apartment house

full of blondes, and, in spite of that, 1s still a
bachelor.

His hobby today, as 1t was 20 years ago, is trying

to produce logs cheaper than ever before for the
Powell River Company Limited.

Any spate time Tom has he spends at his little

ranch near Coquitlam in the Fraser Valley, where he
specializes in raising vegetables.
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VANCOUVER’S NEW BRIDGE
By JOHN OLIVER, City Engtneer, Vancouver, B.C.
N the City of Vancouver False Creek separates the
central business district from the residential areas
to the south and west. Ever since the city spread
across this body of water there has been discussion
as to the number and type of bridges which would

be built over it.

Initially, there were two wooden

trestles at the locations of the present Granville and

Cambie Bridges, and these were replaced by the
existing structures in 1909 and 1911 respectively.
These two bridges have served the city well and
faithfully despite the continuing growth of population and traffic and the interruptions to mass transit
due to the openings of the swing spans of both
bridges.

In 1930, Vancouver, 1n common with most coast
cities, experienced a great growth, particularly in its

westerly and south-westerly areas. [he Burrard

Street Bridge, a 6-lane bridge with conventional approaches, was constructed to ease the trafhc strain.
Since that time no new bridges have been built to
meet the tremendous expansion in traffic, and since
the end of the War the situation has been a serious
OTIC,

Accordingly, in 1947 a Board of Engineers was
appointed to study the question of the crossings of
False Creek at the estimated ultimate population.
This Board recommended, in 1948, that an 8-lane
bridge should be constructed at Granville Street and
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that, at a later date, a 6-lane structure should replace

the present Cambie Street Bridge, which crosses

False Creek half a mile east of the Granville structure.

fis was stated, the bridge was to be an 8-lane

structure and the question arose as to how the large
volume of traffic which could be accommodated by a

Structure of this width could be moved on and off
the bridge. A single traffic lane on a bridge where
there is no cross traffic can handle a much greater

capacity than a traffic lane on a city street. Generally
it can be said that a traffic lane on a street has approx-

imately one half the capacity of a traffic lane on a
bridge or freeway where there is no interruption by

cross traffic. Consequently, for 8 lanes on the

bridge—4 in each direction—there should be 8 lanes
onto the bridge and 8 lanes off the bridge. ‘Lo do
this it would be necessary to take advantage of more
than one street at each end.

The traffic design necessary to solve this problem
was done in the City Engineer's office and represents

one of the most interesting features of the bridge
design. At the northerly end of the bridge it was
decided to use Granville Street, which has 6 traffic
lanes, as the main approach. lo obtain the necessary
number of traffic lanes, it was decided to use Seymour

Street and Howe Street as well (on either side of

Granville), making them one-way streets to gain even
greater street capacity. Flowe Street is one-way south

and will lead to the bridge and Seymour Street is

one-way north and will lead off the bridge. ‘That
takes care of the normal north and south movements
at the northerly end of the bridge. Curved cloverleaf ramps connecting Pacific Street to the Granville
Street approach of the main structure which passes

over Pacific Street will take care of the east-west
movement.

At the south end it was decided to utilize three
Fourth

streets in addition to Granville Street itself.

Avenue, leading to the west; Fir Street, leading to
the south, and Hemlock Street, leading from the
south.
In order to accommodate mass transit, all buses

will be brought to the former intersection of Fifth
Avenue and Granville Street as a transfer point for
east-west, north-south traffic and a pedestrian subway will be built under Granville Street.

The approaches to the Granville Bridge comprise
large and costly structures in themselves, apart from
the main bridge. ‘This is particularly true when the
acquisition of land is considered. A large number
of businesses were affected by the constriction of the
bridge and many properties had to be acquired. [t
is estimated that the gross land cost for the bridge

will be in the vicinity of $5,000,000, from which
it is expected a salvage of $1,500,000. will be obtained, making a net cost of $3,500,000.

Ihe plans for the éentral portion of the bridge

were completed in late 1950 and the first contracts
were awarded in 1951. The contract for the approaches was awarded in 1952 and with the exception of a serious delay occasioned by a strike in the
summer of that year, work has proceeded without
interruption.
The bridge was opened to traffic on January 29th
with only a portion of its ultimate capacity available
at that time. One of the problems in construction

was to maintain the traffic across False Creek at
Granville Street and it was found that this could be
done by leaving the present Granville Street bridge in
operation until such time as the easterly and westerly
ramps at each side of the new bridge were completed.

Traffic was diverted from the old bridge to the new
in January and work has started on the main Granville Street approaches at either end. At the end of
June the whole structure should be completed at a
total estimated cost of $16,500,000.
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TERRY LIKES LA.
and paper in Powell River.

Born in Minneapolis,

Minnesota, he attended Dartmouth College and after
his discharge as Captain in the Army Air Force joined

the Powell River Company Limited in November
1945, and spent a year and a half working in all
departments at the mill. Early in 1947 he joined

the office of the Powell River Sales Company Limited

and later that year took a position with the Powell

River Sales Corporation in the Seattle office. In June
1949, Terry was placed in charge of the new Chicago
office, which was organized to handle pulp accounts
in the Mid-West area. He retained this position until

Terry Hollern.

NSON Brooks, President of the Powel] River
Sales Corporation, announced early this year

that Terry Hollern would join Fred Ward in the
Los Angeles office of the Powell River Sales Corpora-

tion.

The Los Angeles office services the area of

Southern California, Arizona, New Mexico and
Nevada.

With the tremendous growth in this area
that has taken place, and the number of increasing
accounts, Fred required assistance to handle this area.

Terry Hollern obtained his knowledge of pulp

he was relieved by Ron Melvin in October 1953.
Terry’s knowledge of Powell River operations will

be a definite asset to him in the Los Angeles office.

We wish to forewarn our friends in his territory

that Terry is an ardent golfer, has made quite a name
for himself as a top-notcher in the Chicago area and

shoots in the low 70’s.

When and if Terry can

break away from his family and his duties from the
Los Angeles office, you will probably find him on
the golf course, and like most scratch golfers he is a
bard man to deal with on the first tee.
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Part of the Customs harbor area, showing Powell River and Westview.

IT’S QUITE A PORT
out of the West Indies, have called in over the years

GET
up on frequent
the grand
scale
oefrom
irom to add glamor to the port’s work day, and to afford
facilitate
transfer
of some
log tows

Canadian to United States tugs, the huge harbor
area of Powell River is there still, so far as Canada s

Customs people are concerned. Extending from
Grief Point. some five miles south of Powell River,
to the entrance of Blubber Bay on Texada Island,
thence to the northwest tip of Savary Island; and
finally to Hurtado Point, a dozen miles north of
Powell River, it covers an approximate area of
eighty square miles.

By virtue of the tonnage cleared through it,

Powell River today ranks among the first five ports
of marine-minded British Columbia. With Powell
River Company alone shipping its entire output of
more than 325,000 tons of newsprint and approximately 30,000 tons of sulphite pulp, and bringing

the ships’ crews a chance to see British Columbia's
largest paper mill in operation.
Since its completion less than two years ago, the
new $2,000,000 Powell River wharf has accommodated such trans-oceanic freighters as the 10,000 ton
sister ships T.E.V. ‘“‘Maplecove’’ and “‘Mapledeil”’;

Union Steamship Company of New Zealand's
tuna,’ ‘‘Waitomo,’ “‘Watatap’ and several transPacific Japanese freighters.
Shaded area represents Port of Powell River.

Okeover Arm

‘n raw materials and machinery that go into the
manufacture of these products besides, it is not
surprising that this should be the case.

Obviously, it takes many ships of all kinds and

sizes to handle such tonnage. Last year alone, 80
deep sea sailings, 102 Puget Sound sailings, 107 B.C.
coastwise arrivals and departures, and 330 Kingcome
Navigation Company barge sailings were necessary to
move the Company’s pulp and paper shipments.
Meantime, the Port of Powell River——which 1n-

cludes Westview and Blubber Bay — has had an
average of 3,500 coastwise vessels and 200-odd ships

from foreign ports use its facilities each year since
1949.

Among the ships regularly seen in Powell River
are sea-going freighters that carry paper to California, Australia, or the Orient; ships carrying clay in
from Europe; coastal passenger ships serving this
area’s 10,000 residents; tankers bringing enormous
quantities of fuel oil and lubricants from California
for the eight-machine mill; ships with sulphur from

Texas Gulf: scows with hog fuel for the steam

plant, and lime-rock for the acid towers; commercial
fishing boats; and—of course—pleasure craft of all

descriptions. Practically every ship of the Royal

Canadian Navy and various ships of the Royal Navy

Scale: 4 miles
Blubber
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SPECIALLY DESIGNED NEWSPRINT SHIP CALLS IN
NE of the few freighters in the world especially
designed for carrying newsprint, the new and

modern M.S. “Powell River’ entered port on her
maiden voyage in January.

Launched near Stockholm, Sweden, last November,
the handsome 353-foot vessel replaces an old friend,
the “Hoegh Clair,’’ on the southern run. Her spe-

clalized features made an immediate hit with our
wharf crews. It was not surprising. Her owner,
Thorvald Hansen of Oslo, Norway, and her operators, Canadian Gulf Line Limited of California, had
seen to it that everything possible was done to

Line, who attended the ship’s launching in Sweden,
both feel that the new “‘Powell River’’ is a great step
forward in the fast, reliable transportation of news-

print from British Columbia to California.
M.S. “Powell River’’ arrived on her maiden voyage, Friday, January 15 (which day, incidentally,

marked Powell River’s first snowfall of the season)
and was officially welcomed by Vice-President R. M.
Cooper and Assistant Resident Manager Howard
Urquhart.
The new motorship is the second of the name.

The original “Powell River,’’ which first picked up

newsprint here in 1947, has returned to Europe.
rolls.
facilitate
the safe handling and storage of newsprint
With the engines set aft, the holds of the vessel

are so constructed as to accommodate standard sizes

of newsprint with the least amount of waste space.
Sheer in the lines of the holds has been minimized,
also assuring maximum utilization of cubic space.

Although the ship is equipped with six sets of

gear and three hatch openings, the holds are almost
of equal size, enabling gangs to help each other in
each hold and avoid having a “long hatch.’’
A false deck on the ’tween deck conceals hatch
coamings, and the battens are vertical, instead of horizontal, assuring minimum damage to the cargo.

On her trial run she performed 16.3 knots and

maintained a cruising speed of 14 knots. Her average
speed now is 15 knots, when required, according to

her skipper, Captain Olaf Moller, a veteran of 32
years On the high seas.

Col. William Salman and Tex Grauer, chairman
and president, respectively, of the Canadian Gulf
Page Five

Col. Bill Salman, Per Bjorn and Arne Bjorn, examine one of the
vessel's holds.
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ECENTLY an official of Powell River Sales
Company and a publisher were watching rolls

of Powell River newsprint being unloaded at a
California port. The publisher asked:

“Just as a matter of curiosity, how long has it

been since those rolls of newsprint were trees in the
forest?”
‘That's a good question.’’ replied the Sales repre-

sentative (who had taken a course in conference
technique }. “TIL just pass it on to the boys at the

mill. They can possibly give you a more exact
answer to your query. —

Well, it’s still a good question and the answer
could vary anywhere from a few weeks to a year, of
even More.

But, generally, the rolls of newsprint

that are shipped to the publisher's doorstep were a
nice big evergreen, six or seven months before it
entered his storage sheds.

Normally, in a logging operation, the “‘fallers”

will go in and drop the trees in a given area. ‘| hese
are first limbed and trimmed. and will remain on the

ground from two to three months before being
hauled to ‘“‘cold decks” nearby. “Cold decks’ are
like a western farmer's “‘stack,’’ where the sheaves
are piled up in a compact cone, ready for the thresher.
In the case of Jogs, the fallen ones are collected in

cold decks. and hauled by truck or “‘locie” to tidewater, where they are assembled and boomed.
may take another two weeks.
to the log pond at Powell River...
months. pass before it’s shipped as paper.

‘T his

Once boomed, the logs will remaim in the water
an average of three months before they run up the

ramp from the log pond at Powell River to the

barker plant. They may have been tied up several
weeks in the booming grounds before being transported to storage basins closer to the plant. From
the storage basin they are hauled to the mill log pond
where they are ‘““deboomed”’ to await their conversion

to paper. In general, at least three months’ supply

of logs is constantly in storage at various basins. and
these logs are moved in rotation, to minimize possible
damage by teredos.

After the log enters the mill, 1 will emerge in the
form of newsprint and arrive at the wharf, wrapped,

weighed and marked within eight or ten hours.

Dependent on transportation facilities, or urgency of
orders, the rolls may be shipped tnimediately or await
from one to three weeks in storage.
Summing up, there 1s probably a lapse of seven
months between the time a log is cut and delivered

to the publisher.
Poge Six
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TWENTY JOIN QUARTER-CENTURY CLUB
N Tuesday, January 19, twenty
new members were enrolled in

Powell River Companys 25-Year

Club and presented with engraved gold
watches by President Harold S. Foley.

The Club was formed in 1943, and
P. Della Pria

today there are still 253 members on
the active rolls of the Company.

‘We are proud and privileged to
welcome you to the Company's 25Year Club,’’ Mr. Foley declared. “We

Since the inception of the Club, over

$82,000 has been paid out ori behalfof Club members. ‘The amount has
increased each year; and in 1953 pay-

ments on behalf of Club members
were over $18,000.

Old-timers in Powell River were
particularly happy to see _ director
Robert H. ““Bob’”’ Scanlon included
among the new members. Bob has
been a director of the Company since

1927: and is one of the

are proud because your long

pioneers of the organization.
He came to Powell River in
1910 to assist in clearing and

Service is a recognition of
your confidence and faith in
the policies and progress of
the Company. We are privileged, because by your exR Olson

construction activities. He
was lTownsite Manager for
several years between 1916-

perience, your knowledge and
your prestige, you have made

19Z2Z. He was away from
Powell River for a few years

Powell River a better place
in which to live and work.

and in 1976 returned as

Vice-Presidents Harry Andrews and

J. A. “Jock’’ Kyles, both members of
the Club, accompanied the President to
Powell River for the presentation.

In reviewing the history of the
Club, President William Graham

Hi. Price

stated that since 1943, a total of 368
members have been presented with
watches. Since that date 33 have died
and /6 have retired.
Behind the official watch presentation are definite benefits accruing to
the men and women who are eligible
for membership. In the event of sickness, all members are entitled to three

months with full pay, three months

L. Robinson

assistant resident manager at the plant.

A son of the late M. J. Scanlon, an
original partner in the Company, Bob
was in Powell River when the first roll

of newsprint rolled off Number 1

paper machine.
Reviewing Company progress since

1928, the President pointed out that
the number of employees at Powell

River had increased from 1150 to

2000: shareholders from 130 to over

11,000; production from 150,000
tons of newsprint to 334,367 tons,
along with 31,728 tons of sales pulp;

log usage at Powell River from

112,500,000 feet to 210,000,000:

half pay and six months on one-third

base wage rate in this same period had
increased over three times.

privilege which has been appreciated,
and has proved a boon to many older
employees in recent years.

lations and best wishes to all new

of their regular salary. his is a

A. A. Graham

B. W. Birt

The Digester extends its congratu-

members.
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E hardy westerners, who live on the slopes of

the Pacific, are well inured to the fact that

most of the comforts and amenities of life as provided

by our federal authorities originate in the rarified
areas close to our national capital; which, in due
course, after being sampled and approved by the
pundits of the east, are passed rather loftily along to

‘those fellows out west.

Oh, well! the boys down in Seattle and Portland
and even San Francisco tell us they have the same

trouble with the fellows back in Washington!

So the announcement that the wonders of television have finally seeped through to our fair Province,
after a year or so try-out in the east, 1s good news.

We just knew that if we hung on long enough we
would make it!

The technicians appear to consider that Vancouver, with so many big mountains in the vicinity, 1s

cost of the power line and the thought of more
expensive underground cable systems sent C.B.C.

imaginations flying; and they came up with what

they believe is a satisfactory, and far less expensive
alternative.

Radio communication is the link with C.B.U.T.

atop Mount Seymour.
Initially, some trouble has been experienced with
picture reception. This is due, not to faulty installation, but because most of Vancouver television
owners had installed high gain antenna to enable
them to receive United States stations, particularly
Bellingham and Seattle. The signal from the Mount
Seymour station will be many times stronger than
the Seattle, Bellingham or “Tacoma stations; and
may overload the home receiver, causing fuzziness or
even complete blackouts.

‘This temporary difficulty has been solved by the

ideal from a television standpoint. Ihe present

installation of the relatively cheap double pole, double

mour Mountain, on the north shore of Burrard Inlet,
2700 feet above the city. When the permanent antenna is completed in the spring, another 300 feet
will be added. Situation of the site, in the opinion
of experts, gives maximum coverage to residents on
the east side of Vancouver Island and to the communities in the Fraser Valley.
Two serious obstacles faced the proponents of
Mount Seymour. There was no electric power available, and since no industrial developments are likely

nect the high gain antenna and connect a simple

C.B.U.T. transmitter is located on the top of Sey-

in the vicinity, there was little chance of a public

utility power line being provided.
The second drawback was lack of telephone service and, as in the case of electricity, no public utility
would install a service.
To supply the necessary power for this station,
C.B.U.T. built their own private power line. ‘This
involved a heavy expenditure, which was rendered
heavier because the transmission line 1s an underground cable, rather than the less expensive overhead
pole line. The British Columbia Electric Railway

supplies the electrical energy to the station via the
C.B.C. underground cable, which runs from the foot

of Mount Seymour. At the transmitter site the
12,000 volt supply is stepped down to 120 and 208

volts by two 75 K.V.A. transformers. From the

transformer pole substation they enter the building
via underground ducts to the main distribution panel.
Oh, yes! the telephone. What about that! “The

throw switch, constructed so the owner can disconantenna.

The new transmitter, which is the highest in

Canada, 1s situated at the 61% mule mark on the

mountain highway. [he temporary antenna will

provide a signal of 2% kilowatts effective radiating

power. When the 12-bay supergain directional

antenna is installed, a maximum possible signal of
110 kilowatts E.R.P. will be provided.

And so television has finally come to British

Columbia—that 1s, parts of British Columbia! If
there 1s some lack of abandoned enthusiasm in our
story, that 1s because we live in Powell River—and
thus far the wise men from the east and west have
not yet found a way of bringing the service to this

center. Our location close to the slopes of the
mountains of Powell Lake renders it difficult to bring

a beam down to our level, with many mountain
ridges intruding between Mount Seymour and

Powell River.
But we are broad-minded people—and are glad
that the lower mainland area will have the pleasure

of I.V. entertainment, in company with their

American cousins across the line. Meantime, we in
the upcoast areas, and in the central and interior of
British Columbia will keep on listening to our radios
and to our friends who have paid a recent visit to the

big city, and return bursting with the wonders of
television.
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FRNIE “DAD” KETCHUM

A COUPLE
of weeks
old visitor
friend’
was
Prancec
into our office
to sayago
hello.an Our
Ernest ‘‘Dad’’ Ketchum, a young fellow of 85 summers, who has been a popular and well-known personality in the district for the past 42 years.
Ernie retired as groundwood superintendent at
Powell River in the early spring of 1940—after 28
years of consecutive service. He arrived in Powell
River in 1912, when the first newsprint machines
were starting up, and took charge of the groundwood

department. His knowledge and experience were
invaluable to the Company during these formative
years, and his contribution to the early development
and growth of Powell River has been outstanding.
A veteran in the pulp and paper industry, Ernie
was one of the most experienced groundwood men in
the business.
He started his paper making career

with the Willamette Pulp and Paper Company in
1896. after varied activities as a young man 1n the

Portland area. In his younger days he was a
motorman on the Portland Railway Light and
Power line, running between Portland and Oregon

City. Ernie always feels a bit regretful over the

day he piled up his car in a wreck, because “I might

have been a conductor if I had lasted a while longer. ©

He spent twelve years with Willamette, and then
headed south with Sam Stowe to build a box factory
for the Northern California Lumber Company. He
returned to his first paper making home at Oregon

City and worked with the Crown Columbia Paper
Company, which was later merged into the Crown

Ernie “Dad Ketchum.

up to supervise groundwood installations. On a

outlook. His step is springy, he drives his own car,
and keeps up to date on current news and develop-

Willamette Paper Company.
In 1912, the Crown people started construction of
a newsprint mill at Ocean Falls, and Ernie was sent

see his old friend Bruce Zumalt, who was then

ments. His knowledge of world affairs and what
happens almost daily in the United States and

general superintendent. Bruce persuaded Ernie to
lend his long experience in wood and pulp to Powell
River, and appointed him Groundwood Superintendent, a position he held until his retirement in 1940.
Today, at 85, vigorous and alert, Dad Ketchum
can look back on a life-time of paper making. Kew

‘and the individual pride of the craftsman was

trip back to Portland he called in at Powell River to

men still living have seen the tremendous changes and
alterations that he has. In his early career, a paper

Canada is prodigious, as many a younger man, who
only scans the headlines, quickly realizes.
Ernie is a bit cagey about comparing the modern
paper maker with the veterans of his youth. “There
were fewer complexities in those days,’’ he recalls,

stronger, primarily because technology and modern

machine running 600 feet a minute was something
to conjure up in dreams. The machines of his day

equipment were less important than the skill and
agility of the paper maker.
‘However, guess that’s the price of progress,’ he

River he has seen speeds increase to over 1,600 feet
4 minute.

Today at his Westview home, where he resides
with his daughter, Mrs. E. Sweeney, and granddaughter Jean, he is still as mentally alert and as

were 100 and 200 ‘‘footers,’’ and less than 100
inches in width. Yet in his own lifetime in Powell
Since retirement, Ernie has led an active life.

Sitting around home all day and watching the hours
pass was not for him. Out in Westview he joined

his friend Frank Meilleur in the latters garage

operations and, until the last year, he was up morn-

ings at 7, working in the office, supplying gas to

customers, meeting old friends, and generally having
the time of his life. These old friends are constantly
amazed both at his youthful appearance and youthful

remarks philosophically.

young looking as he was twenty years ago. He is
one of Powell River’s senior citizens, who can look
back on a life of service to the community in which
he resides and the Company which he helped materially to develop and expand.

‘Dad’ Ketchum has hundreds of friends in the

industry in Canada and the United States, and they

will be as glad to know, as we are to record, that
he is still going strong.”
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HAT is Canada doing about Civil Defence?
What are we doing to protect ourselves if war

should come?

and too late?

Will it again be a case of too little

Many thousands of people both in Canada and

the United States have posed these questions, some
fearfully, some belligerently, some indifferently, and

—unfortunately—there are a lot of people in the

latter category. To them Civil Defence is an abstract
thing, something to be shrugged off, or treated too
frequently with derision or scorn.
lt 1s comforting and encouraging to learn at first
hand that our federal authorities are doing something
about it; that definite and concrete plans are under
way, and that while you and I enjoy our sleep and

recreation, the nucleus of a strong, well-schooled
organization is being built up without fuss, fervor,
or alarm.
This assurance comes from Alex Hay, Powell

River research chemist, who recently was selected to

attend the central training school in Canada for
Atomic, Biological and Chemical Defence. Alex
graduated from the course with top honors, and will
supervise and organize this phase of Powell River’s
Civil Defence program.
The training school located at Camp Borden, Ontario, is a wing of the Royal Canadian Army Medical

Corps, and is staffed by army specialists under

command of Colonel Pace, one of Canada’s outstand-

ing authorities on “‘A.B.C.’’ warfare. Technicians

from all parts of Canada are in attendance at these
courses, along with non-commissioned and commissioned officers of the Army. Each of these technicians
is a member of his local Civil Defence group, and

responsible for training and organizing defence

measures in his district.

At Camp Borden, the students

are thoroughly grounded in the

principles and features of AtomicBiological-Chemical Warfare, and
are put through tests and training
which simulate, as closely as possible, active service conditions.
Studies are made of the various
atomic weapons already produced:
the effects of atomic radiation and
methods to combat it: and of the
characteristics and effects of each
class of atomic agents. Personal

protection looms high on_ the

agenda, and field exercises are
conducted in gas reconnaissance,
and in the location, measurement

and evaluation of atomic radiation.
It is not a course for the amateur or the indifferent.

It is a deadly serious business and the scores of

technically trained men across the country, who take
time out to attend the courses are serious minded,

responsible citizens. Alex Hay, himself has more
than 300 pages of notes, which he is sorting and

preparing in lecture form. ‘They include, to mention |
only the smallest smattering, such subjects as ‘‘the
characteristics and effects of all known gases; types
of first-aid required, and self-aid measures for the
individual; meteorological and topographical considerations affecting chemical warfare agents; history
and development of atomic bomb (basic physics and
nuclear energy); types of atomic explosions, 1.e., air,
surface, and sub-surface bursts: the effects of atomic
radiation on food and water.
Commenting on the course, Alex Hay points out

some of the changes that have taken place in

““A.B.C..”’ warfare since it was first released as an
agent of destruction. “At Bikin1,’’ he says, ‘‘the
detonation of an atomic bomb 200 feet below the
sea surface caused a tidal wave 94 feet high to move
out from the explosion at a speed in excess of 70
miles an hour. ©
Atomic bombs are much more powerful than the

comparatively primitive affairs that wrecked Hiro-

shima and Nagasaki. New gases, less easy to detect
and more subtle in their reactions, are in existence.
Atomic weapons of all sizes and shapes have been

added to our armaments, and are capable —if not
understood —- of far greater powers of destruction
than any weapons previously forged.
“In our course,’ Alex goes on to say, ““we studied
and were told the effects of scores of new ‘secret’
weapons and implements of bio-

Alex Hay.

logical and chemical warfare. Even
to those of us who have kept up to

date on industrial chemistry, the
revelations were amazing, and in
the beginning, startling. But the
presence of so many other men

from across Canada and the know!l-

edge that our defence authorities
were alert was reassuring. It is just

unfortunate. that more ordinary
citizens cannot have access to these

courses, for they would dispel

much of the apathy, most of the
doubts, and many of the fears,
which are bred by ignorance and

sensational writers.
But we do know that something
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is being done—something that requires the support
and co-operation of our citizens, both in Canada and
the United States. If war comes, it will be all-forone and one-for-all, with the 49th parallel open to
the forces of both nations.
Today, backed by Federal and Provincial Governments, cities and towns, by private industry, and by
thousands of public spirited citizens giving of their
time, Civil Defence in Canada is becoming a more
coherent and efficient effort. ‘| he nucleus of a wellorganized corps of workers spreads from coast to
coast. J here are federal, provincial and local schools
to train volunteers in administration and operations:

and for the provision of skilled and competent instructors. [he special courses provided at Camp
Borden are for those who will specialize in defence
against atomic warfare, and who will be responsible
for training reconnaissance crews to operate in contaminated areas.

With the sure knowledge that our government

and our military leaders are not asleep, we might ask

ourselves “What about our own responsibility as
individuals and citizens?’’ There is very little time
Once an attack by a modern aggressor is unleashed,

and the Civil Defence group can help you to help
yourself if war comes.

In Powell River, Civil Defence under Col. Batt

MacIntyre 1s active. Districts have been organized.
volunteers trained, and the overall plan for locations
and duties have been defined. The entire West Coast

is a potential target area if hostilities break out, and
our best protection against the possibility is information, education and organization.
Neither in Canada nor the United States has public interest and cooperation been anything to boast

about. But there are in our respective countries,
Clear sighted leaders and small bands of spirited
citizens who are going ahead and slowly dispelling
apathy, indifference, and even opposition to Civil
LDefence measures.
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RETIRED EMPLOYEE PRESENTED WITH COMPANY STOCK
Ernie Nutchey with ‘sample’

fy MPLOYEES
in theacceptable
electricalgift
department
a novel and highly
for presenta-chose
tion to their fellow worker Gerry Nutchey, who
retired last month after more than twenty-five years’
S€rvice.

Their recognition took the form of a number of
fully paid up shares of Powell River Company stock.

In making the presentation fellow worker Stan
Hughes (who retires next year) said that all the

men in the department were unanimous that an investment in their own company, with its reputation
for progress and stability, was a worthwhile gift.
The electrical department idea has aroused interest
in all parts of the plant and it is expected that shares
of Powell River Company stock will be increasingly
popular in other departments as retirement presentarion s.
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By HAROLD MoorRHEAD, Chief Engineer, Powell River Company.

PARTY
itl be
sectionsin
of ee
No. 8ene
Paperea
Machine
will com.
be completely rebuilt. On the surface it would appear to
be very unusual to carry out such drastic alterations
to a machine which only five years ago was the new-

est and most modern newsprint machine in existence.
However, recent technological advances have been
made which give every indication that machine speed

and capacity can be further increased and quality
improved by the installation of couch (pronounced
kooch) transfer equipment.
In order to explain what this equipment consists
of and what it accomplishes, it is necessary to describe

the present methods of forming and drying papet

during its manufacture.
By referring to the accompanying diagram we can
trace this process on a conventional paper machine.
The dilute pulp is spread uniformly, by the headbox,
on a continuous moving fine wire mesh screen (the

Fourdrinier wire) and much of the water drains, or

is sucked through this mesh and the sheet 1s formed.
The wire with the sheet formed on it passes around

a large roll (couch roll) at which point the paper

sheet, still containing approximately 80% moisture,

is led on to continuously moving wool and nylon

It is carried on these felts through
two or more rotary presses equipped with vacuum
which squeeze and suck out further moisture. By
this time the moisture content has been reduced to
roughly 65% and the paper sheet has become considerably stronger and is ready for passing over the
steam heated cylinders where it is dried to its final
blankets or felts.

State.

The weak point in this process is at the point

where the relatively wet and weak sheet of paper has

to jump a small gap from the fourdrinier wire as it

passes over the couch onto the moving felt carrying

it to the presses. In making this jump the sheet
stretches and unless a very precise relationship between

its speed on the fourdrinier wire and the speed of the
press section is constantly maintained, trouble may
often be experienced. If the speed differential is too
great, the tension on the sheet will pull 1t apart. If

the stretching action is too weak, the sheet will sag
at the junction and again break from its own weight.
The papermaker’s ability to judge and control this
‘draw’ is one of the tricks in the art of papermaking.
By installing couch transfer equipment technical
methods come to the assistance of the papermaker
and eliminate this weak point by providing a means
of carrying the sheet across this gap. To do this, an
additional felt is lowered down to contact the paper
sheet while it is still on the fourdrinier (see diagram)
which in turn is subject to some major modifications
for this special installation. This felt passes over a
hollow perforated roll, connected to a vacuum pump
at the point where it contacts the paper sheet. ‘This
vacuum creates a suction at the surface of the sheet

which lifts it off the wire and causes it to adhere

to the felt which then carries it along. ()\nce across
the gap between the fourdrinier wire and the press
section, it is necessary to again transfer the sheet back

to the conventional felt which will carry it through
the presses. Another vacuum roll is used for this

and the sheet is sucked away from one carrying felt
and deposited on another.
In taking this step, the Powell River Company 1s
again in the forefront of paper machine engineering.
There is only one other such installation in Canada,

and it has only been in service for a few months.
The Port Angeles Mill of the Crown Zellerbach
Corporation pioneered this development on news-

print, patterning it after two installations which

were made on kraft paper machines in the Eastern
States. This is the full extent of the development
up to this time.
We have great expectations for this new equipment.
We hope to improve machine efficiency, and
at the same time increase speed and consequently
production, by eliminating breakages of the sheet at

the couch. In obtaining runs free of interruptions
due to breaks, the uniformity of the sheet should
improve and less splicing necessary. Finally by
eliminating the stretching of the sheet in its wet
condition, we anticipate improvements in strength
characteristics.
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Indian war chant?’ White man’s college yell?
Could he. But, actually, they are call points of
a pioneering commercial airline which is playing an

increasingly important part in the development of
British Columbia's bountiful West Coast.
Named after the forest clad Queen Charlotte
Islands, where some of Powell River Company s
most important timber limits are located, Queen
Charlotte Airlines went into business with the purchase of a tiny Waco seaplane a mere ten years ago.
In the intervening decade, by dint of perseverance
against all obstacles — and there were many — the
embryo airline paralleled the spectacular development
of Canada’s most western province to such a degree
that today Q.C.A. ranks as the nation’s third largest
scheduled airline.
The drone of its twin-engined Canso amphibians,
or 28-passenger DC-3 airliners has become a familiar

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Si RGM a Claes

PERT Bay
MINSTREL ISLAND

sound to the folks in B.C.’s tsolated mining and

logging camps, its fishing and lumbering centres, the
mushrooming communities around the gigantic Alu-

minum Company of Canada project at Kitimat, the
thriving port of Prince Rupert, and——of course—

B.C.’s two major pulp and paper towns, Powell

River and Ocean Falls.
last year, only ten years since its inception, Q.C.A.
carried 5,000 persons each month over a total route
Routes of the Q.C.A.

Powell River bound passengers boarding DC-3 in Vancouver,

distance of 4,685 miles. Nearly one third of passengers were on the Powell River run. ‘lo date,

the total number of passengers transported over
11,500,000 miles by Q.C.A. exceeds 300,000.

In

addition, the line has flown 3% million pounds of
freight and nearly 300,000 pounds of mail.
In the past year Q.C.A. has been the most vital
link between Powell River and outside points. Curtailment of steamship services has transferred larger
responsibility to the air line which now operates two

flights daily between Powell River and Vancouver.
Approximately 2,000 passengers a month are now
using the comfortable 28 passenger DC-3's on this
trip alone.
At present, flights are routed via Comox on Vancouver Island, which adds over half-an-hour to the
trip. It is hoped that when beam and other facilities

are installed in Powell River, direct flights of 35

minutes between Powell River and Vancouver will
be regularly scheduled.
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THEY'VE PLANS FOR THE

NEW PLANER AT W.S. M.
Ross machine installed in 1949 at W.S.M.'s sister

A LUMBER
its Stee
new? Notcompany
so unusualtrading
when oneinthinks
of theHor mill, British Columbia Manufacturing Company s
myriad of machines and conveyor chains that com-

prise a modern sawmill. For over thirty years
Westminster Shook Mills Limited at New Westminster has been ably served by their planing equipment;

Western Red Cedar operation, played a very influential part in the decision to use this type and style of
planing equipment again.
The new installation also furthers the integration

but, unlike wine, machines rarely improve with age
and a transaction in new steel for old was carefully
drawn up.

of Powell River Company’s lumber operations with
the pulp and paper operations at Powell River, for
W.S.M. will now have increased facilities to handle

The delivery of thirteen tons of steel to Westmin-

the surfacing of specially selected high grade Hemlock

ster Shook Mills in the late Fall of °53 climaxed

from the wood mill at Powell River.

plans finalized early in the year, fulfilling in part the

Seeking to broaden the availability of items for
mixed-car shipments in conjunction with the Ked

River Company’s recently acquired lumber subsid-

Cedar operation of British Columbia Manufacturing
Company and better serve and meet the needs of its

modernization and gradual integration of Powell
1aries.

This tonnage, in the form of one of Stetson-Ross's
largest and finest planers, has now been installed in

new facilities constructed to revise completely the
planing and grading of Shook Mills’ production of
Douglas Fir, West Coast Hemlock and Yellow Cedar
Lumber. The 6-12-M Al Double Profile machine
is equipped with heads each containing 12 cutting
knives—at normal speeds making 9 knife cuts per
lineal inch as the stock passes through the planer.
The setting of the knives has been ordered, under
special direction of Manager Tom Morgan and Assistant Manager Errol Wintemute, to cut at a bevel

customers, W.S.M. is now ready to supply, to a
greater extent than ever before, items of flooring,
drop siding and other specialty lumber patterns for

their old and new friends in the United States,
Canada and oftshore markets.

of 25 degree angle to the surface of the stock instead

of the average 271% degree angle. Ihis change

insures perfection in surfacing such highly selected
quality material as W.S.M. extension-ladder rails.
The new Stetson-Ross planer, capable of running
at speeds up to 600 lineal feet per minute, has been
installed in conjunction with a 24-foot Durand fully
automatic trimmer.

Rough stock, piled from either the mill green

chain or kiln drying tracks, is transported by lumber

carrier in unit loads to an automatic off-loader.
From there it passes, one piece after another, across
the Durand trimmer for automatic, precision, smooth

trimming of each end, and is cut to either odd or
even lengths as the specifications ordered. Finally,
it travels onto the planer feed table for surfacing 1n
the new machine.

The eminent performance of a similar StetsonPage fourteen

New Pjaner at Westminster Shook Mill.

FRED RILEY RETIRES.
NEW PROMOTIONS ANNOUNCED

CNnounced
January
1, Riles
oe as
conan
the retirement
of Fred Riley
General
Superintendent of Paper Mills and the appointment
of Alexander Van Allen as his successor.
Fred Riley, Powell River’s top paper maker, 1s a
well-known figure in the industry. He has been
with the Company continuously since 1922, and 1s
probably one of the most experienced paper machine
men in Canada. Born in Colwich, Kansas, he came

to Canada for the first time in 1917 to work at
Ocean Falls.

He has been in the business of making

paper for the past forty years, and has worked in

paper plants across Canada and in the United States.
At Powell River he has successively held the posts of
assistant paper mill superintendent and general super-

intendent of paper mills, coming “up the line’ from

back tending. His two sons, one of whom 1s
emploved in the plant, were born in Powell River.
Fred has accepted a position with the Dan Charles
Agency of Seattle, paper mill clothing and equipment
dealers, as a Canadian representative, a position for
which he is well qualified by experience and knowledge.

Mr. Riley’s successor, ‘“Alex’’ Van Allen, chemical
graduate of the University of British Columbia, has
been with the Company for nearly fourteen years.
In that period he has had wide experience in paper
mill operations, filling successively the positions of
Technical Assistant, Assistant Sulphite Superintend-

Fred Riley, left, congratulated by Wallace McDonald.

ent and latterly as Powell River’s first Industrial
Engineer.

Born in Gadsby, Alberta, Alex is a member of the
Professional Engineers Association and of the Tech-

nical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry.
His practical experience alone with his technical
training provides a sound background for his new
duties.

Alex is married to the daughter of a pioneer Powell

River citizen, and they have three children, all born
in the district.

In the pre-Christmas season, ten other promotions,

largely necessitated by the introduction of the continuous operating program in the plant, were also
announced.

Promoted to night shift superintendent in the

paper machine room is Gus Schuler, native son of
New Zealand and a resident and employee of the
Company since 1913. Starting in as a labourer in
1913, he has worked his way up the ladder to his
present key post. In his younger days he was one
of the district’s top all-round athletes.
Promoted to Boss Machine Tenders were Fred
Church, Roy Donkersley and Hugh McPhalen, al}
of whom have been practical paper makers for the
past thirty years; and all of whom are well known
in the community and welfare life of our district.
Five new Groundwood shift foremen, Gus Olson,
Nels Richardson, James Cockrill, Ted Jackson and
Jim Hunter, were appointed. All of these men are

old-timers in the district, and have been active

workers in our community and recreative life.
Promoted to Head Checker on the docks is William
Graham, employed since 1922, and also a leader in
our community life.
All of these appointments are made from within
the organization and are a recognition of their ability
and the service they have accorded the Company.
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Bears cant get at this cache.

LIFE ON A TIMBER CRUISE
By W. G. CAREY, Timber Cruiser
VERYONE connected with the logging industry,
it seems, is happy whenever we get a wet summer and fall. No interruptions of log production to
fight fires; no shut downs in the camps due to forest
closures.

Even those people who are concerned with the
water supply in our storage basins and reservoirs are
all smiles as the weather man chalks up records or
near records of rainfall. This joy is not shared by
the boys on a timber cruising party. ‘Lo them a wet

season like this past one is just a pain in the neck.

Take, for instance, the job we went to on the
Oueen Charlotte Islands. We started around the

middle of September. Nine weeks later, when we
left there, our records showed that 36 hours was the
longest stretch without rain. Most of the time the
clouds seemed to be caught in the tree tops.

A short

glimpse of the sun or even a small patch of blue sky
was a rare sight.

The timberlands we went to examine covered

four thousand five hundred acres. ‘This area ts located

on the west side of the Yakoun River and in the
valley of Ghost Creek, one of its main tributaries.

This district is famous for its heavy stands of giant
Sitka spruce.

Our job was to prepare a detailed report showing
the volume of mature timber by species, as well as
an accurate map of the property. This type of map
is for the logging engineers.

We endeavor to record

all the information he will require to successfully log
the timber.
The map is made by applying recognized cruising
methods. Continuous parallel strips are run at 440
foot intervals across the property. The finished map,
made to the scale of 400 feet to the inch, is a compilation of the data recorded along these strips. ‘The
map shows the location and size of such things as
creeks, lakes, swamps, scrub areas, rock outcrops and

bluffs, as well as the location and density of the
timber stands.

With this information the logging management
can plan their future development, and when that

time comes the logging engineers will use it as a help

in laying out their road systems and their logging

plan.

Ihe cruising is usually done a year or two ahead
of the actual logging. This means camping out in
the forest. The only means of getting into this part

of the country is on foot, so all our supplies and
equipment have to be taken in on our backs. {t's
surprising how much even the bare necessities weigh.

The first thing was to locate and brush out a trail.
You want to know where you are going and how to
get there when you have a heavy pack on your back.
Our trail started from the end of the present logging
road which is 14 miles from Juskatla Camp. We
established our first camp five miles beyond the end
of the road. The spot we chose, after making sure
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The author (right) and Joe Peques.

Tough going, but we made it!

we were in no danger from leaning trees or dead
snags, was a small flat on the banks of the Yakoun
R iver.

It doesn’t take long to get established in a new
Within 80 square feet of ground space we
have our kitchen, bedroom, living room and office.
home.

Furnishings are simple; usually made on the spot.
Our greatest comfort comes from a small portable
tin stove which occupies one corner. After the tent
is up, the first thing 1s to get the fire going and make

a pot of tea.

There 1s nothing like two or three

cups of tea to warm and cheer you up at a time like
CNis.

It rained hard the day we moved in so our heating

plant was working to capacity trying to dry things
The black bears gave us a lot of trouble on this
job. ‘They come down to the rivers and creeks every
fall when the salmon come up to spawn. During
normal years there are more than enough fish to feed

them; but this was a lean year and the bears were
hungry. Altogether we were robbed five different
times. They seemed to feel that since they were
sharing their forest and their trails with us we should
share our food with them. We couldn't see it that
way, especially after a long back packing trip. We
were finally compelled to use force and would shoot
at any of them found loitering around our camp.
Fortunately they did not damage our tent; but on
one raid, holes were bitten around the bottom of our
favorite stew pot.

The most annoying and destructive of all the

pests in the woods, as far as the cruisers are concerned,

ae dies, te
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are mice. It is a continual battle with these little

ae

Our temporary cruise headquarters.

rodents from the time you enter the woods until you
leave. They get into everything. Any food that 1s
not inacan they go for. Clothing, especially woolen,
they chew up for making their nests. It’s not un-

common to wake up with a start and find one

chewing off your hair.
Although we keep mouse traps in constant use

there seem to be as many mice around when we leave
camp as there were when we first arrived. ‘They must
come to us from miles around. ‘They are a lot more

troublesome during wet weather as evidently they
have more difficulty in finding their natural foods.

The weather is the greatest single factor in making
a job pleasant or otherwise. While the work carries

on regardless of the rain, living conditions are definitely affected. Living under a canopy of trees during

extended periods of foul weather can make life
miserable indeed.

On the other hand if the weather is good and the
sky 1s clear the job can be a pleasant one.

yA

Getting wet’s part of the game.
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Alert Bay's totems are famous.

A stray friend.

The author with T. Young, J. Weld at O'Brian Bay.

TOWN

jt was a tight squeeze, but they made it!

BERT FOOLED ‘EM
For a breathless hour you could get odds that the
Powell River Exhibition house would not be moved
off the town's central lot without damage. But with
the aid of two trucks backed ingeniously against it,
daring Bert Helland finally re-located the panel pre-

fab dwelling for its purchaser, Len Donkersley, on
a lot in Westview, three and one-half miles away.
For the record book, it took Bert all afternoon and

part of the evening to successfully confound the sidewalk superintendents.

SABOTAGE FROM THE SKY
We were doing mighty fine with our Evergreen

Playground going into the New Year. Most residents
boasted flowers in their gardens at Yuletide, some
reported hearing croaking frogs. ‘Then, overnight,
‘Powell Riviera’ disappeared on January 14 under
a blanket of white stuff, reportedly known as snow
in other parts of Canada and the continental States.

While the district's 2,000 motorists raved, used
tire chains or buses, the small fry had the grandest
sleighing fun since the record snow of 1950.

“Sleeping Beauty” set in modern tempo.

First month-long travelling Civil Defence course

opened in Powell River on January 14, with an
enrollment of 25 enthusiastic representatives from
the four local districts.

Assisting Major A. Cathcart Bruce's team of

experts in instructing the trainees were John Fishleigh and Hudson Pirie.

MOTHER’S DAY CAME EARLY
Final payment on the new maternity table in the
Powell River General Hospital was made possible
near Christmas with the presentation of a cheque to
the Hospital Board by the Women’s Auxiliary (see
picture below).
On Christmas Day itself, patients received their
breakfast on gaily decorated trays with presents and
greetings for everyone. Special gifts went to new
mothers and identification bracelets to the newborn
babes. This was not necessarily an inducement for
future utilization of the new obstetrical equipment,
one wag claimed.
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Patients can rest assured it’s paid for.

SLOW BUT SURE

Unceasing attraction to the Powell River-West-

view commuters is the continued construction activity

on the Willingdon Arena site. Despite inclement

weather, volunteer workers have made such steady
progress under the direction of two full-time foremen

that by mid-January some of the 20-foot columns
had already gone up in concrete on the sea-side of
the 130 x 270 ice rink.
Several mill departments have been setting a fine

example of community cooperation by organizing

regular volunteer work crews to help keep construction costs down and give the district its first public
arena.

Karen McCrossan and fine feathered friend,

MILL STORES TRIUMPH
With contributions from 50% of their employees,
the Mill Stores won themselves a barrel of Christmas

cheer by topping all other mill departments in the

Elks-Moose sponsored Blood Donor drive.
Jock McLaren accepted the prize on behalf of the

Mill Stores from Fred Parker, B.P.O.E. head, and
Jack Brooks (Kamyr department), Moose governor.
‘Tinsmith Frank Clarke chaired the Elks committee, with Ed Quinn as his opposite number on the
Moose committee.

THEY MADE THINGS BRIGHTER
A total of $160 rewarded the five winners of the
Christmas “Light-up Your Home’ campaign con-

ducted by the Powell River % District Board of
‘| rade.

Winners by districts were: Cranberry Lake—W.

FE. Peebles; Powell River—E. Ferguson; Westview—

rH. C. McPhalen; Wildwood—J. McCartney.

W. P. Gardiner of Cranberry won the special

award for the most original display.

Though excluded from the competition, many

local stores featured colorful window displays, and
even our Central Office sported a window message
with a John McIntyre touch (see picture below).
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Messrs. McLaren, Parker and Brooks.
Santa went for McPhalen’s place.

We're sort of proud of our product
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LLOYD and GLYPTY
By Dr. C. D. ORCHARD, Chief Forester,
B.C. Forest Service

HIS 1s really quite a story.
Lloyd Rodgers, one of Powell River Company s
Logging Managers, who divides his time between
the Vancouver Office and the woods, and his wife
‘“Etta,’’ have some acres of land up the Fraser Valley.
They like trees, shrubs, and flowers, and never miss

a chance to pick up anything in that line that 1s
interesting, unusual, or ornamental.

A couple of years ago Lloyd fell heir to two

specimens of ‘‘Dawn Red Weed,’ Metasequoia Glyp-

tostroboides — “Glypty’’ for short. Glypty was

planted out and throve mightily; which offered an
excuse to take Glypty’s picture: which gave Lloyd
an excuse to pose with Glypty: which was enough
excuse for both of them to get into the Digester and

for asking me to write a story about them.

Perhaps the less said about Lloyd the better.

With reference to Glypty—in my experience at
least four out of five people when they talk about

trees start out by telling their audiences how important wood is, and I suppose that will give us as good
a start as any other.
Wood is important, and what is more, it always
was important 1n human economy. Away back 1n
the dim ages, long before Powell River learned to
make 1,100 tons of pulp and paper in a day, it was
maybe even more important to primitive man than
it is to us today. It afforded him the heat, shelter,

clothes, weapons, and tools without which there
would have been little chance of survival, let alone
progress; and there was a wide variety of trees,

Lloyd Rodgers and “Glypty”

qualities, and characteristics, from which to choose
a wood especially adapted to a special use.

Trees, like animals, have developed through the
ages by a process of evolution. Some of them, like

the sabre toothed tiger and the mastodon in _ the
animal world, failed to survive violent changes in
environment. Such are extinct and are known to
science only in their fossil remains. Two species of
trees, the ginkgo and glypty, barely escaped the fate
of complete extinction and are therefore especially

interesting to botanists and just plain tree lovers.
The ginkgo, of which there are a few anemic
specimens to be found as ornamentals in British
Columbia, has the unique distinction of being the
only broad-leaf conifer; and incidentally its fruit 1s
not borne in a cone. Don't ask me how you get a
conifer without a cone. I’m not arguing about it—
just telling you. Harlow and Harrar, who between
them knew enough about these things to write a five

hundred page book on the subject, say this Order
(the Gymnosperms) ‘“‘have received much attention
because of their very ancient lineage which extends
backward through the Carboniferous period into the

Devonian’’; which 1s just one way of saying their
family history is traced back at least three hundred
million years—but we didnt start out to talk about
Ginkgo at all.

The Glypty 1s even more unique than the Ginkgo

aS it 1s a deciduous-conifer. That is, when 1ts leaves
or needles are on, it looks like an evergreen or conifer,

but these needles are shed in the winter like other

deciduous trees such as maples and alders, leaving the
tree bare. Perhaps Glypty’s family can't trace its

history quite as far back but they have been kicking
around for a respectable period of a couple of hundred

million years at that, and up to 1944 were believed
to have been entirely extinct for long ages past. Forty

million years ago, or thereabouts, Glypty was a
common tree in the forests of what is now British
Columbia, and I| have taken fossils of its twigs of
about that age from a sandstone formation in a cut

on the highway along Francois Lake. ‘Then in
1944 a forester employed by the Ministry of Agriculture of the Chinese National Government, T.
Wang, came upon a tree which he couldn’t identify
in the province of Szechuan in central China. ‘The
find, none other than Glypty, caused something of

a sensation in scientific circles. Dr. Ralph W.

Chaney, Professor of Paleontology, University of
California, was commissioned by the University in
1948 to travel to China and report on the tree and
its identification. Dr. Chaney confirmed the fact
that Glypty was still in the land of the living. He
brought back with him some of the seed which he
has distributed with a generous hand and some of
which fell to the lot of the Provincial Forest Service
—and so from the parentage of a few lone surviving

trees in central China, Glypty comes back to B.C.
after an absence of 20°, 30?, or 40 million years.
The two hundred seeds, or rather seedlings, that
came to the Forest Service were to be distributed to
test survival in various locations. Most of them are
already dead, but a few have survived and prospered.

Notable amongst these latter is Lloyd’s specimen
near Chilliwack.
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Powell River, like the rest of the lower British Columbia Mainland, had its share of snow in January.
Here is a typical scene along a side road leading to the main Powell River-Westview highway.
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Dusiness and industry are taking their full responsi-

Walter Snyder

ALTER SNYDER— MASTER PAPERMAKER
Ai

NE of the best practical paper makers in the
industry. —

That 1s how a well-known pulp and paper man,
who travels extensively on this continent, describes

and reassemble an entire newsprint machine, without
leaving a single nut or bolt displaced.

In his paper making career at Powell River, he has

actively participated in the installation of our four

machines, and has watched production climb
moo Snyder, Paper Mill Superintendent at Powelllargest
from 200 tons in 1913 to over 1100 tons daily in

Certainly no one in Powell River will quarrel with
this definition. If there was ever a case of a man in
his proper niche, it is Walter Snyder, who since the
age of 17 has followed the paper making trade. He

started out as a youngster with Willamette

at Oregon City in 1912. Eight months later he

heard of the new, four machine mill 1n operation at
Powell River, British Columbia, waved a fond farewell to Washington, and headed north. ‘| hat was
on June 3, 1913, and save for an odd few months

break in 1918 and 1922, he has been in Powell
River ever since.

Walter left us for one year between 1917-1918
to serve with the United States Air Force in World
War l. He returned to Powell River in 1919 as
machine tender on the paper machines.

In 19272 he

resigned to try his fortunes itn the east where he

worked on paper machines at Iroquois Falls, Ontario.

But the lure of the west was in his blood, and after
three months he climbed aboard a train for the coast

1954. He has worked on and helped dismantle or
assemble every machine in the mill.

Lis outstanding ability has been recognized by
successive promotions from Boss Machine [ender to
Assistant Paper Mill Superintendent, and then to the
top of the paper making ladder as Paper Mill ouperintendent. He is highly respected by his crews, whose
only complaint is that he can do anything they can
on the machines and can still take time out to boss

the department, and keep paper moving to the
publishers.

In addition to his outstanding skill as a paper
maker, Walter is renowned for his prowess in the
hunting and fishing fields. In the twenties he climbed

every mountain in the district hunting for deer and
goat, and if there is a lake or stream in the vicinity
that he hasn't fished it is not marked on the local
Maps.

And as 1954 production rises to new world highs,

Paper Mill Superintendent Walter Snyder carries

and Tesumed his old job of machine tender in Powell
quietly on, watching his machines purr along 1n high
Paper making has been almost a hobby with him.

Paper machines are in his bones, and he is never
happier than when there is a repair, clean-up or
installation job to be done. JLocal paper makers
declare that Walter, if given time, could dismantle

gear and wondering if he could skin a modern high
speed press by hand.

A lot of local paper makers who remember his
uncanny skill back in the “hand craft days’ would
lay even odds he could do 1t!
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WAC Bennett

W. R. 7. Chetwynd

. Black

INTRODUCING OUR PROVINCIAL CABINE
——Photos by British Columbia Government Travel Bureau.

N the evening of June 12, 1952, the people of
British Columbia, somewhat to their surprise,

Credit Party in 1950 and led it to victory in its

first real campaign in 1952.
Mr. Bennett was born in Albert County, New
Brunswick, September 6, 1900. He was educated
in Alberta and New Brunswick schools, and in
British Columbia is well known as a successful
hardware merchant. He is an executive of the
Canadian Red Cross, Gyro Club and others. He
is narried with three children.

discovered they had elected a majority of members of

the Social Credit party to their Provincial Legisla(ure. social Credit, led by the Honorable W. A. C.
Bennett, had elected 19 members out of 48, not
enough for an overall majority, but sufficient to carry

on in the interim.
One year later Mr. Bennett dissolved Parliament
and submitted the fate of himself and party to the
electorate. On the evening of June 9, 1953, Social
Credit swept into office with 28 seats, sufficient to
give the party a safe overall plurality.
The rise of Social Credit to power in B.C. is an
almost overnight phenomenon. In the election of

2. One of Mr. Bennetts best known and popular
confreres is the Honorable Robert William Bonner, occupying the dual role of Attorney General
and Minister of Education. Born in Vancouver,
B.C., September 10, 1920, Mr. Bonner gradu-

ated from the University of British Columbia
and entered the legal profession. He was first

1948, the party never elected a single candidate and
had less than 4,000 votes in the entire Province.
Today, the people of B.C. show no evidence that
they regret their decision, and Mr. Bennett appears
in a strong position throughout the Province. In
the present session the party has tackled several con-

elected to the Legislature at a by-election in 1952,

and was appointed Attorney General. On re-

election in 1953 he took over the post of Minister

of Education following the death of the Honor-

able (Mrs.) Tillie Rolston in that year. He

served overseas 1n World War II with the Sea-

tentious pieces of legislation, including Old Age
Pension, Hospital Insurance, Taxation, and long-

standing railway problems.
In this issue, for the benefit and enlightenment of
our readers, we present brief thumbnail sketches of
Mr. Bennett and the eight ministers who direct the
destinies of Government in British Columbia.
1. Premier and Minister of Finance, the Honorable
William Andrew Cecil Bennett was first elected
in the B.C. Legislature as Progressive Conservative candidate for South Okanagan in October,
194]. He was re-elected as a Coalition member
in 1945 and again in 1949. He joined the Social

forth Highlanders, and was wounded in Italy.
He has a son and a daughter.

3. Honorable Wesley Drewitt Black, Provincial

Secretary and Minister of Municipal Affairs, was

born in New Westminster, British Columbia.

November ?7, 1910. Married, with four sons,
Mr. Black was a member of the teaching profes-

sion prior to his entry into the Govenrment in
June, 1952. He was sworn in as Provincial
Secretary on August 1, 1952, and was reappoint-

ed to that post in June, 1953.

4. Hon. William Ralph ‘Talbot Chetwynd was
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W. K. Kiernan

R. E. Sommers

E. C. F. Martin

| Wicks

born in Lichfield, England, July 28, 1890. He
was educated in Bristol College, England, and
Pullman State College, Washington, U.S.A.

Fraser Valley.

Mir. Chetwynd entered the Legislature in
June, 1952, and was appointed Minister of

‘Trade and Fisheries. Re-elected in 1953, he retained his post—a key appointment in these days

S$

of new construction and new opportunities in
British Colmubia. He has one son.

Honorable the Rev. Philip Arthur Gaglardi,

Minister of Public Works, was born in Mission

was a clergyman prior to entering politics, and
was well known in Central British Columbia for

Lands and Forests, and Minister of Mines, 1s
another native-born Albertan. Born in the oil
country of Leduc, he was educated at Normal
School, B.C., and at Notre Dame College.

made school teaching his career. Representing the

rich mining area of Rossland- Trail, his appointment as Minister of Lands and Forests and Min-

ister of Munes gives this important section of
QO

of industrial activity and development in _ the
north and central portions of the Province.

Honorable Eric Charles Fitzgerald Martin, Minister of Health and Welfare, was born in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, September 15, 1905. He was educated

British Columbia industry cabinet representation.
Honorable Lyle Wicks, Minister of Labor, 1s yet
another minister who first saw the sun in Alberta.
being born in Calgary, November 1, 1912.
Mir. Wicks has been active in Social Credit and
community affairs for many years. He was the
first President of the B.C. Social Credit League,

and a former member of the National Board of

Directors of the Social Credit Association of

in Bickney Hall, London, England, and St.

Michael’s School, Victoria, B.C. Married with
two children, Mr. Martin was an accountant 1n
private life, and later was in the stock brokerage

( anada.

He 1s married with one son.

Flected to the Legislature in 1952, he was

appointed Minister of Labor, a position that few
of his associates craved.

and construction businesses.

He was first elected to the Legislature in June,

1953. Asa resident of B.C.’s leading agricultural
area, the Fraser Valley, Mr. Kiernan was a logical
choice for Miunister of Agriculture.
Honorable Robert Edward Sommers, Minister of

Married with four children, Mr. Sommers

City, B.C., January 13, 1913. Mr. Gaglard:
his work with children’s and church societies. He
iS married with two sons.
Mr. Gaglardis Department, always the centre
of public interest and controversy, 1s an extremely
responsible one, particularly with the expansion

In his first attempt at electorate

favor he won his seat with an overwhelming
majority in 1952 and repeated his success in

These are the men who direct the Government of
Their average age is 45, and while some lack
experience and political background, this, 1n_ the
opinion of many, is counteracted by the freshness,
vigor and enthusiasm with which they have tackled

1952, and appointed Minister of Health and

B.C.

Honorable William Kenneth Kiernan was born
in Peace River, Alberta, July 25, 1916. Married,
with three children, Mr. Kiernan is well known
as a garage owner and operator throughout the

injected a new challenge to our political life.

Welfare.

their jobs. Whatever their final fate, they have

ILLINGDON ARENA TAKES SHAP
Roofing lumber was assured for the Willingdon
Arena recently when Barney Macdonalds wood

preparation crews cut logs on their own time. Meantime, other volunteers, including high school boys,

are continuing to pour concrete columns and lay

cement bricks for the rising structure (see below).
Several imported stage shows have helped spotlight

attention on the Arena and augment its building
fund at the same time. A mill-wide bond drive has
been set for the latter part of May.
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Gradually beginning to take concrete shape is Powell River’s Willingdon Arena, being built largely by volunteer iabor

—-Industrial Photographics.

By D. A. JOHNSTON, Logging Diviston
HE Sixth Annual Meeting of the Supervisors and
Foremen of our Logging Subsidiaries was held

January 28th, 29th and 30th in Vancouver with
some thirty-five members in attendance. With logging Operations extending from Sechelt Peninsula in

Guests at the gathering included Mr. Neil MceCallum, Chief Engineer, Provincial Government,
Department of Public Works, who discussed the
problems of road construction in British Columbia:
Mr. Robert Bourne, President of Bourne and Weir

the South to Massett Inlet on the Queen Charlotte
Islands in the North, a distance of some 450 miles,

Ltd., tire re-treading and rebuilding specialists, who
spoke on Preventive [lire Maintenance ; |] homas

these annual gatherings enable the operating men to
get together for an exchange of ideas and a discussion
of their mutual problems. The topics on this year's
program included all phases of the woods operation
and several outstanding speakers were present to give
us their views.
‘The meetings commenced with an address of welcome by the Chairman, Mr. Norman English, General
Manager of the Logging Subsidiaries, followed by a

Murray Jr., Washington lumber executive, who
reviewed the use of power saws in Washington logging operations; Gerald Frink, President of Washing-

ton Iron Works, Seattle: Mr. Hobart Burton, Chief
Sales Manager, and Mr. Gerald Porter, Vancouver
Machinery Depot Ltd.; John Billings, General Manager of Forest Industrial Relations Ltd., who led a
discussion on Employer-Employee Relations.

creditable job last year.

Logging Costs were reviewed by William Mains,
Chief Accountant; Lloyd Rodgers conducted an interesting panel on Road Construction and Engineering; Bill Manson, Manager, Salmon River Logging
Company, reviewed the 1953 Safety Record of the
Logging Subsidiaries; and John Wilfert, Purchasing

1953.

I want to give each one of you the highest

Agent, emphasized the problems of purchasing equipment and materials for the various camps; Harry Carr,
Mechanical Superintendent, told of new developments
in equipment and maintenance.

Vice-President, John Liersch, advised the gathering

executives Bill Manson, Tom Murphy and Clair

talk by President Harold S. Foley. In his opening
remarks Mr. Foley congratulated the men on their
1953 results:—

“You men in the Logging Department did a

I am proud of each one
of you and each one of the logging companies.
With one or two minor exceptions, each logging
outlet did a good job of reducing their costs in
praise.

Your record is outstanding.

that in 1954 they would be expected to produce a
total of 262 million feet of logs, an increase of 25%
over 1953. This will take care of approximately
/0% of the requirements for the mill at Powell River
and the three sawmill divisions.

H. S. Foley, left, N. A. English, H. A. Renwick, J. E. Liersch

Chairmen at the various sessions were logging

Smith.

Mr. John Liersch wound up the Friday afternoon
session with a talk on fire protection and fire equipment.

The Saturday meetings were confined to_ the

Managers and Superintendents of the subsidiaries,
with discussions centering mainly on a review of logging costs for the year.

As a fitting climax to three strenuous days of

meetings, Mr. Norman English was host at a dinner
and dance held at the Gai Paree Supper Club.

‘This

was an opportunity for all the members of the Vancouver Office Staff to get personally acquainted with
the men with whom we are in contact by ‘phone and
mail during the year. It also enabled our wives to
compare notes as to the advantages and disadvantages

of living in the logging communities as compared to

life in the city.

All were unanimous that the 1954 conference was

one of the best yet and we are now planning for
bigger and better things in 1955.
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EFORE the shepherd startled eyes, the white rock
was becoming a powder beneath his campfire.

He watched it until the fire, built on the outcropping
of soft rock, faded into embers and these, in turn, at
last blended with the night.
The next morning, the powdered rock had turned

back -to stone!

This legend is centuries old, but mineral experts

believe that 1t could have been a true story. For this
is exactly what happens when intense heat is applied

to gypsum. It evaporates the water which 1s in

sypsum rock, leaving a white powder, ‘Then when
water is added, the white powdery substance turns
to hard rock again!

Gypsum, one of the most common minerals of

the earth, is mined or quarried today, then processed

in huge industrial plants and subsequently used in
almost every building in the United States, in one
form or another. It is used for plaster, as a plaster
base, in making gypsum wallboard, and for hundreds
of other uses. In some toothpastes it serves as an

abrasive. It 1s used to form die patterns for jet
planes, to grind telescopic lenses. Dentists use gypsum
to make impressions. It is even used in making beer!

"The ancients used gypsum in many ways—as a
finishing material in the great Egyptian Pyramids,

for example—and all through history man has used

and appreciated this remarkable mineral. But it was

not until a little more than fifty years ago that the
full potentialities were realized.

Continuous ribbon of Sheetrock wallboard at U.S. Gypsum’s
Staten Island Plant
—Hedricn-Blessing Photo

United States Gypsum Company was among the
first to develop this mineral into the prominent role
it has in today sg living. Founded in 1902, the Company today, primarily through its development of

gypsum products, is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of building materials. It operates 46 separate plants, has its own fleet of ocean-going ships,
owns 61,000 acres of mtneral land and over 88,000
acres of timberland. It produces more than 100 dif-

ferent kinds of building materials, and its “SHEET
ROCK” gypsum wallboard is one of the best known
and most widely used products of its kind. ‘Today,
gypsum wallboard is used in more than half the
homes built in the United States.

This wallboard is encased tn a manila board paper
which must be porous, smooth and strong so that a
proper bond with the gypsum plaster is provided.

and so that it will be able to take any kind of
decoration.

Powell River is proud to supply one of the ingredients—unbleached sulphite pulp—for this important manila board paper, which ends up in a product

so important to building and to the comfort of
homes throughout the country.
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POWELL RIVER COMPANY DIRECTOR
HEADS SAN FRANCISCO BOYS’ CLUB

|
Bob Scanion

ARLY this year, the San Francisco Boys Club

elected a new President. He was Robert H.
Scanlon, well-known San Francisco financial executive and an active community worker in that pulsing
metropolis.

Powell River can share this honor with San

Francisco, for Bob Scanlon, a director of the Company since 1926, was a pioneer in its founding and

building. A son of the late M. J. Scanlon, an

original partner in Powell River Company, Bob was
one of the first men ashore when clearing work was
started on plant and townsite building in 1910. He
remained in Powell River for twelve years, left in
1922 and returned in 1926 as Assistant Resident
Manager. He went to San Francisco in 1931, where
he still resides. Until last year he was a partner in
the well-known financial house of Stewart-Scanlon

Inc., but at that time decided to relax a little and

retired from active participation in the firm s operations.

It is no surprise to old-time residents of Powell

River that Bob Scanlon has been selected as President

of so important a community and national organization as the San Francisco Boys’ Club. In Powell
River, throughout his career, he was to the fore in
the promotion of community and recreational life in

the district, and was particularly interested in the

activities of junior athletic and social clubs. He was
the leader in the movement back in 1928 which first
stressed the necessity of a land route to Vancouver.
This year the project which Bob Scanlon so vigorously sponsored is expected to became a reality, and
local residents all hope he will be here as an honored
guest when the first ferry crosses Jervis Inlet to the
Powell River side.
There is scarcely a club in the Powell River district that does not boast an R. H. Scanlon trophy on

its prize list; and many of the organizations which
are flourishing today received their first support and

active encouragement from Bob Scanlon. Safe workmanship in industry was another favorite occupation

of bis, and he was the first President of the Pacific
Coast pulp and paper mills Safety Committee.
In San Francisco Bob has continued his efforts as
4 community worker and has been a member of many
civic and welfare organizations over the years. It 1s

One of several Boys’ Clubs in San
Francisco which are helping to keep
youngsters out of mischief
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doubtful if any of these have appealed to him more

than working with the boys, who this year have
honored him by electing him President of their club.
The Boys’ Clubs of America are doing a splendid

job throughout the country, in helping the underprivileged youngsters, in eliminating juvenile delinquency and in building better boys for the battle of
life. None has a more impressive record than the

San Francisco organization, which since its inception
has included as members many famous personages in

the State and in the nation. Joe DiMaggio and

brothers Dom and Vince were youthful members,
and Joe, in his frequent trips to the city, almost invariably drops around to talk to the boys who followed in his footsteps. Edmond S. Brown, Attorney
Cieneral of the State of California, was a member and

testifies to its citizen and morale building qualities.
Many of the present directors, leading business and

professional men in the city, credit the club with

keeping them on the right path in their early years.
lack of space prevents us detailing the activities
and work of what is now a big business corporation

in its ramifications and operations. [he club has
several branches in the city and in September, 1952,

the directors opened a new Boys Club, the cost of
which is estimated at $/00,000. It 1s all paid for.
In addition, Camp Mardwell, a summer camp for
boys, was established, and today includes 2,000
acres of beautifully wooded country.
‘The impressive Haight-Ashbury Branch 1s one of

the finest Boys’ Clubs in the nation.

In this area

juvenile delinquency has been reduced to a vanishing
point. Inside the spacious club are facilities to serve

from 2,000-3,000 boys. Equipment is available for
all phases of athletics—trecreation, boxing, tumbling,
basketball, billiards, chess, etc. Supervised dancing,
speakers’ clubs, vocational training are all part of the
widely diversified opportunities for the development
and guidance of young people.

We, of Powell River, know that in Bob Scanlon
the club will have a leader whose lifetime training,
background and inclinations render him deserving
of the honor which the citizens of San Francisco have
accorded him.

Good luck, Bob Scanlon, with your Boys Club!
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industrial and community life. President Harold S.

few of the reasons why we believe ours is a Good
Company, meriting the wide degree of public confidence which it enjoys today.
Back in the first decade of this century, our Company pioneered the newsprint industry in Western
Canada—at a time when population was small, and
when the installation of a paper mill was distinctly
a high risk venture. ‘The founders, the late Dr. D.

F. Brooks, M. J. Scanlon, Anson S. Brooks, and

their associates, looked far ahead and encountered
many stormy seas before their risk paid off. ‘| oday,
located in a Province whose total population is only
slightly more than the city of San Francisco, Powell

River is the world’s largest individual newsprint
. plant.
From the employees’ angle, Powell River, in
common with other pulp and paper mills of British
Columbia, pays the highest wages of any industry
in B.C. (and thence in Canada) except for the sea-

sonal construction industry. Welfare benefits for

employees compare with the best in the nation.
Powell River Company, since its early formative
days, has consistently operated at a profit. In the
depression days, when many Canadian newsprint
companies went into receivership, Powell River, by
sound management and alert sales efforts, remained
solvent and weathered the storm without weakening
Its position or its prestige with the exception of a few
years in the depression ’30’s. The Company has paid
regular dividends since 1917.

Foley is a past Chairman of the Canadian Pulp and

Paper Association and one of the most highly regarded leaders in the industry on this continent.
Powell River executives, technical and operating staffs

have played leading roles in the development and
progress of the industry in Canada.

Our Company was one of the first to appreciate
the necessity of increased tonnage following the war

and immediately on conclusion of hostilities laid

plans for the installation of an additional newsprint
machine. This was the first post-war installation on
the continent and the first on the continent since
1936.
‘Today, practically every insurance and investment

corporation holds Powell River Company stock in
its portfolio. In financial circles, Powell River, with

its extensive reserves of raw materials. its sound and
progressive management, and with a record of uninterrupted operations over a forty-year period, is considered a ‘‘blue chip’’ investment. {ts shareholders,

a large number of whom are employees, number
11,000 and have found in Powell River Company a
safe and steadily expanding investment.

The strength, stability and integrity of the Company, and the quality of its product over so many
years, have created widespread public confidence and

trust in Powell River and its methods of doing

business.

That 1s the Company's reward and we prize it
highly.
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FEATURE of business training today 1s the
increasing cooperation between industry and

educational institutions. The accelerated pace of
modern industry, with its almost overnight emphasis

on technology, which carries in its wake new and

expanded problems of employee training and human
relationships, has expanded the need for a broader
training at the executive level.

This situation was formally recognized by Harvard University in the early days of the last war

following day, the groups arrive in class where the

instructor leads a discussion of the various solutions,
which are again further criticized, re-examined and

debated.

‘lhe careful pre-selection of cases by the instructor
eliminates the posstbilities of any final or dogmatic
solutions to any problem. A class, for example, may

take a president to pieces for the way he runs a
company, only to find this company is highly re-

versity set up a special course for the training of

The project proved so satisfactory that,
on conclusion of hostilities, industry urged the course
be maintained for executive training.
Today, the Harvard School of Business Admuinistration’s Advanced Management Program 1s an internationally recognized course for business executives;

garded in the industry and 1s operating at a profit.’
‘I his is the core of the Harvard method, and according to Howard, it is tremendously stimulating
and challenging. He points out that the composition
of each team has been so chosen that no individual
viewpoint 1s possible. A typical group might consist
of a personnel man, an engineer, a public relations
director, a comptroller, etc.
Commenting on the value
of this type of discussion and
contact, Howard states it becomes obvious that no one

and top officials in every industry and from many

person knows all the answers.

countries have been attending the special three months

It undoubtedly broadens the

training classes run by the institution.

individual's viewpoint. He

when more comprehensive training was essential to
meet the administrative, operational, and man power
demands of a war economy. As a result of requests
from the United States Government, Harvard Uniexecutives.

Last fall, Howard Urquhart, assistant resident
manager of the Powell River Company at Powell
River, was selected by the Company to attend the
Harvard sessions, for which there is always a waiting

list and for which application must be made many
months in advance.

These applications are carefully studied and selected to ensure that ‘‘students’’ at each semester will
be in contact with representatives of other widely
diversified industries and countries. Howard was
the only representative from the Canadian pulp and
paper industry.
The program extended over a three-month period
and the students lived on the job in approved dormitory style. Groups of six to ten men carefully
selected for different backgrounds and industries
lived together and operated as a team.
based on the ‘“‘Case’ method.

Instruction 1s

receives an education in the
varied aspects of industrial
background, of which he possesses least knowledge.

You

don t go to the Harvard Bus-

iness School to gain more
specialized knowledge in
your profession. You go to
broaden and complement
your background. lf,. for instance, you are an engineer,

you wont learn much about

engineering. But you will
learn a lot about industrial

finance, about personnel and

\a
Howard Urquhart

public relations, about administration, none of which

was included in your engineering course at college, and

The Cases, prepared by the Business Schools research department, are compiled after a special and
exhaustive on-the-job analysis of a firm or industry.
The cost of preparing an individual case is estimated
at $3,000.
The instructor selects the case to be studied, and

this is handed to each team, who take it ‘home for

analysis, study, and recommended procedure.
In these ‘‘bull sessions,’’ which take up the entire
evening, each team views every aspect of the case,

weighs every possible solution and arrives at a

decision, which is as nearly correct as the combined
background of the group can make it. ‘The other
discussion groups sitting in their own bull sessions
have submitted the case to similar investigation. ‘Tt he

much of which is a new world to you. An officia]
with an engineering training might be inclined to
make decisions mainly on the basis of a technical
approach. But are these decisions sound from the
financial side? What effect will they have on the

public who purchase your products, or the employee
who translates them into action? What administrative problems are involved:
You learn to compromise between the logical and
the intuitional approach when you go back to school
at Harvard.

I am convinced that every representative who

attended this course feels 1t was well worthwhile
and that we have increased our knowledge and our
usefulness to our companies and our communities. ©
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Pioneers in Dry Mat Production
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Hoosick Falls, N'Y. plant of the Wood Flong Corporation

T Hoosick Falls in New York State, near the
city of Albany, are located the plant and properties of the Wood Flong Corporation—a continental
pioneer in the manufacture of dry mats.

Our Wood Flong friends will pardon us if we

digress a moment to elaborate slightly on the term
“Wood Flong.”’ ‘The ““Wood”’ in the title refers to
Benjamin Wood, the original founder of the corpora-

tion. [he word ‘‘Flong,’’ now generally accepted
in Canada and the United States, is European for
"Mat. Translated in layman’s terms, Wood Flong
means “mats as originally manufactured by Mr.

Benjamin Wood.”’
In the fall of 1911, after spending considerable

time abroad studying in minute detail foreign

methods of dry mat manufacture and distribution,
Benjamin Wood organized the Wood Flong Company for the purpose of importing dry mats. AS
sole agent in the United States and Canada, Mr.
Wood began the task of converting domestic daily
newspapers from the wet to the dry mat method of
stereotyping.

In 1915, Wood produced the first American made
dry mat. Newspapers that had discarded their old
wet mat equipment and adopted the dry mat process
no longer had to rely on a foreign source of supply.
Since 1915, when the first domestic dry mat was
produced in Boston, Mass., Wood has pioneered the
way in many dry mat innovations. Until 1924, the

Wood Dry Mat was used primarily by the smaller
newspapers requiring a limited number of casts or

plates from each mat. Realizing the potential market
represented by the metropolitan papers, increasing
effort was expended in the laboratory to develop a
mat which would give the maximum number of casts
to the large dailies. ‘Loward the end of 1924, such
a mat became a reality and promptly metropolitan
newspapers throughout the country became interested.

Until 1927 newspapers and commercial shops
using dry mats had to moisten them in a humidor
before actually performing the molding operation.
‘This required considerable time. It was during this

year that Wood devised a method whereby dry mats
could be mill moistened. With this innovation dry
mat users were spared this additional task. From

that time on, dry mats were shipped from the mill

completely ready for use as received.

Furthermore.

Wood mats were wrapped in such a way as to

prevent any loss of moisture over a period of months,
provided the mats were properly stored by the conSumerfr.

In 1930 the Wood laboratory scored again with
a special coating which was applied to the face of
every mat. Coatings as such were far from new to
stereotyping. Stereotypers throughout the country

had been applying their own coatings to dry mats for
many years but mill coated mats were decidedly a
new development.
Today, Wood manufactures many different grades
of dry mats, each designed for some particular type
of work. In recent years, especially during the war,
Wood Mats were used even more extensively in the
commercial field. “The Ad, Graphic and Hill Plaxtex
grades, developed particularly for the dissemination

of advertising material to daily and weekly newspapers and also for fine register color work, have
become extremely popular among advertisers and
advertising agencies.

One problem which has faced the Wood Flong

Corporation in the past few years has been the high
shrinkage demanded by newspapers.
In the short space of 20 years the shrinkage of a

newspaper mat has risen from 3/16 inch to
1-5/l16ths. “This means controlled shrinkage plus

or minus | /16th of an inch on an area approximately
16 inches wide.

Wood has been foremost in supplying this controlled shrinkage to newspapers in all portions of

the United States and 30 foreign countries.

Constant research is conducted in the Wood

laboratory, with the belief that therein lies the means

of discovering improved methods of blending raw
materials, refining, finishing and controlling quality
in general. The aim and ever constant goal is the
best dry mat possible at the lowest possible cost,
realizing a product well made is more than half sold.
Wood Flong Corporation is another user of Powell
River unbleached sulphite pulp. Many of the big
dailies on this continent using Wood Flong mats
and Powell River newsprint are therefore printing
their entire issues with Powell River products.
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AVEL advertisements to

the contrary, Mexico 1s
More than 400 different paper items, from tissue to heavy kraft
bags, are produced in the Loreto mills.

not all guitars, senoritas, caballeros exhaling romantic canciones, cacti, peons making a Career of static somnolence, burros and their chauffeurs, grownRoy Foote
up men making bulls unhappy,
rumba and zamba athletes. No, senor, Mexico also
contains other things muy moderno and progressivo.
I have learned the Spanish well, No?
Most things moderno and progressivo have to be
wrapped in paper. This observation brings us to
the conclusion that Mexico uses a lot of paper. I hey
not only use a lot, but they also make a large quantity of paper and boards.

I would like to tell you about a paper mill I

visited in Mexico City. My good friend, Meredith
Parker, pulp salesman extraordinary, who knew
every inch of the Loreto mill, was also boasting a
bit about being in top physical condition. I took
him at his word and asked if he would take me for
a tour of this interesting plant. He then protested
that it meant a long, hard walk and suggested we
defer the trip to some later date. However, | suggested the tour would keep him in top condition, so
he finally consented to lead the way.
The name of the company, which 1s really three
paper mills and one pulp mill, is Fabricas de Papel
Loreto y Pena Pobre, S.A. It 1s called Loreto and

is owned by the family of the late Don Alberto Lenz,
who passed away a little over two years ago. A
mention of his name always brings forth spontaneous
comments of affection and respect from everyone in
the company.

In 1890, the young German lad of 23 years left

his family in Germany and sailed to ‘that wild
country’ of Mexico. After nearly fifteen years,
working for fourteen hours daily under primitive

living conditions, he had the courage and vision to

buy a completely gutted-by-fire textile mill and
build the first unit of what 1s now the huge Loreto
mill. Revolutions tore back and forth across the
mill property, but to Don Alberto Lenz, the spectacle

of bullets flying around the factory, followed by

yelling wild-eyed soldados, were all in a day's work.
But year by year Mexico steadily emerged from
political chaos and the country developed and 1n-

stalled modern techniques and equipment. This

meant the increasing use of paper, and Don Alberto
and his three engineer sons kept pace with the dePage ien
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By Roy W. FOOTE
mand.

Each son had to live on the property of the
mill over which he had charge. ‘There has never
been absentee management in the Lenz family.

Facing a main street in Mexico City is the fine monument which
was built to the memory of the heroes of the Mexican revolution
of 1847, Mexico City has scores of fine monuments throughout
the streets which provide a source of great interest for the visitor.

The Loreto mills, producing more than 30,000
tons per year, make more than 400 different items

of paper, from tissue to heavy kraft bag papers.

Their six paper machines vary from the re-built 1905
Number | machine, 59 inches in width. to the new-

est machine, an ultro-modern Rice Barton, three
years old, with the latest push-button equipment.
They grind 40 tons of mechanical pulp a day and

make the same amount of unbleached kraft pulp.
[ was very pleased to see Powell River unbleached
sulphite pulp being made into paper at this mull. |

tried to take advantage of the opportunity to take
about twenty minutes to tell about the characteristics and quality of this wonderful pulp, but they
made me move on.

Uhe exceptional cleanliness of the mill buildings
Also, the fine type and
skill of the Mexican employees. Mir. Hans Lenz,
the President of Loreto y Pena Pobre, was away
when we made the visit. Huis brother-in-law, Mr.
and yards was outstanding.

Hans Dorsch, German trained Chief Engineer, showed

us a continually surprising series of new equipment
developments. No doubt, if there is a new piece of

The Palace of Fine Arts building in Mexico City. in addition

Pena Pobre are managed by Mr. Hans Lenz’ brothers,

to paintings and sculpture by outstanding Mexican artists, it ts
a centre for the cultural life of the city. Musical and dramatic
events are staged there, and it ts a rare day that some event
of interest is not scheduled.

machinery that will do it better than it has been
done, they want it and get it. ‘The two mulls at

Alberto Jr. and Walter.
An example of the forward thinking of Loreto
is their forestry. Don Alberto Lenz was probably
the first reforester on this hemisphere. They are
today cutting trees planted forty years ago. ‘Their
nursery seedling plant output is two million annually.

The Loreto mill is an example of the progress
and development which is bringing Mexico to the
attention of the world. Symptomatic of this quickened interest was the recent visit of representatives

of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce to Mexico—_—

a visit in which the writer was happy to be included.
Page Eleven

One of the magnificent buildings at the University of Mexico,
which its still under construction. Being built to accommodate
45,000 students, the various buildings represent the very modern

trend which governs Mexican architecture today. An unusual

touch are the immense murals by famous Mexican artists which

are a feature of all the main buildings.
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SNOW MEANS PRODUCTIC
By AL CHARD, P. Eng.,

Development Engineer

P. R. Lockie, survey leader, taking
a snow sample near Powell River
A. E. Chard, P.Eng.

has to be made and it is well into the night before
O most of us snow on the mountains is just an
added attraction to our beautiful scenery. ‘To
the Powell River Company it is more than that. It
is stored power for production. Every granule of
snow contains water which will eventually run off
into the lakes and be available for hydraulic power.
In order to estimate how much run-off there wil] be
and to dectde how and when to make the best use
of it, snow surveys are conducted.

‘The Powell River Company has six courses on
which measurements of depth of snow are taken.
Five are at the head of Powell Lake and one 1s at
Freda Lake on the Lots Lake watershed. In January
and March each year a party of three under Chief of
Party, P. R. Lockie, makes the surveys.

It would be difficult to find a more efficient or

snow shoes can be doffed and the luxury of a camp
meal and warm bed enjoyed.

The Powell Lake courses are more difficult to

reach.

[t 1s necessary to stay several days at each of
two cabins, both of which require considerable effort
to pack into. Then using the cabins as bases day
trips are made to the courses.
To measure the snow a sectional aluminum tube

with a hardened steel cutter is bored through the
snow to the ground, then removed carefully and
weighed with its snow core intact. ‘The scales used
show weight in terms of inches of water content.
For example, the average depth of snow at Powell
Lake Course | since 1939 has been 165 inches and
the average water content 63 inches, giving an aver-

age percent water content of 38%. However, the

He 1s an out-

yearly figures vary considerably, a low water content
of 22% and a high of 50% have been recorded on

door enthusiast, has climbed every hill and peak
within fifty miles of Powell River, and hunted and
every stream or mountain lake in the water-

this course.

compiled and graphed at the office aids the engineers

lhe preceding fall a work party carries provisions
in to the cabins, cuts a wood supply, does necessary
repairs to the cabins and clears the trails—making
fresh blazes where needed and repairing the ladders
on steep sections. Only sleeping bags, a change of

the estimated run-off.

suitable surveyor than P. R. Lockie.

Snoed.

clothing, fresh foods and the survey instruments

remain to be packed by the surveyors. This is
plenty, especially after a heavy fall of fresh snow

when one sinks above the knees with every step even
on snow shoes.
‘The Freda Lake course is done first and acts as a

conditioner in preparation for the tougher Powell
Lake trips. If the lake 1s frozen a shott and easy

approach 1s available to the course up a draw at the

far end. Otherwise a long hike around the steep
shore line at elevations above the actual snow course

This is the valuable 1tnformation which when

in deciding how to make the best economic use of

In a heavy snowfall year, providing lake levels

are well up, electric boilers are used to cut down on
the use of oil for steam production, with assurance
that snow-stored moisture will keep lake levels high
most of the summer.

In a light snowfall year lake elevations are

watched very carefully. When pre-determined levels
below dam crest are reached more expensive oil-produced steam generated electric power must be used to
augment hydro power in order that production may
be assured during the driest seasons.

The snow surveys allow us to plan the use of
power equipment to give uninterrupted production
and also make possible the economic use of surplus
hydro-electric power for steam generation.
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Snow courses today become power tomorrow

Survey cabin at the head of Powell Lake

—Photos by P. R. Lockie. ¥

NEW BARGES A FORWARD STEP IN LOG TOWING
STEP, which it is believed will help greatly in
reducing the risks and hazards of log towing

tions of Powell River Company. some of our largest
timber limits and camps are located in this area famous

newsprint, pulp and lumber mills on the lower mainland, has been initiated by Powell River Company.
Early this year, the Company placed with Burrard
Dry Dock of North Vancouver, an order for construction of two steel log carrying barges. ‘| he cost will
be over $1,000,000.
For many years, the Davis Raft has been used on
the Pacific Coast for towing logs across open water.
This system, while possessed of many advantages,
also poses many problems, of which enforced delays
on towing and loss of logs in bad weather are the
chief. During particularly stormy periods last winter, towing was hazardous and the vital raw material
for the mills was held up for weeks.

Powell River Company, has placed the order for

over the 450-mile stretch of water from Queen
Charlotte Islands on the north to the Company’s

lhe new barges, many believe, may prove the
They will have a capacity
of 1% million board feet of logs each. A radical
answer to this problem.

departure in design is the provision of tanks on one
side of the hull, which can be flooded to tip into the
water—thus solving the time and expense normally

encountered in unloading. In the past converted
vessels have been used as log carriers—but, until the

present, none have found the solution to quick and
economical unloading.
Each barge, of steel construction, will be 342 feet
long with 63 foot beams and 19% feet depth. In
addition to faster towing, these barges will be able
to operate in water through which the normal raft
cannot move.

Another favorable factor from the

Operators point of view is the reduction of possible
damage from teredo infestation. ‘This will be cut
down, since the logs will be in the water for shorter
periods than before.
Maintaining an uninterrupted transit towing line
from the Queen Charlotte Islands 1s vital to opera-

for the size and quality of its trees.
Kingcome Navigation, wholly-owned subsidiary of

barges and will operate them as part of their regular
fleet of tugs and barges. Officials, who have had long
years of experience in the log-towing business, have
given much time and thought to the construction of
the new log carriers and believe they have taken a
step forward in log-towing equipment.

Various methods of towing logs down British

Columbia's fjord-gashed coast line to the big indus-

trial firms on the mainland and Vancouver Island
have been used or tried out. The strongly bound
Davis and Kelley rafts, with over one half of their
bulk submerged are the present ‘strong men’ of the
trade—built to withstand the buffeting of open water.
For towing in the more sheltered waters between
Vancouver Island and the mainland the long used
flat boom, more easily, if less stoutly assembled, with
its pointed boom sticks has proved satisfactory and
will continue to be utilized for the foreseeable future.
In the past, as suggested, the log carrier, often an

old converted sailing ship has been brought into
service. But they were slow to load, slower still
to unload and their capacity limited. ‘The advantages of possibly safer towing was more than counterbalanced by higher costs and reduced cargoes.

‘Today Powell Kiver Company, in all its operations used around 300 million feet (B.C. log scale)
of logs annually, so the importance of regular wood
deliveries takes top priority.
In announcing the Company's decision, President
Harold S. Foley expressed his pleasure in being able
to award this contract to a British Columbia firm.
The order was welcomed by Burrard officials, who
declared that it helped guarantee full employment to
employees during the spring and winter months.
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NOTRE DAME PRESIDENT
AMONG OUR VISITORS
PROMINENT
among our
guestswho
in recent
weeks
was Father Theodore
Hesburgh,
described
his experience in Powell River as a highlight of his
present tour of the Pacific Coast.
Father Hesburgh had been making a whirlwind
tour of the Western States, in one-night stands for
the most part, meeting Notre Dame alumni, talking

to business groups, meeting reporters, and in general

doing a high class public relations job for his Uni-

versity.
Since taking over the presidency of Notre Dame at

the age of 35, he has travelled extensively in the
United States. His itinerary has included Florida
and the South West States — California, Oregon,

Washington, and a quick run through Missouri,

Kansas and way points.
~On an average,’ Father Hesburgh said, ‘‘I have
met around 100 Notre Dame alumni in each stopping
place.’’ In Canada he spent two days in Vancouver,

flew to Powell River, spent an afternoon and an
evening with us, rushed by plane to Victoria, and
then flew back to fulfil an engagement in South

Bend, Indiana, the next day.
Possessed of tremendous vitality, with an educational background that roams easily and effortlessly
from arts and letters to discussion of intricate problems in pure science and philosophy, and just as
easily and familiarly to technical descriptions of ‘‘T”’’
formations or forward passes, Father Hesburgh was
right at home in Powell River. Appropriately, his
nost was M. J. Foley, a Notre Dame graduate and
football player.
Inevitably his local audience came around to football, particularly as exemplified by the great teams
that Notre Dame have turned out.

“While we are naturally proud of our athletic

reputation,’ he declared, ‘‘this tends to obscure the
high standard of Notre Dame academic background.

Football is important only insofar as it develops
character and preparation for the rigors of life.’’ He
then pointed out that educationists and scientists on
the university teaching staff had made outstanding
Dr. Taylor (left) and Rev. Graham

Father Theodore Hesburgh with alumnus Joe Foley

contributions to the progress of industry and to the
cultural life of the nation.
As author of several books on practical religion
and human relations, Father Hesburgh is probably
one of the youngest men ever elevated to such a high
post in the academic life of the nation.

Among other recent visitors to Powell River were

Mr. H. Vincent of Brussels, managing director of
Papeterie de Belgique, and Mr. W. Schor of the
Langergrugge News Mill, also of Belgium. " Belgium, our visitors declared, ‘‘is prosperous. Our

people are working hard and determined to maintain
their place in the industrial life of Europe.”’

Both visitors had been on an extensive tour of

inspection of Canadian and United States mills, and
wete highly impressed with the efficiency and compactness of Powell River.

Dr. William 8. Taylor, principal of the Union

College of British Columbia, also visited the plant

recently accompanied by Rev. W. Graham of Powell
River.
Dr. Taylor expressed keen interest in the newsprint process and commented that he was particularly

“Impressed by the obvious friendliness and good

feeling shown by all the people working in the
plant.”
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W. Schor and H. Vincent of Belgium

ALL IN A DAY’S WORK
URING the past ten years Powell River has been
engaged in an almost uninterrupted period of
expansion.

But, meantime, plant production has gone on

steadily, as maintenance, operating and repairmen go
about their daily tasks, often obscured by the strong

light of publicity which beats on the big installation
jobs.
Off come the insulation pads. . .

Consider, for instance, the job of installing a row
of stationary blades in the steam turbine. Sounds
simple enough when you say it quickly, but it took
4 quartet of maintenance men an entire week to complete the intricate operation.

The casing, insulation pads, the five-ton top section of the turbine cylinder, and delicate spindle, all
Nad to be removed before the fitters could install the
new blades with a threading wire to withstand the
800° steam at 600 Ib. per sq. inch in primary presSure.
With the spindle rotating at 3,000 r.p.m. the
intermeshing blades naturally had to be set with the
utmost accuracy.
Some of the successive steps steam fitters Larry

Harrison and Don MacLennan and a couple of
helpers went through to get at the seat of the possible
trouble are shown in the accompanying pictures.

Just another maintenance job to them.
Overhead crane {ifts cylinder cover...
Steam fitter Larry Harrison installs the new blades
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Boits are heated for replacement

ERE’S a ho, Vancouver! and all aboard for

some of the finest athletes in the world in attendance.

the British Empire Games.
‘This cry, in rising crescendo, 1s being heard from
all parts of British Columbia as citizens make early
plans for attendance at the greatest athletic carnival
in Canadian history—the British Empire Games, to

Outstanding will be the great mile event which,

be held in Vancouver, Monday, July 30, to Saturday, August /, of this year.

under perfect conditions, could produce the world's
first 4 minute mile. Certain starters are John Landy,
pride of Australia, who has run under 4.03 on four
Separate occasions in the last year; and Roger Bannister of Great Britain, whose 4.02 mile last December was the fastest of the year anywhere in the world.

Vancouver is ready for the gathering of the Empire
and Commonwealth clans. After combatting the

Other probables are Gordon Pirie of Britain, one of
the world’s best, at one to stx miles, and Bill Parnell

early quibblings and criticisms that invariably ac-

New Zealand.

company the staging of any major civic undertaking,
the organizers of the Games have now navigated the
shoals and are in calm water.
The new Empire Stadium, locale of the track and
field events, is well on the way to completion. ‘The
banked cycling track is finished; and the swimming

pool, sited at the University of British Columbia 1s
in the home stretch. Houses for the athletes are
being erected at Empire Village at the University,
with special housing for the rowers near Chilliwack,
on the Vedder Canal.

It is truly a Commonwealth Pageant, and not

even the Olympics can surpass the color and variety
of the nations and representatives that will parade

past Lord Alexander on Friday evening, July 30.
Practically every land in the Commonwealth and
Empire will send along their quota. “To date, 25
countries have signed on the dotted line, and only
Ceylon is on the doubtful Ist.
Unguestionably, too, the standards of this year’s
performance should be the highest in history with

of Canada, winner in 4.11 at the 1950 Games in

A New Zealander, recently clocked

at1ST.
et 1s another addition to the star-studded entry
Definitely the mile will be a World Classic. In
fact, all down the line, performances in many events

may equal or surpass Olympic times. Australia’s

record breaker Marjorie Jackson, world’s fastest female, will be along, as will Yvette Williams of New

Zealand, holder of world’s broad jump record for
Women.

In the men’s sprints are top notchers like Mike
Agostini of Trinidad, whose 9.4 for the 100 yards
equals the best time in 1953; Shenton of England,
European sprint champion; Laing of Jamaica, and
probably Arthur Wint and Roden from the same
country, all of whom starred at Helsinki in the 200,
400 and 800 metres.
Fven in the field events, where performances have
hitherto been little better than mediocre, some first
class displays are expected. Recently a Nigerian has
tossed the 16 pound shot a distance of 55 feet: and
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Top cyclists will zoom over this track

British discus heavers are exceeding the 1/70 mark.
High jumps of 6’ 7” have been recorded in Scotland
—and higher than that, rumor says, 1n Kenya.
‘These are only samples of what may be expected

in a well timed and arranged program of events
which include swimming, rowing, cycling, boxing,
weight lifting, fencing, wrestling and other events.
Underscoring the 1mportance and prestige of the

Games will be the presence of two famous world
figures. In attendance will be His Royal Highness
the Duke of Edinburgh, who has timed a visit to
Canada to coincide with the running of the Games.
The games will be officially opened by Earl Alexander, former Governor General of Canada and pres-

ently Minister of Defence in the Churchill government.
Lord Alexander was a top notch miler in
his youth and will make the trip direct from London

to officiate at the Games.
‘The British Empire Games Committee are making
arrangements for accommodation for visitors, either
in motels, hotels, apartments or private homes; and
the whole resources of the city are being mobilized to

handle the huge crowds which this colorful galaxy
of world athletes will draw to Vancouver.
If you are travelling this summer, don’t forget July

3Q0-August 7. The British Empire Games Com-

mittee, 658 Hornby Street, Vancouver, will welcome
your inquiries or your reservations.

“TIP” GARVIN RETIRES
NE of the pleasures of editing an industrial publication is the number of nice people we meet
and associate with over the years. Which introduces

one of our “‘nicest’’ people, Martha E. Garvin,

who is retiring after a lifetime of service with Powell
River Company.

“Tip” joined the Company in 1916 as a young
colleen, just out from County Londonderry. In
those days, the Company had just started operations

and was producing 225 tons of newsprint a day.

The entire office staff, at that time, consisted of the
late S. D. Brooks, later President, but then in charge

of logging; the late Norman R. Lang, Managing
Director: Tracey Fairchild in charge of shipments,
and Miss Garvin and Miss Josephine Phalen.
For most of her working career, Miss Garvin was
on the secretarial staff, working for Mr. S. D. Brooks,
Mr. -A. E. McMaster and others. In recent years,

with the growth and complexity of the company
organization, ‘““Iip’’ was placed in charge of the
comprehensive filing system, where her long expertence and intimate knowledge of Company operations,
past and present, have proved invaluable.
Over the years she has never lost her inimitable

sense of Irish humour or the [rish twinkle 1n her

Martha “Tip” Garvin

Beloved by every member of the staff, she has
been a friend and counsellor alike to office boys and
presidents. Nothing has ever been too much trouble

——and every member of the organization will wish
her many years of happiness and relaxation. All of
us, who have long since succumbed to her charm and

Cycs.

for ‘“Tip,’’ whether sending flowers for birthdays or
anniversaries, buying Christmas gifts for old-timers
in Powell River or making sure executives phone
their wives when they forget to go home for dinner.
Her services have gone far beyond the call of duty

personality, will remember her with gratitude and
aifection as she leaves us and starts on those trips to
Honolulu, Ireland and other points on her immediate
itinerary.

Happy Sailings, “Tip.”
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COINED THEIR IDEAS
Ideas for a practical safety contest were worth

$175 to eight Company employees in March.

‘lop

prize of $100 went to Harold H. Smith, a hog fuel
oiler. “The contest was conducted by the safety
department as part of its continuing program of
promoting safety practices and accident-free opera110N.

THREE VETS RETIRE
‘Three veterans of World War I, all of them born
in England 65 years ago, retired from the Company
this year and each was honored by his co-workers

with a presentation. They were George Beattie,

PLANNING FOR TOURISTS
Anticipating a rush of tourists to this outdoorsman’s paradise on completion of the road and ferry
link to Vancouver, some 20 park sites are being set

Sam Evans and George Potter.

aside or sought by the parks division of the provincial

atomic-biological-chemical warfare expert, assistant
mechanical superintendent Alex Knudsen went east

government between Thunder Bay and Lund.

Fishing, hunting, boating and camping enthusiasts

should find in these numerous lake and salt water
reservations a great new vacation land within a six-

hour car-and-ferry ride from Canada’s. western

RESCUE SPECIALIST

Following in the steps of chemist Alex Hay,

to learn another phase of Civil Defense—trescue work.

Next Company man to take a similar course will be
Tom Fleury, assistant foreman of mill carpenters.

metropolis.

FIESTA WAS BESTA

MANY WANT ROAD
Several thousand residents signed their names to
a petition urging the Provincial Government to speed
up work on the Vancouver Road. The petition was

sponsored by the Powell River Board of T[rade,

Their best cabaret to date was staged on March 1]
by the Ladies of the Royal Purple. A particular hit

with the full house was Mrs. Myrtle Angus as the

Matador who faced the fherce bull against a backdrop
of gaily costumed senoritas.

whose delegates presented it to the Premier on April
Oth.

SPECTACULAR CAMPAIGN

Members of St. Paul’s Anglican Church are

POWER SURVEY STARTED
Expected to last several weeks, a customer poten-

tial survey of the entire district was begun at the
end of February by John Taylor of the B.C. Power
Commission’s transmission engineering staff.

Credit for interesting the Commission in bringing
more electric power to residents between Stillwater
and Cortez Island goes to the Malaspina Katepayers
Association.

congratulating themselves on their recent fund-raising
drive for a new church. In a whirlwind, ten day, all

out campaign, the committee, counting results, discovered they had collected $55,000 in pledges, exceeding their objective by $15,000. ‘Twenty canvassers

were on duty, headed by D. K. Macken—and they
concluded the most successful—and exclusive of
Victory Bond campaigns—largest money raising
drive in the history of Powell River.
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hibit in the annual Brooks High School Carnival and Onoen House

Mrs. Charlotte Nielson finishing her second house. with her first in the backaround

RS. NIELSON—HOUSE BUILDER
BRITISH Columbia housewife has built her
second house—practically by herself.
‘Twelve years ago—two years after coming to the

Coast from native Alberta—Mrs. Charlotte Nielson

helped her building-contractor husband, Kay Nielson,

erect a large family home in Westview, a_ beach
resort-like village adjoining Powell Ruver.
Bitten by the building bug, Mrs. Nielson—mother
of four girls ranging from 3 to 12 years——branched
out on her own last year with a 25 x 26 cottage. Her
husband gave his part-time assistance. Lhe gaily
colored little house was promptly rented.
This year she decided to graduate into the 26 x 28
bungalow class. So expertly built and attractively
finished, the place was rented weeks before she even
completed it.
Hubby Kay helped Mrs. Nielson pour cement for

the foundation and septic tank, raise the partition
studs and build the kitchen cabinets. He also did
the plumbing, while Bill Jones, an electrical contractor, put in the wiring. Mirs. Nielson did the rest.
it.

She dug the septic tank area and made forms for

She put down the plates, floor joists, cut the

studs, made the windows,
partitions. She sealed in

with shiplap, put up ceiling joists (‘‘and they were
quite heavy’), rafters and
shiplap.

She shingled the

roof, built a brick chim-

ney, installed the sash and

She handles power tools like a

man, but relies on her own
power for mitre jobs (right)
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doors, laid oak shorts flooring in the living-room,
kitchen and hall; fir flooring in the bedroom, bathroom and small utility room.
After strapping the ceiling, she applied ceiling
panels like a veteran Johns-Manville representative,
and prepared to have insulating material blown into
the attic. Using dry wall construction, she insulated

the walls and finished the outside in knotted pine
with several coats of clear varnish.

By the time we called around, the slacks-andsweater clad Mrs. Nielson was laying plans for a car
port. “Just got to lay a cement platform for it, and

make cement steps and walks,’’ she said brightly,

when asked what else remained to be done.
Compactly arranged—‘‘there wasn’t much space to
waste, she smiled—the rooms show definite evidence
of a woman's hand. For a small house the kitchen

is large with almost a solid long wall of cupboards
and shelving for every purpose.
‘Lhe same is true of the closets in the bedroom and

particularly the utility room, where a walk-in closet
adjoins a built-in cupboard and clothes rack.
And everywhere, inside and out, there are unmistakable signs of meticulous finishing—the hallmark
of one who likes to build for the pleasure and satisfaction derived from creative accomplishment.

ANCOUVER-POWELL RIVER

90AD IS GAINING GROUND
Ohotos by R. Metcalf.

OWELL River residents are keeping their fingers
crossed these days as they view with cautious
optimism the accelerated progress of construction

work on the long awaited and oft delayed Powell
4
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Caterpillar’s D-8 pushes the dirt

River- Vancouver Highway.
One thing is certain. Something is being done—

and construction crews are in action on both the
north and south ends of the highway.
‘T’ll believe it when I see it’’ is the wearily cynical
attitude of old-timers who have fought, kicked and

gouged for the outlet for many years. Down in

San Francisco Bob Scanlon (see page 6), who was
the original progenitor of a Powell River- Vancouver
Highway, is wondering if his dream will come true.

Scores of publishers and friends of Powell River
who have journeyed up and down the coast in the
night boat with their cars parked in a Vancouver
garage, are wondering, too.

Well friends, neighbors, and fellow citizens, it
looks like we are going to make it. With major
steamship lines discontinuing passenger service to
Powell River and with weather-influenced planes as
the main outlet, efforts to complete the road link are
being speeded up.

The most difficult stretch, a ten-mile run between

Pender ‘Harbor and Jervis Inlet, 1s being forced
through as bulldozers, rock drillers and trucks narrow this gap. On the Powell River side, the uncom-

pleted few miles from Stillwater to Jervis inlet are

being rapidly pushed through.
Government spokesmen estimate the road will be

completed in mid or late summer — which from a
Powell River viewpoint is two months too late. A
public petition urging speed-up in construction has
been sent to Victoria in an endeavour to have the
road opened some time in June, so car Owners may
use it for this summer's holiday.

However, the basic reality is that the Powell RiverVancouver Highway is no longer a myth. It is close
to reality, and Powell Riverites are now almost beginning to believe that some time this year they will
rumble and bump their way to Vancouver via their
own horse power.

Anticipation of the road finishing this year 1s

increasing interest in properties on or close to the new
It’s tough going even for cats

Hope it dries by ““D” Day!

right-of-way. Several citizens looking to the future
are already building auto courts in the area; others
have reserved sites; and still others, owners of private
homes with ample acreage, are preparing to renovate

their property as auto or trailer courts.
Last week, our photographer took a pictorial trip
over the five-mile stretch on the Powell River side.

The work is being done by Comox Logging Co.,

who have lumber interests in the area and who are
sharing the cost of construction with the Black Ball
Ferry Line.
It will be a great day for local residents when the

first car touches on the north side of Jervis Inlet
direct from Vancouver.
We hope we shall survive the shock after all these
years of waiting.
Page {I wenty

The magnificent cathedral in the heart of Mexico City. Built by the Spanish Conquistadors in the early
16th century, it is one of the earliest church buildings. still being used in the Americas.
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WE’VE COME A LONG WAY

Published by

POWELL RIVER COMPANY LID.
Standard Building, Vancouver 2, 8.C.

J. A. Lundie, Editor
Paul King, Assistant Editor
O. J. Stevenson, Staff Photographer

The inside pages of this issue contain an outline
of President Harold S. Foley's annual address to
company shareholders.

It was an encouraging report

showing sound and steady growth, with a definite

assurance of continued progress and expansion for the

future.

Director Robert H. Scanlon, who was present at
the meeting, and who was employed at Powell River

when the company issued its first statement of
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operations in 1912, commented:
long way in forty-two years. ©

“We have come 2

By December 31, 1953, Powell River Company
had turned out a total of 6,340,000 tons of newsprint since commencement of production. ‘| oday,
this represents about a million tons more than 1s
turned out annually by the newsprint industry of
Canada for the presses of the world.

Evidence of the quickened growth of the company
in the past quarter of a century is found in the news-

print figures for the ten years following the start of
operations in April, 1912. In that decade, Powell
River produced 525,724 tons of newsprint. On a
modern production basis, this same amount would
be manufactured in less than a year and a half.

Between 1912-1921, daily production of news-

print averaged 250 tons. {n one day in May Powell
River produced 1196.7 tons for a new worlds record
by a single plant.

The total fixed assets in 1921 were $9,300,000.

Today, these are valued at approximately $80
million. Up until 1937, Powell River Company

were manufacturers of newsprint exclusively. In the
interval, operations have been expanded to include an
exvort sulphite production of 35,000 tons annually;

saw milling operations with annual production of
85 million board feet, and corrugated box manufacturing plants producing over 350,000,000 square
feet of board annually. ‘Total number of employees

in 1912 was approximately 2,000. ‘Today there

are over 4,000 men and women on company pay
rolls.

And another rather wistful comparison of the
The Cover Picture
Another view showing the mountains and
sheltered coves which are among the finest
scenic attractions of the lower mainiand of

British Columbia. It is typical of the areas
in and around Powe!}] River.

modern and the old days is furnished by the company s income tax payments. In 1922 Provincial
and Dominion taxes were $330,000. In 1953 they
were $9,510,000!
As Mr. Scanlon, also rather wistfully, remarked:
“We have come a long way over the years.

J.C. (Jack) Hill

HE GUARDS FINANCES AT POWELL RIVER
Fowas named John Credeford Hill, when he was

christened in Carlisle, England, in the 8th
year of the present century.

Jack doesn’t remember too much about that, for
his parents whisked him out to Canada at the age of
three.

The family arrived in Powell River in May,

1916, and that’s where he has been ever since.

Today, as chief of the financial staff at Powell

River and Assistant Secretary of Powell River Company, he holds one of the most responsible positions
in the Powell River organization.

Jack’s promotion to a senior official 1s almost an
Horatio Alger story. He started in as office boy on
February 15, 1922, when he was fourteen, worked
in the multigraph department, and was later transferred to the accountancy branch. Almost immedi-

ately he enrolled for a correspondence course in
higher accountancy, and in 1932 he was promoted
to accountant and successively to Chief Accountant,
and to Assistant Secretary and Office Manager.

In brief, that’s the Jack Hill story from the busi-

ness end.

Since boyhood he has been a leading figure

in community activities. He is Chairman of the
District School Board, and a prominent worker
in our church and recreational I1fe. An all-round

athlete, he excelled in basketball, swimming and
diving, played a good game of baseball and shoots
in the low eighties in golf.
He has the opportunity of winning a distinction
that is unlikely to fall to any other member of the

Company organization. If he remains until the
normal retirement date of 65, Jack will have completed a full half century of continuous service with
Powell River Company.
He is probably one of the best-known and popular
men in the district, where he has resided for over 38

years, and where his happy disposition, cheerful
personality and cooperative spirit have won him
hundreds of friends. His wide background of local
knowledge is invaluable in his position, and his
experience in pulp and paper accounting 1s surpassed

by few on this continent.
He married Miss Dorothy Hogue, daughter of

another old-timer, the late Herman Hogue, and they
have two sons, Michael and Wayne, both attending
local schools.

Meantime, Jack carries on with his golf, his

school boards, his committees, and finds time to
supervise monthly statements, annual reports, and
all those mysterious and complicated things with
which accountants baffle the rest of us laymen.
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Famed Hong Kong Harbour with Victoria Mountain in the background.

By Roy W. FOOTE

( olored newsprint has long been made by paper mills. ‘Lhe dyes
to make the required shades are placed with pulp in

of coloring or staining newsprint.

EDITOR’S NoTE—The author, Mr. R. W. Foote, VicePresident of Powell River Sales Company Limited, recently
made a trip to [he Philippines, Hong Kong and Japan and
was amazed at the backward but effective methods employed

in the Orient in the newsprint trade.

slush form prior to the pulp being fed into paper
making machines. Another method employed 1s

spraying the dye on to the paper while it is running

HEN we think of newsprint most of us visualize
paper produced in large rolls for the printing of
newspapers. Practically all newsprint manufactured
leaves the mills in roll form and is printed into newspapers on presses that are identical the world over.
There are, however, forms and uses of newsprint

other than the huge quantities of the familiar rolls
which are printed as newspapers on the roaring
PIesses.

A variation required by some printers and

publishers is that of newsprint cut into sheets instead

of rolls. At Powell River, as at other newsprint
mills, fast cutting machines convert rolls into sheets.
A number of rolls are placed on the cutting machine
at one time and the sheets from all the rolls converge
together to be cut quickly and accurately into newsprint sheets. In Hong Kong, however, they perform
the same operation by hand!

There is a factory which takes newsprint in rolls
and cuts it into sheets for sale, not only in Hong
Kong, but also for shipment throughout the Far
Fast. A man will place a newsprint roll on a stand

and will turn a spindle by hand. Ihe paper 1s

wound on this spindle until a number of layers are
built up. ‘Then the workman cuts across the paper

with a knife and the result is sheet newsprint.

Surprising accuracy of size and trimming 1s obtained.
This is an interesting example of how, 1n some parts

off the paper making machines. Both operations are
considered to be of low cost. In Hong Kong, again,
newsprint is colored or stained by hand.

First, from a pile of standard newsprint sheets a
man pulls each individual sheet of paper through a
bath of size.

‘The sheets are hung on racks to dry and

are again placed in a pile. Other men take these

sheets and, one by one, place them on a table and
paint or stain them. ‘They use a wide brush, something like a calcimine or white wash brush. ‘The

workman dips his brush into the dye and quickly

applies it to the paper both to and fro and back and
forth. A great deal of skill is shown by the man

who works balanced on his toes like a boxer.

Remarkable timing and co-ordination are acquired
and their speed, with no waste motion, 1s amazing.
Incidentally, the results are splendid, with the paper
being colored evenly and uniformly. ‘Lhe sheets are
then placed on racks to dry. ‘The Chinese use this

stained paper for many purposes. I[he principal

ones are firecracker wrapping, joss burning and for

decorations. From Hong Kong they export the
paper to Chinese all the world over. In a staining

factory, long rows of workers are to be seen coloring
Powell River newsprint without the aid of machinery.
An unusual use for newsprint, that 1s little known,

is its burning in honor and worship of ancestors.
The Chinese twist newsprint paper into cones and

light them. Messages and worship are carried into
the above with the smoke from the burning paper.

of the world, hand labor 1s maintaining its position
and is performing efficiently and cheaply against the

Powell River newsprint is highly regarded for this

Another interesting practice in Hong Kong 1s that

amount of pure white ash—a testimonial to quality.

machine.

purpose because, after burning, it leaves only a small
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OUR PLACE IN THE INDUSTRY
N the Canadian census returns for 1871 — four

does our plant fit into the larger sphere and just

what does the output of the individual unit at

years after Confederation—tthere was one con-

Powell River represent in the overall picture?

SspicuoUs OM1SS10Nn.,

In that year NOT A SINGLE PULP AND

Some of the answers have surprised our own

PAPER MILL APPEARED ON THE RETURNS.

employees. Most of our publishers know that Powell

River was the first newsprint mill built west of

Ten years later, this infant industry managed to
attract the attention of Government statisticians

Ontario, and that our daily production of over 1100
tons of newsprint 1s the largest of any single plant
in the world.

who proudly announced ‘There are now five
pulp and paper mills in operation. [They have a
capital investment of $92,000—and their annual
output is valued at over $60,000!”

Even our employees, however, have not appreciated what our production actually means when

compared with that of many foreign mills or nations.

Today, pulp and paper is the leading manufacturing industry in Canada, and its newsprint production
alone, of approximately 6 million tons annually, 1s

In 1954, it 1s expected that Powell River will turn
out approximately 367,000 tons of newsprint —
exclusive of export pulp.

over one-half the world’s output, and five times

greater than that of any individual nation. Its exports are valued at over one billion dollars, with an
equal amount paid out for goods and services each
year. It stands first in Canada in employment, first
in total wages paid and first in exports.
The industry, in good times and bad, has stood
on its own feet, against world competition, without
subsidies, floor prices or guarantees. It has always
been a contributor to, never a drain on the National

This would be sufficient to supply practically the
entire newsprint needs of all the newspapers in Can-

ada. It is equal to the total Swedish output, 1s

double Norway’s production, and greater than that

of either France, Japan or Germany. It is only

slightly less than all the newsprint manufactured
throughout Soviet Russia!

In the field of pulp and paper research, our scientists and technical staffs have been in the forefront

‘| reasury.

of new discoveries and advances 1n the technical and

On this continent, which is the world's largest
peace.

production fields. In recent months, research by
Powell River men in groundwood and chemical
pulps have been revolutionary and have attracted

Powell River is naturally proud to be a partner in
this great and expanding Canadian industry. Where

These are a few of the reasons why we can feel
justly proud of our partnership in the great Canadian
pulp and paper industry——a cornerstone in the prosperity of our nation and people.

consumer of newsprint, the Canadian industry has

kept the newspaper presses running in war and
It has ensured to the publishers of the United
States and Canada continuous and regular deliveries
in times of crisis when practically every other source
of supply was barred.

international attention.

WORLD NEWSPRINT PRODUCTION FOR 1952 ——
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Flanked by Directors, President Harold S. Foley addresses shareholders and community leaders in Dwight Hall.

HE PRESIDENT REVIEWS OUR 1953 PICTUR
$4

AST year when I spoke to you in Powell River,
I forecast that despite the drop in earnings 1n

1952, we could look forward to a better year in 1953.

munity center of Dwight Hall, and was one of the

best attended and enthusiastic on record. It follows
the annual practice initiated by Mr. Foley eight years

‘“T am glad to say that this forecast has proved
Our earnings for 1953, chiefly as a result
of our heavy recent expenditures on modernization
and replacement, were restored to 1951 levels. [hey
are, however, still below our peak year of 1950.”

ago, of a special review of Company operations to
the people of the Powell River District. {t 18 an

This was the quick, overall picture of Powell

district in the Moose Hall, Westview. At both

accurate.

River Company operations for 1953, presented by
President ‘Harold Foley, before shareholders and
community representatives at Powell River on April
28. The previous day he had delivered the Annual
Address to shareholders in Vancouver.
The Powell River meeting was held in the ComDirector George O’Brien (left), Stan Davies, Mrs. G. Donkersley,
Mrs. M. R. Miller.

event always looked forward to by residents, business
people and shareholders of the area. Later the same

evening, Mr. Foley, making his third address in two
days, talked informally to the businessmen of the

meetings he was accompanied by directors of the
Company.
Outlining the sales and production picture for the
year, Mr. Foley stated:

(1) Sales of pulp and paper products reached new
highs.

(2) Higher labor and material costs, coupled with
the still unfavorable rate of U.S. exchange,
were other factors influencing earnings.

(3) Our sawmilling subsidiaries produced 85 million board feet of lumber, an increase of 3 million over 1952. Prices were relatively stable
during the year and earnings were higher than

in 1952.
(4) Our logging subsidiaries produced 209 million
feet of logs in 1953, compared to 139 million
in 1952. Despite increased efficiency, earnings
were down due to substantially lower prices.

THE FINANCIAL PICTURE
Touching on the financial status of the Company
and its subsidiaries, Mr. Foley pointed out that net
earnings for 1953 were $9,726,308, an increase of
$1,783,912 over 1952. During the year we manufactured 331,181 tons of newsprint, 28,000 tons
more than the previous year.
We were able to repay bank loans of 2% million
dollars and at the same time increase our working
capital by $1,905,626 to a total of $11,462,636 at
Page four

the year end. Dividends to shareholders were also
increased to $1.45 per share. ‘The Company enters
1954 in a sound financial position.
COMPARISONS 1952—-1953

Wages, salaries and 1953 1952
employee benefits..._._$15,719,000
Income taxeS................ 9 510,000

$14,914,000
8 148,000

Capital expenditures _... 2,925,899 8,071.076
Net earnings................ 9,726,308 7,942,393
9 557.010
Working capital ........ 11,462,636
] 45

Dividends, per share __...

1.15

Number of shareholders 11,000 10,000
Newsprint production—

tons ____......_.. 331,181 303,181
31,726

39,110

fbm ................... 85,000,000

82,000,000

Sulphite pulp—tons _ _
Lumber production-—

(YT HER HIGHLIGHTS
(1) Final payments on the modernization and de-

velopment program were completed on the first

of July, 1953.
(2) "The mill 1s now operating on a continuous

President Harold S. Foley, with Anthony Gargrave, M.L.A. (left),
and Gerry Harrison, Company Engineer.

(3) The contract for two specially designed log
carriers, costing approximately $1,250,000,
was recently awarded to a Vancouver firm.
barges will help us in our battle against the

He instanced two significant developments, an 1improvement in the groundwood process resulting in a
10% reduction in power requirements and an equivalent increase in grinder capacity. This has provided
the Company with power and facilities for additional
newsprint production.
A second project developed by the staff is a new

(4) In March, Powell River Company acquired a
controlling interest in Martin Paper Products
Limited, manufacturers of corrugated boxes,
with plants in Winnipeg, Calgary and Edmonron.
Our next logical move is to expand the

which, it 1s expected, will enable machines to operate
at higher speeds.
Mr. Foley also mentioned the new senior planning
division, formed to obtain maximum results from the
expanded operations of the Company.

basis, and this coupled with further efficiencies
in OUr operations, shows a satisfactory increase
in production.

Log losses will be held to a minimum and the
teredo.

Martin Company's operations in B.C. by establishing a container plant in the Vancouver area.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The President paid a high tribute to research and
operating staffs, declaring that Powell River possessed

one of the most alert, efficient staffs in the industry.

method of controllling paper machine variations,

THE YEAR AHEAD
Outlining a possible forecast of general conditions
in 1954 Mr. Foley considered—
(1) ‘That the demand for newsprint is still relatively
strong and the Company will be able to success-

fully market its maximum output of approxtimately 367,000 tons.
(2) Demand for unbleached sulphite pulp has improved somewhat in recent months, and while
prices continue low, we expect to be able to
market our entire production for 1954.
(3) Newsprint production in March was 32,000
tons compared with 28,000 tons for the same
period in 1953, and 25,000 tons in 1952.
(4) With the additional tonnage made possible
through a continuous operating schedule in the
plant, the Company earnings should show 1mprovement in 1954.
Summing up, the President declared that for the
moment our major capital expenditures were over
and that the benefits from such outlays were begin-

“We have, he concluded,

ning to be manifest.

‘placed ourselves in an even better position to face the

future, confident in the efficiency of our operation,
the quality of our products and the skill and cooperation of our employees. —
Mel Chatwin, Harold Moorhead, H. A. Renwick,
Director Robert Scanlon.
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it centres, bands, crimps, and caps the rolls automatically.

NEW AUTOMATIC ROLL FINISHER DEVELOPED
By MEL CHATWIN, Drafting Room Supervisor

ATE in April at Powell River, an experimental
banding, crimping and capping machine underwent tests, which showed promise of considerable
progress over earlier models. ‘This equipment appears

to promise vast improvement to a process which

(until recently) has shown little advancement over a
thirty-year period. The conception, construction and
development of the machine has been initiated and
carried out by the Powell River Company Engineer-

ing Department over the past five years and the
equipment has been protected by patents. We believe

the installation will reduce costs and improve the
quality of our packaging.
The new Powell River machine consists of five
main parts:
A. Centering unit.
B.

Bander, consisting of center and two end band
units.
Head on view of the wrapper.

C. Crimper.
D. Cap gluer and feeder.
E. Capper.

Rolls of newsprint, with body wrap and hand

crimped softheads, are loaded onto a conveyor, from
storage or from the paper machines. [his conveyor

discharges the rolls onto the centering unit, which
sets the rolls on the center-line of the machine.

here the roll is discharged onto a set of rotating

drums where the end or center bands are automatically wound. The operator's only job is to turn a
selector switch to the number of bands required in

each case.
From the bander the roll is fed into a
crimping unit where the crimper is automatically
positioned in relation to the end of the newsprint

roll, then it crimps and sets the bands under pressure.

The roll is then moved into the capper unit where
a pre-selected cap is already glued and in position to
place on the end of the crimped rolls of newsprint.
Caps are selected by the operator who presses a

push button, and a cap for each end of the roll 1s
fed through glue rolls and automatically picked up
and glued to the end of the roll.

Rolls will be turned out in approximately 35

seconds.

All units automatically discharge the newsprint roll into position for the succeeding unit. ‘T he
speed of the machine is governed by the bander. At
present 4 men average 2 minutes per roll by hand.

We do not anticipate that equipment, as it stands

today, will constitute the final design. Extensive
experimentation and research will be carried out to
develop this machine to the point where it can be

put on the best and most economical production
basis.
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EW PLANT FOR 50th ANNIVERSAR
By TOM MARQUIS

$150,000 expansion program, completed by
the Inglewood Daily News in October, 1953,
is paying dividends in the form of increased circulation and ease of production, according to News publisher Edwin W. Dean, Inglewood, Calif.
The complete modernization of the newspaper s
plant, which included installation of a new press and
the addition of another I[ntertype and a Pony Autoplate, plus frontal remodeling and an entirely new
internal setup, was finished on the eve of the 50th
anniversary celebration of ‘““The Centinela Valley’s
Only Daily Newspaper.”’
Since it was purchased in 1946 by Edwin W. Dean

and Kenneth H. Kraft, Ihe News has grown from

5,250 square feet of floor space to its present 14,250
square feet. Included is a paper warehouse where

Powell River newsprint is stored on the last lap of
its journey from the forest into the hands of subscribers.

Among outstanding features of the expansion are

the modern building front of terrazzo, glass and
metal, and the 84-ton Goss Straightline four-unit
press,

Executive offices are finished in walnut and the
enlarged reception room in birch. An interesting
item in the editorial office is the custom-designed
copy desk with its mahogany-like formica top. S1xX
of the twelve editorial staff writers are accommodated
at this main desk, with individual drawer and typewriter space and built-in wastebaskets for each.
The area occupied by the composing room has been
doubled and now comprises 4,000 square feet, while
the stereotype department has been similarly enlarged.
Capacity of the new Goss press is 35,000 newspapers per hour up to 32-page papers, and 17,500
per hour up to 64 pages. ‘The new press also makes
possible the use of color. ‘The pressmen, who once

referred to the Goss giant as “Ihe Monster, now

agree that it is a vast improvement over the old one-

unit, single-width Hoe used at the News for more

than two decades.
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lo show off the shiny new plant to citizens of

Inglewood, the News held an open house during
“Newspaper Week.’’ Expecting about a thousand
visitors, the entire staff was flabbergasted by the
3,500 townspeople who turned up.

With circulation now averaging over 12,000

copies daily, compared with an average 8,000 daily

prior to expansion, consumption of Powell River
newsprint has increased by 33 per cent.
Staff members of the Inglewood Daily News enjoy
their new surroundings and subscribers are receiving

a better newspaper than ever. And, best of all,
prospects for the future look even brighter.
Publisher Edwin W., Dean with first copy off new Goss press.
ee
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The Martin Paper Plant at St. Boniface, near Winnipeg.

MARTIN PAPER PRODUCTS JOIN POWELL RIVER FAMILY
eastern border of Manitoba to the Rocky Mountains.

A FURTHER
‘step
in,integration
the diversite
anRiver
tl Ren Approximately 300 employees, many of whom have
ducts and the
closer
of Powell
Company operations was announced by President

Harold S. Foley in April. Ihe announcement
stated that Powell River had acquired controlling
interest in the long established and well-known firm,
Martin Paper Products, manufacturers of corrugated
boxes, with plants located at Winnipeg, Calgary and
Kdmonton.
The Martin organization, founded by the late John
Martin, has been in the paper and box business since

been with the company since its inception, are on the
pay rolls of the three plants. Employees have the
advantage of enlightened and progressive pension and
other welfare benefits—and relations between management and personnel have been uniformly harmonious
over the years.
Headquarters of the company are at St. Boniface,

4 few miles across the Assiniboine River from

reputation for stability and aggressiveness in the

Winnipeg. . Around St. Boniface centres much of the
early history of settlement in the west. Here La
Verendrye, intrepid French explorer, established a

its first sheets of corrugated board rolled off the

sponsored by Lord Selkirk. ‘Today on the employee
roster of Martin’s are many employees whose fore-

1910—and over the years has established an enviable
trade.

The present company, Martin Paper Products
Limited, started its first plant in Winnipeg in October,
1929—-just prior to the Wall Street crash. W hen

production line the depression was a reality, and Mr.
Martin and his associates had to battle every inch of
the way to keep the new plant in operation. Out of
their early struggles emerged a closely knit, family

organization, whose co-operation and _ loyalty
founded the reputation for efficiency and integrity

headquarters post in the middle of the Eighteenth
Century: in 1814 came those Scottish immigrants,

fathers journeyed west with the original French

settlers or proceeded overland with the Selkirk 1mmi-

The majority of men in key posts at the
Winnipeg plant have been with the company for
twenty years—and are highly experienced in the
Srants.

that has been associated with the company ever since.

business of paper box production.
Typical of the equipment in the three areas 1s that

interest in the Martin Company, it was well

the future. Basic equipment is the 63” Langston
corrugator, a 103”x50” Langston printer-slotter,

In 1948 John Martin extended his operations to
Calgary, and in 1953 opened up the latest branch in
Kdmonton.
When Powell River Company secured controlling
established in the three centres of Winnipeg, Calgary
and Edmonton—and its sales force ranged from the

installed in the modern Edmonton plant, where the
fast moving industrial development of central and
northern Alberta presents an encouraging picture for
slitter-scorers, stitchers, tapers, die press, band saw,
and other conventional box machinery. “The adhesive
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unit for the corrugator is so designed that various

types of adhesives can be utilized, including straight
silicate, the Stixso 3-way system, along with various

types of water resistant adhestves that may be
required.

Steam for the corrugator 1s generated by a

175 psi gas fired boiler with a smaller unit installed
for plant heating.
The steel and concrete-block building, with steel

roof, was built with every regard for efficient

production. A planned end-wall is constructed in
such a manner that additional length for increased
facilities can be made at a minimum cost.

All elec-

trical lines, sprinkler system and steam lines are
designed for future expansion. Utilization of natural
light by the use of fire-resistant glass fibre Lite-panel

on the walls has given the building a distinctive
appearance as well as providing a well-lighted plant.

This Lite-panel begins approximately six feet from

the floor and extends to the roof and 1s a continuous
wall portion around the entire building.

A quality control department, which plays an

important part in production, is fully equipped and
staffed to provide a constant check on material and
finished goods.

An air-conditioned and sound-proofed canteen 1s
provided for the employees, as well as lockers, shower
rooms and special parking areas for employees’ and
Visitors cars.

Powell River is proud to welcome the Martin

group into its larger family. {t marks our first entry
into the more specialized field of paper production:
and brings to our organization a wealth of experience
on which to expand future operations, particularly in
the fast growing western regions of the continent.
With the practical experience of our new relatives,

supplemented by the experienced technical and
engineering staffs at Powell River, the reputation of
Martin's paper boxes and cartons will continue to
hold its established place in the corrugated box trade.
Employees of Martin's feel that with Powell River

they are joining a larger family, but one which

retains much of the personal features and traditions
on which their own business grew and prospered.

‘They believe that with the long established and
progressive leadership of Powell River, new and
expanded opportunities will be open to them 1n the
years ahead.

‘To Powell River the acquisition of Martin's

brings new opportunities for extension into other
felds of paper manufacturing; and enables us to
better serve present and prospective users of our
products.
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Cutter at work in the Calgary plant.

LOS

ANGELES £

NEW YORK

usiness and is at home in every state in the union.
n 1930 he joined G. F. Steele & Co. in New York,

ince which time he has been actively associated with
he servicing of newsprint and pulp accounts. ‘Today
“he is president of G. F. Steele Export Company, and
"a vice-president of the Powell River Sales Corpora“tion, servicing accounts in the southwestern United
States.

Eddie Barrett started in the paper industry in 1920
with Mead Company in Dayton, Ohio. He gained a
ound background of paper making knowledge by
duty tours in various Canadian paper mulls. He was
wood pulp specialist for several years in the midwest
()hio area. In the thirties he was a regular visitor to

Scandinavian countries where his firm had repre-

entation. In 1943 he joined his old friend Vic

Coudert, of G. F. Steele % Co. as vice-president and

director. He was appointed a vice-president of

Powell River Sales Corporation on its formation in
He is considered a continental sales authority
n the pulp field.
The youngest member in the Sales Corporation

= 1946.

group is Ron Melvin with headquarters at Chicago
where he services pulp accounts in the midwest area.

Ron worked for two years at Powell River, and then

‘joined a lumbering subsidiary of Powell River

‘Company Limited in New Westminster, where he
-expanded his background on wood production and
pulp species. Last year he left Canada to join the
Powell River Sales Corporation and was placed in
charge of their Chicago office.

‘These are the men who are responsible for the
ervicing of Powell River newsprint and pulp in the

United States.

They bring to their job of serving

he publisher, and pulp consumer, a background of
wide knowledge and practical experience in both
production and marketing of pulp and paper products.
‘They know the publishers and converters’ problems,
and they have the confidence and respect of the men
at the operating end.
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Anson Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. R. Fuller, Conley Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. J. Hollern.

Mr. and Mrs. H. Davies, G. Ward Price, Mr. and Mrs, R. M. Cooper.

AMOUS WAR CORRESPONDENT AMONG OUR VISITORS
Ward Price, noted foreign correspondent of

e the London Daily Mail, was among the

interesting people from near and far who visited
Powell River in recent weeks.

A director of the famous British daily, Mr. Price
is perhaps best known for his writings as a war
correspondent during the two World Wars.
His dispatches came from the Dardanelles— ‘that

complete flop’ —in the First World War; then from
France during the first few months of the Second
W ar. He later participated in the landings in North
Africa, the conquest of Italy, and the invasion of
Holland.

Mr. Price took time off from his present world
tour to renew friendships in Powell River, particu-

larly with his First War friend Harry Davies, a

Westview garage operator, and Russell M. Cooper,
vice-president of the Powell River Company, another

first World War veteran.
Anson Brooks, president of Powell River Sales
Corporation, flew in last month with a group of old
friends who have been closely associated with Com-

pany operations over the years.

also a vice-president and director of Brooks-Scanlon,

and Mr. Richard D. Fuller, director of the same
company, and Mrs. Fuller.
Other visitors we were pleased to welcome to
Powell River were:

From Glasgow, Scotland— Mr. A. H. Tod, a

director of George Christie Co., manufacturers of
fourdrinier wire screens, and Mrs. Tod.
From the Canadian Prairies — George Holland,

manager of Martin Paper Products at Calgary,

Alberta, and Ed Lowe from Martin's headquarters

at ot. Boniface, Manitoba. Between them they
shared the distinction of being the first representatives

of the frm in which Powell River Company recently
acquired a controlling interest.

From Germany — Mr. H. Klagges and Mr. W.
Oldach of the A. G. Feldmuehle Company which
operates a small newsprint mill and five pulp and
converting plants in Dusseldorf, Hamburg, Flensburg, Bielefeld, Koblenz and Arnsberg.
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Ed Lowe and George Holland.

‘The group included

John Hollern, vice-president, director of Brooksocanion Inc., and Mrs. Hollern; Conley Brooks,

BPOBLEMS OF FORESTRY IN B.C.

O keep every acre of forest land in the Province
continuously occupied by a fully stocked stand

Enitor’s NoteE—John E. Liersch.

of growing trees.
‘This,’ declared John Liersch, Vice-President of
Powell River Company, “1s the ideal of our forestry

Columbia's outstanding authorities
on the subject. A practical logger.
he headed the Forestry Department

4+

program in British Columbia. It is the ideal of
foresters in every part of the world.”

who directs Powell River Company

forestry policy, 1s one of British

of the University of B.C., which
loaned him to Aero ‘Timber Pro-

ducts Ltd. as production manager
during the war.

Mr. Liersch was a principal speaker before the First
National Congress on Renewable Natural Resources

held in Ottawa last April where he discussed “| he
[deal and Problems of Forestry in British Columbia.”
He emphasized the following major problems which

must be solved before the above ideal may be
reached:

(1) Forest Protection.
(2) Forest Inventory.

John E. Liersch.

owned in contrast to Scandinavia, where private
ownership predominates. The picture is also confused by a multiplicity of different alienations of
timber that have developed to meet situations as they
existed from time to time—but which 1n most cases
are no longer applicable.

(3) Forest Research.

(4) Forest ‘Taxation and Land Ownership.
(5) Forest Economics.
(6) Public Education.

‘In British Columbia,’ he said, ‘‘we have timber
licences, timber leases, pulp licences, pulp leases, tim-

ber sales, pulp timber sales—all with slightly duiferent conditions—and giving licencees and lessees tem-

In emphasizing the importance of the forestry
industry and forest utilization in British Columbia,
Mr. Liersch stated that while one-eighth of the

forest land of Canada is located here, the province
produces 53% of the total lumber sawn and oneeighth of all the pulp and paper produced in Canada.
“Since 1945,’’ he declared, “production of pulp and

paper in British Columbia has increased 106%
against an overall increase of 66% by the rest of
Canada.

Expenditures for fire protection by the Government of British Columbia, which aggregated over
$15,500,000 between 1941-1952, now averages
$3,500,000 a year. Nearly $6,000,000 is invested
in equipment and a staff of 700 is on the payroll.
Outlining the vital importance of a well-planned
and adequately supported research plan, he stated
‘this could well be the largest single field 1n which
co-operation from the Federal Government could
bring rich rewards over the years. |
Such problems as forest fire weather research; research into weather and other factors affecting the
production and viability of forest tree seeds; research
into the fundamental biological factors affecting tree
growth and forest genetics are extremely large fields

open to investigation by the Federal Government
under the Canada Forestry Act.

On the subject of Taxation and Land Control,

Mr. Liersch felt that these were the most controversial ones in the whole forestry picture in the province.
He listed some interesting facts, pointing out that

93% of all forest lands in B.C. are government-

porary control over the forest land covered 1n each.

In addition we have Crown Grants, with 50 cents
a thousand Royalty, Crown Grants with full royalty,
Crown Grants with exportable privileges and Crown

Grants where timber is non-exportable except by
special permit.

The temporary nature of most forest land alienations has been one large deterrent to the practice of
forestry by private companies in the past.
Forest land taxation has been another deterrent to

forestry in the past, and still remains so; although
again of recent years the Government has given some

small relief to private industry on Crown granted
forest land through the classification of such land
dedicated to the growing of trees as ~ | ree-farm
land. This is the result of a growing forestry consciousness throughout the Province. There 1s still,
however, much to be done on this very complex
problem of taxation of forest land and the products
of the forests—both Federal and Provincial.

Recent improvement and some relief to industry,

formerly dependent on uncertain and temporary

tenure, has been afforded by the issue in recent years
of Forest Management Licences — evidence that the

Government and industry are thinking seriously of
their mutual problem.
Mr. Liersch has also some thoughts on the problem of public education. He felt that so much er-

roneous information had been fed to the public

about the forest situation and the part being played

by industry and government that an entire new
campaign of factual information was essential.
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* KITIMAT

NORTHERN SENTINEL
PRICE 5 CENTS

KITIMAT, APRIL 15, 1954

Railway To Bring
New Opportunities

For Kitimat Area
by HOWARD T. MITCHELL
When the first Canadian National

Railway locomotive with its train
of cars chufis down the Kitimat
Valley from terrace it will usher
In a new and early chapter in the
story of Canada’s newest industrial
city-—Kitimat.

ihat should be some time late

in the present year, possibly in No-

vember or early December.
Fulfiiled then will be the dream
of nearly 60 years ago, for the first

proposal to build a railway hne
from Edmonton to the Coast via
the upper Fraser, Bulkley and

Skeena
visualized
thethe
end
of steel valleys
at Kitimat.
One of
favorable things :‘known to exist

at that time was the almost fabulous sandhill near tidewater, doon
to the Alcan project in the 1950's

(‘commencement
This is the first issue of ‘The Kitimat Northern Sentinel, a
newspaper designed to serve the people of Canada's newest
community.
We shall publish weekly on each Thursday until such time
as Kitimat’s growth warrants a more frequent schedule. The

Alcan Power Likely to Flow
in Coming July or August
While officials of the Aluminum

Company of Canada have not

Northern Sentinel will, of course, plan for eventual. daily

made any other forecast than that
power will be available and aluminum ingot production will start in

publication.
From the outset and doubtless throughout its whole carter,

the Kitimat plant in the summer
of 1954, THE NORTHERN SENTINEL is reliably informed that

Kitimat will be chiefly a metallurgical centre. It is destined to
become one of the world’s great aluminum smelting and distributing centres of an era that is turning dramatically to light
metals. The bold planning of Alcan executives and engineers -

the present likelihood ts that power
will be “laid on” some time in July

or August.
Once power from the turbines
at Kemano becomes available, it
will take about two weeks to bake

assures this future. No other development is necessary to make

Kitimat British Columbia’s third largest centre outside of the
Greater Vancouver and Greater Victoria communities.
But Kitimat can and will be more than that.

out the lining of the furnaces in
the first potlne and to meit the

_ Kitimat is a logical site-for a pulp and paper mill. The
timber resources, power, transportation facilities and markets
exist to make Kitimat, in the judgment of experts, inevitably. and
relatively soon the site for a newsprint and pulp manufacturing

industry. Kitimat Pulp & Paper Company, formed jointly by

cryoiite.

The first vessel will probably
not be tapped until somewhat more

McNEELY DuBOSE

but an attraction to the early

Powell River Company and the Aluminum Company of Canada,

A frequent visitor to Kitimat

planners back in 1907/7 and 1908.
Speculators not connected with the
railway venture reportedly tied up

Forest Management License plan to begin the engineering work
necessary for the creation of a newsprint and pulp mill.

since the start of development operations ts McNeely DuBose, Montreal, vice-president of the Alum-

reat estate at Kitimat and made

rocky
Island
near
the mouth
of theCaen
Skeena
look
attractive
to
the Grand Trunk Railway promorers.

00 oan Ceneda

Progress at Kitimat

(EDITORIAL )

awaits only the approval of the Provincial Government to a

Kitimat, too, will be a railway terminus—not the official inum Company of Canada. Mr.
North Coast terminus of the Canadian National Railway but
the practical operating tide-water end-of-steel for a branch of DuBose ts in charge of power dethe ‘Canadian National's Grand Trunk line running south from

N ‘Thursday April 15 last, another newspaper

joined the growing ranks of B.C. weeklies.
On that date, the KITIMAT NORTHERN SENTLINEL published its first issue, and henceforth will

record the life and activities of that new, thriving
and spectacular addition to British Columbia indus-

than two weeks after power goes

on. The practice ts to let a pool
build up in the bottom of the furnace and then make daily draws
from it in ingot pouring. One pot-

line will be started first, the second

about six weeks to two months
later.

The first shipload from Jamaica
is due in May or. June.

velopment for Alcan.

Please Turn to Page 16

It 1s the old frontier days,
transformed to a modern setting. C,lamor, color,
optimism, are in the air. Industrialists and dignitaries
from all parts of the world have come and gone,
operations start rolling.

fascinated by this latest harnessing and conquest of
nature by man.

try, the modern city of Kitimat, headquarters of

Soon, however, the less spectacular activity of
men and women on steady jobs earning their living

west.

and the day by day operation of the smelter will
reduce life to a less feverish or boisterous level.
Kitimat, like its older industrial partners in British
Columbia, will, with a sigh of relief, we imagine,

operations of Aluminum Company of Canada in the

A weekly—and many believe a daily before long
—was inevitable at Kitimat. ‘The wide-spread publicity accorded this gigantic project in recent years
has focused international attention on the development. Over one-half a billion dollars has been spent

or soon will be spent on the construction of a
smelter, roads, dams, power houses, bridges, tunnels
and homesites. ‘Thousands of employees are already

at work, and chartered banks, nationally famous
stores and businesses of all kinds have moved in.

Production 1s expected to start in August of this year.

And now the Sentinel, published by Howard T.

Start out on a normal work schedule.
The initial issue of the Sentinel included a story
dealing with the possible construction of a newsprint

plant to be operated by Kitimat Pulp and Paper
Company, representing a joint interest of Powell
River Company and Aluminum Company of Canada.
In his annual statement to shareholders, President
Harold S. Foley stated that any move to erect a mill
at Kitimat depended on the Government's answer to

Mitchell of Vancouver, B.C., has pioneered the newspaper field. The first issue was an elaborate, 30-page
tabloid which contained a congratulatory salute from
the Provincial Government.

the Company's request for a Forest Management

Three years ago the old Indian village of Kitimat
nestled contentedly in its ancient and soporific 1solation. ‘Today it teems with the activity of construction crews, the hopes and ambitions of hundreds of

ing an area with tremendous future potentialities.
It is estimated that within the next two decades,
population of the Kitimat area will approach the
50,000 mark. Publisher Howard Mitchell and his

themselves and their families, the enterprise of ind1viduals and firms seeking ground floor advantages,
branches of chartered banks, anticipating the expan-

and they will carry with them the good wishes of

Licence in the Kitimat area. Jo date, there is
nothing definite to report on this.
The Kitimat Sentinel, as may be seen, 1s pioneer-

men and women starting out to make a life for

associates are to be congratulated on their initiative

sive pay cheques that will be handed out when

the entire newspaper fraternity, who will watch with
interest and close attention how this fledgling measures up to the new challenge and opportunity.
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SPRING—IT’S GLORIOUS!
FTER the unusually cold, wet weather which
fell to our lot last winter, this year’s spring
came asa particularly welcome—if somewhat delayed

—guest into our midst.

Under its intoxicating influence we should be
Relaxing between school classes.

pardoned if we sound like a tourist bureau in listing
some of the outdoor attractions available here in
spring: boating, fishing, camping, hunting, mountain
climbing; sports like baseball, tennis, lawn bowling,
golf: and one of the most rewarding pastimes of all
—gardening.

Nature has been good to us and not even Paris in
the spring can offer more beauty or joy to its inhabitants than Powell River'
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Shirley Neil returns Frank Payne's shot.

The bowling greens are popular.
Johnny helps Mrs. A. Ellerby.
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Mill messenger Arlene Clark tries out the prize for size prior to the drawing.

SAFETY GETS A FILLIP
one thousand persons in Dwight Hall on
June 1 Len Hocken won himself a 12-ft. fiberglas

boat with a 1954 7%-h.p. outboard engine, cruise-

a-day tank, and buoyancy pads to boot. ‘The
winners name was drawn from a list of employees

“Let's Make Safety Count’ to win over nearly 300
other entries.

2. The smart performance of our First-Aid team
which took runner-up honors at the sixth annual

whose departments had no lost-time accidents during

first-aid competition of the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association in Vancouver. Nine teams competed.

It was another worthwhile effort in our continuous drive to prevent industrial accidents.

Through constant and imaginative efforts to keep
employees safety conscious, Powell River's accident
record over the past two years shows a continuous
and marked improvement.

April and May—the period covering the Company’s
latest safety incentive contest.

Other positive signs of keener interest by em-

ployees in safety include:

l. Bert Southcott’s win in the slogan contest

sponsored by the B.C. pulp and paper industry to
publicize the 1954 Labor-Management Safety Conference.
‘Taking the first letters of the Conference’s
name, sulphite supervisor Southcott came up with
Winner Bert Southcott and Mr. M. J. Foley.
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Teamwork rewarded our first-aiders.
Pees

—Tne Vancouver Province.

DAILY RECORD

CATCHES UP IT0

Smart new front of fice of The Record.

NEWSPAPER which has outgrown its plant
is exactly like a boy whose feet have outgrown a pair of brogans. It hurts.
The Record Publishing Company of Roswell, New
Mexico, which publishes The Roswell Daily Record,

a six-day daily newspaper with a circulation of
10,000, outgrew its plant some time ago, so the
newspaper asked ‘daddy’ for a new pair of shoes
last year. The fit may be a little snug even yet, but
comfortable.

The Record building, with adequate heating and
cooling equipment, is a pleasant place in which to
work. Employees have room to move about and
accomplish their various jobs with greater ease and
with a greater degree of gusto because of improved
accommodation and facilities.

Before expansion, The Record building was a

long, narrow rectangle, stretching from Main Street
to an alley. The width was approximately 30 feet,
the length 200 feet. Now two-thirds of the length
of the building has been doubled in width.
Important in the expansion project was the addition of storage space for Powell River newsprint,
now located in a large room off the. press-room.
Formerly newsprint was stored anywhere there was
TOOmM.

Actual physical expansion of the building involved the purchasing of an adyacent lot and the
adding of a cement block, steel-roofed section 30 feet
wide and 120 feet long. Housed in the new section

are the editorial department, part of the composing
room and mechanical department and the paper
storage room.

Expansion of The Records plant came about as
a result of the phenomenal growth of Roswell during
the past dozen years when the population swelled

from 13,500 to 30,000.

Growth of the city 1s directly related to the

establishment at Roswell of Walker Air HKorce Base
in the early 1940's. Walker A.F.B. is the home of
atomic bomb-carrying B-36's, and the thousands of
personnel stationed on the base four miles away, who

live in the city proper, have helped Koswell reach
its present population mark.
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This area’s economic well-being depends on

Walker A.F.B., and agriculture, particularly livestock
raising and cotton crops. A long-staple, high-demand
type cotton is grown in the region.
Publisher of The Record is Robert H. Beck, son-

in-law of the owner, Thomas B. Shearman, who
lives in Lake Charles, La., and who also publishes
the Lake Charles American Press and a daily news-

paper in Trinidad, Colo. He also owns a halfinterest in the News-Sun of Hobbs, New Mexico.

The man who keeps tab on newsprint and who

paid a visit to Powell River last year is Lynn

Croissant, who has looked after the financial aspect
of the Record operation for many years.

Editor of the paper is Don C. Wright, who owns
part-interest in a weekly paper in Crane, Mo., and
who has newspapered in several States, including
Missouri, Wisconsin and Oklahoma, as well as New
Mexico.

The editor’s shoes are comfortable now, and [he
Record’s employees are happy in the new plant.

Exterior, Roswell Record.

FERRY LINK FORGED

Completion of the Kleindale-Agamemnon Bay
section of the Vancouver-Powell River Highway
before this fall is highly improbable, delegates of the

Powell River Board of Trade reported upon return
from the provincial capital.
Armed with 4,000 signatures of local residents
petitioning faster action on the road-and-ferry link,
Board delegates Don MacGregor, Bob Muir and

Jack Harper stated their case to the Minister of

Public Works.
The Board’s alternate suggestion for a temporary
ferry run from Saltrey Bay to Pender Harbour was
subsequently approved and Blackball Ferries arranged for this service to commence at the end of
June—and thus, for the first time in history, a direct
route will be opened to Vancouver.

ON TWO-MONTH TOUR
Dr. Ralph F. Patterson, technical director, left at
the end of April on a two-month inspection tour of
Kuropean pulp and paper mills and manufacturers of
pulp and paper equipment.

COURTESY PAYS DIVIDENDS
Courteous car drivers are being ‘pinched’ weekly

by traffic ‘“‘police’’ and handed tickets — entitling
them to a free movie show. First to be so apprehended by R.C.M.P. constable Otto Buigalke was
Jack Wright, a papermaker (see below).
Driver Jack Wright gets “ticket.”

ak

A Hi-Baller Revue star surveys the damage.

—Powell River News.

UNSCHEDULED PERFORMANCE

Freak finale to the local visit of the M.V. Cartbou
came after the concluding performance of Frank Lees’

High-Baller Revue in aid of the Willingdon Arena
building fund. Bound for Powell River from Westview to pick up the show's cast, the /0-ft. yacht
smashed into one of the steel ships which form
Powell River's log pond breakwater, and had to be
towed to Vancouver after temporary repairs. Mr.
Lees, publisher of ‘The Hi-Baller (a logging machinery and equipment magazine), and his fellow entertainers took a passenger ship back next day.

IT’S EASY TO BE GOOD
Rollie Oxbury was honored as Powell River's
‘“Cjood Citizen for 1953’’ at the tenth annual banquet staged by the Knights of Pythias and the

Powell River News. In attendance were seven other
C;00d Citizens—all ladies. Said bread man Oxbury
gallantly as he accepted his certificate: ‘‘It is easy to

be a good citizen when you have so many good
citizens to help you.”
GOLF WINNER
Winner of Powell River Golf Club championship
was teen-age Blake Cramb, youngest member ever to

win the prized trophy. Mrs. Harold Moorhead
presented Blake with his trophy.

Mrs. Harold Moorhead rewards champ Blake Cramb
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CANCER INTERESTS MANY
All the aspects of cancer were discussed by a
panel of experts who faced more than 500 persons
in Powell River’s first Cancer Forum, patterned on
the public forums successfully staged by The Daily
lf-rovince in Vancouver.

Dr. Roger Wilson, Dr. Ethlyn Trapp and Edgar
McDonald of Vancouver and Dr. Ralph Fisher of

Powell River formed the panel with Dr. James

Macleod as moderator. ‘The local Cancer Unit and
The Powell River News co-sponsored the outstanding medical event.

WE HAVE A MONSTER
Cadboro Bay can claim its Cadborosaurus (better

known as Caddy), the Okanagan can boast its
Ogopogo. And now we in Powell River have our

own sea monster, a hippopotamus-like serpent called
Malaspinasaurus after Malaspina Straits in which it
was sighted by Clive Davis and Arthur Quinn, road
construction supervisors, near | hunder Bay.

NAVY’S VISIT POPULAR
Hundreds of Powell Riverites — most of them
young people—swarmed all over H.M.C.S. “Sioux”
during its two-day visit here.
Commander A. H. Rankin and his officers were
honored by the Company at a banquet, while the
ship’s ratings were entertained at a public dance. A
local high school eleven shaded the Navy by a Z-]
score on the soccer field.

LE RE RRR RIK By ARENAS §
Margaret Anne Harper and the Harold Foley Trophy (among others).

ANNUAL MUSICAL FESTIVAL
More than 240 participants spelled success for the

tenth annual Musical Festival sponsored by the

Nights
of Pythias and the Pythian Sisters in early
ay.
Adjudicators L. Shepherd-Munn and Mrs. Peggy

Macfarlane had many nice things to say for the
music and elocution contestants.
Grand aggregate award—the prized Foley [Trophy

—was presented to Margaret Anne Harper (see
above) by Mrs. R. M. Cooper.

CHRISTENED IN A BELL
A ‘first’ for Sea Cadet headquarters in Canada

DRIVE BY GOLLEY
Mert Golley (see below), secretary of Local 7/6,

was scored here when a triple naval christening was

organized the mill-wide bond sales campaign for the

Rev. J. Russell who used an upturned ship's bell for
the unusual ceremony.

Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers Union,

Willingdon Arena, which raised approximately

$35,000 in three weeks in May, or as much as was

collected in all previous fund raising efforts. [he
drive is continuing in June.

performed aboard the R.C.S.C.C. Malaspina by
SOMEONE ALWAYS GETS IT
Alan Scott won the grand aggregate trophy of

the 27-year-old Powell River Cribbage Club.

BEST SALESMAN

Locie driver Oliver Beacham (see photo) was
hailed as the top salesman in the spectacular $48,000
drive for a new Anglican Church building. One of
20 volunteer canvassers, he received a winged victory

trophy for collecting $2,000 in pledges in six days.

times than any other member in the exclusive 24-man

group went to druggist John Carrick (see photo
below ) .
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Top Salesman Oliver Beacham.

Club

president Jom Fleury, carpenter foreman in_ the
building division, took the runner-up singles and
low skunk awards.
Doubtful honor of having been skunked more

Organizer Mert Golley.

John Carrick and friend.

DR. POWELL'S GRANDSON
VISITS POWELL RIVER

VERY welcome spring visitor to Powell River
was Mr. Basil Fordham of London, England
—a grandson of Colonel Israel Powell, after whom
the town of Powel] River was named in 188).

It was Mr. Fordham's first trip here; and _ his

initial request was for a visit to Brooks High School,
where an oil painting of his late grandfather occupies

the place of honor on a classroom wall. His trip
was doubly interesting.

A class was 1n sesSion and

the children were told of his association with the

historic picture, which had been presented to Brooks
School by Mrs. Fordham, mother of the visitor, and

the late Mrs. Doig of Victoria, both daughters of

Colonel Powell.

At present attached toa prominent British financial

house, Mr, Fordham was visiting his mother 1n

Victoria and continuing back to the United Kingdom
via the United States. During the last war he was

attached to the famous British Commandos and
participated in several raids on Norway and the
continent. For a time he was with the Intelligence
Service.

Mr. Fordham was born in Victoria, B.C., and left
Canada at the age of eight to attend school in England. ‘‘Somehow,’’ he confessed, “I just seemed to
continue on there, and have been in England ever
since my school days. |

Basil Fordham and school principal S. G. Brynjolfson view oi! painting.

it was the visitor’s first visit to a Canadian paper
mill, and his first observation after his tour of the
Powell River plant was—
‘It’s just incredible!’’

OSWALD GRAWFORD HONOREL
RESIDENT of the Canadian [Industrial Traffic
League. ‘That's the high honor that was conferred on Oswald Crawford, Traffic Manager of
Powell River Company, early this year. It was fitting
recognition to over thirty-five years of experience in
traffic work; and the first time in the League’s history that the Presidency has been awarded to anyone
west of Ontario.
Recognized as one of the outstanding traffic men

on the continent, Oswald (Ozzie) has handled
trafic problems for Powell River since 1942. On
the West Coast, his intimate knowledge of freight

transportation and traffic has resulted in his nomina-

tion to numerous Boards of Inquiry and Special
C‘ommittees.

Much of his activity has inevitably centered around

sea shipments and water transportation. ‘This 1s
probably responsible for his hobby of water color
painting of ships. His favorite Christmas card is

one of his own drawings or paintings of famous
clippers and square riggers— on whose habits and
design he is somewhat of an expert.

Mr. Crawford’s election to the highest traffic post
in the nation is an honor to the Powel! River Company-—and a high tribute to his own personality

and outstanding ability in the field of Canadian
traffic.
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Part of the conveyor system at Powell R iver which leads from the company wharf to the plant.
Hog fuel for the steam plant and ch ips for the digesters are brought up v la Conveyors.
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sportsmanship
The outstanding feature of the wonderful and

never-to-be-forgotten British Empire and Common-
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wealth Games in Vancouver was a great spirit of
true sportsmanship.

It was a heartening spectacle to see a Canadian, an

Australian, an Englishman, etc., rush over to a lad

from Jamaica or Nigeria, Kenya, Gold Coast,

Bermuda, etc., and throw his arms about an African
competitor. Throughout this family feeling was in
evidence—and it penetrated the entire stadium. ‘the |
entire attendance rose to its feet in a mighty cheer as
Roger Bannister, almost out on his feet from exhaustion and surrounded by flash bulbs and well wishers,
broke immediately away to force a path through the
milling crowd to embrace his great opponent, John
Landy. Time after time losers and winners alike
hugged each other in a surge of mutual respect and
goodwill.
There was no bickering, no quarreling, no jealousy

among competitors, who represented twenty-four
countries from every corner of the globe. Pakistani
and Hindu mingled freely and joined in applause of
each other's efforts. Even the Scots embraced the
English and the Irish congratulated the Welsh.

The Empire and Commonwealth Games were far
more than an 2thlietic carnival. {t was an example

of mutual friendship, respect and understanding
between people of all creeds, colors, religions and

countries. It is evidence of what can be accomplished

when people and nations come together without

distrust or hatred—1in full determination to live and
work and play together as citizens and sportsmen.
The Cover Picture
This issue of the Digester carries articles on

both the British Empire Games and the

Since Vancouver is the host
for the Games and the home of the Lions, this
Vancouver Lions.

photograph of the city, looking north-west
across the harbor to the snow-capped Lions,
makes an appropriate cover picture.

Oscar Smith

Oscar Smith — Purchasing Agent
HIRT years ago, Powell River Com-

pany was engaged in logging operations at
Kingcome Inlet, 150 miles north of Powell River.
In charge of the camp store, looking after the timekeeping, and in his spare time helping out on road
surveys, was a young man recently out of his teens.

And that’s where Oscar G. Smith, purchasing

A chartered member of Powell River Company's
‘Twenty-five Year Club, he has always been interested
in the social and community life of the company and

At Powell River he was prominent in
the fraternal and business activities of the area. He
was past Chancellor Commander of the Knights of
Pythias Lodge, was for many years secretary-treasurer
its employees.

thirty-seven consecutive years of service with the

of the Powell River Golf Club, and an ardent supporter of all youth and recreational groups.
A native son of Vancouver, B.C., Oscar started
out in life as an electrician’s helper, and for a time

and paper mill knowledge unsurpassed in_ the

During the war he served a year with the U.S. forces

During his eight years at Kingcome, he learned the
logging end of the business. In 1925 he was transferred to Powell River, where for three years he was
employed in the accountancy branch. In 1928 he
joined the purchasing office which was then located in
Powell River and where he familiarized himself with
all phases of operation and equipment.

organization.

agent for Powell River Company in Vancouver head
office, made his first start in the paper business and
assimilated the rudiments of purchasing. Oscar, after
company, has amassed a background of experience
industry.

The purchasing office was moved to Vancouver in

1945, and on December 1, 1948, Oscar was
appointed purchasing agent, succeeding the late R. A.
Baker.

was employed with the B.C. Electric Railway.

on the Mexican border, and on his return to
Vancouver in 1917 joined the Powell River

Married for thirty-six years, Oscar and his wife,
Dorothy, have a wide circle of old friends in Powell

River who stil] consider them as citizens of the
district —. ‘loaned to Vancouver on a temporary
basis.”

Mrs. Smith has just returned from a fourmonth trip visiting relatives in New Zealand.
As a member of the British Columbia Purchasing
Agents Association, Oscar 1s widely known in the
province and throughout the industry.
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ni of Trinidad wins the 100-Yard Dash, with Don McFarlane, Canada,
second. Time 9.6

Australia’s Marjorie Jackson Nelson wins 100-Yard
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Chris Chataway of England takes the 3-Mile event
Canada noses out Nigeria in 440-Yard Relay, Australia third

HE greatest British Empire and Commonwealth
Games in history were held in Vancouver, July
3] to August 7. Over fifty records were smashed,
three new world records made, and several other
world marks nudged.
Feature, of course, was the Miracle Mile, in which
Roger Bannister, the great Englishman, defeated an
almost equally great Australian, John Landy. Both
men bettered the four-minute mark and six runners
were under 4:08.

The greatest woman sprinter the world has ever
seen, Miarjorie Jackson Nelson of Australia, retired
following the meet, after turning in a world record
time of 24 seconds for the 220-yard dash.
Other outstanding performances were Miss Edna
Maskell’s 10:9 in the women’s 80-metre hurdles, a
world record; Chris. Chataway’s great 3-mile run,
three seconds short of his own world record: Canada’s

surprise victory over England in the 8-oared rowing;
the mighty 6'8"’ jump of the Nigerian star Immanuel

Ifeajuna; and John Landy’s new world mark of
3:42 for 1500 metres, set while running the mile
race.

While no official points are awarded to winning
countries in the Games, England was the unofficial
winner, with Australia in second place and Canada

third. In the half, three-mile and six-mile runs,

England’s runners finished one-two-three, and her
contestants were dangerous in every event.
‘The whole week was replete with color and drama,
enhanced by the presence of His Royal Highness The

Duke of Edinburgh and Earl Alexander of Tunis.
Athletes from 24 countries competed in what is

universally considered the finest and greatest sports
spectacle Canada has ever seen.
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Women's 110-Yard Free Style gets under way—-Lorraine Crapp, Australia, wins
Peter Heatly, Scotland, was the Spring Board champ
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By DR. RALPH PATTERSON

Lechnical Director, Powell River Company
Dr. Ralph Patterson

A OF
visiting europe should
certainly plan to have Great Britain as the first

stations at the close of the business day 1s a truly

Canada or the United States that the visitor will

for the calmness and politeness which the people have
retained at the end of the long day and for the absence

port of call. It is different enough from either
immediately have the thrill of being abroad without
the difficulties of a foreign language. English and
Canadian are sufficiently similar so that an interpreter
is rarely necessary.

As soon as you arrive in England you will be

appalled to find that they really do drive on the left
hand side of the road. Of course, you knew this all
the time, but you must actually ride in this traffic to
get the full effect. For at least the first two days you
will be sitting on the edge of the seat with your feet
braced for the terrible crash which you feel sure must
happen at any moment.
And speaking of cars and traffic, the London form
of taxi 1s one of the best designed pieces of equipment
| have ever seen. It 1s short and narrow and can turn

around almost in its own length. ‘The driver 1s
separated from the passengers by a glass partition and

has a small but convenient luggage rack right beside

him. The overall result is quick handling of
passengers with a maximum of politeness and a

minimum of fuss.
As a matter of fact, most English transportation
impressed me as being very efficient and very simple

Contrary to popular rumour, the London
tubes are not confusing if one pays attention to the
to use.

‘The English trains are
small, as we are fond of pointing out, but they are
signs and direction arrows.

fast and efficient. “[o watch downtown london
being emptied into the tubes and through the railway

remarkable sight and one cannot help being filled with

admiration for this beautiful piece of transportation;

of turmoil and confusion with which all this is
accomplished.

London has, of course, many famous buildings,
statues, parks and shopping districts for the tourist

to look at but in spite of all these things | did not
feel that London is primarily a ‘‘sightseeing’ city.

The charm lies rather in an indefinable atmosphere

which is absorbed slowly through the pores by

simply walking or driving in the famous old city and
talking with its inhabitants.
Recovery from the war has come so far that once
again one gets the general impression of peacetime
living with ample supplies in the shops and no shortages of food. Industry is flourishing and the paper

industry, 1n which J was, of course, particularly

interested, seemed full of plans for modernization,
expansion and process improvement. During my
stay in England I was able to visit mills of Bowaters,
Wiggins- Teape and A. E. Reed, and in each organization I was much impressed by the high quality of
the research being done to guarantee future successful

operations. [he courage and ingenuity of British
industry was demonstrated very clearly by a new
machine for the manufacture of building board,

which I had the pleasure of inspecting. I his

machine makes board four feet wide from waste wood

and is the only one in the world to do it on a
continuous basis.
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The slowly moving mixture of

ground-up wood waste and glue passes through a
moving-platen press where it is subjected to heat and
pressure between moving steel plates constructed like
the treads of a tractor. ‘The machine 1s largely auto-

matic and it 1s a great surprise to see this four-foot
ribbon of board pouring out with apparently no one
in attendance.

‘The newsprint mills of England are generally
modern and well-equipped but it always seems
strange to a Canadian to find such mills where neither
trees, nor water, nor power are plentiful or cheap. It
is a little like discovering a newsprint mill 1n a wheat
field in Saskatchewan! Sulphite and groundwood

pulps are generally imported, commonly from the

Scandinavian countries, and this makes the newsprint

mills much simpler than the combination of ground-

wood, sulphite and paper mill with which we are
so familiar. Another unusual feature of the British
mills is the supercalendering of all newsprint. ‘The
sheet is made very damp and rough on the paper
machine and the smoothness and gloss necessary for

printing is obtained in a separate supercalendering
operation.

It was a particular pleasure to visit the Wigginsleape mill at Stoneywood, near Aberdeen. ‘This 1s

not a newsprint mill but makes many very high
grades of printing papers.

For the finest of these,

esparto grass is imported from Northern Africa,
pulped at the mill in small digesters and added to the

paper furnish to impart to the sheet printing

characteristics unobtainable with other fibres. For
one of the paper grades produced at this mill Powell
River unbleached sulphite makes up a large part of
the furnish because it has been found to have special
characteristics lacking in most similar pulps. A large
part of Wiggins- Teape research 1s done at Stoneywood and it would be difficult to find more pleasant
surroundings for a research centre as the countryside
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Historic Tower Bridge on the Thames
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Birthnay
Publisher Stu Keate, Elizabeth Forbes, and William Lemm, oldest employee.

NE of. British Columbia's pioneer newspapers
observed its 7Oth anniversary on June 9th.

On

that day the Victoria Daily Times, founded in 1884,
rolled off an edition which marked seven decades of
continuous publication.
‘To the men who produced the anniversary edition
it was a proud moment. The newspaper had without fail in peace and war, in prosperity and adversity,

provided news and a message of its own to 1
thousands of readers in Victoria and “VancouyVi

APSF Fh.

Island.
The Times has seen vast changes.adake™

In 1917, after the death of Mr. Templeman, the
paper passed into the hands of the Spencer family,
who in turn sold it to the present owner, Max Bell, a

prominent citizen of Calgary. The ‘Times 1s

presently directed by publisher Stuart Keate and has
as its editor Bruce Hutchison, one of Canada’s leading editorial writers. Managing editor is Leslie Fox.
Mr. Keate, formerly of The Vancouver Province,
He resigned

rom FiTinie
a
to return
to the Pacific
SSH
Int.,
to return
to theCoast,
Paciafter

cas contributing editor of Time in

ts the famed Canadian journalist-

Victoria and British Columbia.

to his newspaper Alma Mater
ot his start with the Victoria daily.
rome “Ihe Vancouver Sun in 1951 to
$6 mt: post.

those early days to the present, the

‘htonicled all major events in Victoria,
nada and the world.

years.

His associates included Hoff. Bebe
veteran legislator and Premier, 822.8:

In its thousands

story of the community, its failures

sEtcesdes:-p story which it continues to tell.

Milne,
well-known
physifiag
Theseathree
men purchased
intalt =
Gress <a

“Beano th re‘Times
wosatnad
a reception
Oh held at the

single-cylinder flat bed variety.
by hand, a slow process which

A special cake made in replica

d the size
the paper to a few pages. The mathine
id Lar ¢
from the present five-unit press which can. print”

etoht page of the newspaper was cut by Miss
women’s
editor, after Stuart Keate

paper up to 80 pages.
The newspaper expanded rapidly after a few years
of operation due to a new era which was dawning in

British Columbia. The Canadian Pacific Railway
spanned the continent and this resulted in an influx
of immigrants from the British Isles. New communities sprang up and the industrial expansion of

efly outlined the history of the newspaper.
Present at the reception was William G. Lemm, the

oldest employee, having served with the [imes for
57 years. Mr. Lemm worked for the newspaper as
a boy in 1897.
C)\ther old-timers included Bob [Thomson who has
been signing pay cheques for 4/7 years, Bill Henderson

the province began.
Lhe Times has changed hands on several occasions
since its foundation. One of its owners was William

who has served on the editorial staff since 1912, and
‘Tom Merriman, former city editor and now magazine
editor.

Templeman, who had come to the far west from

Powell River Company 1s proud of the privilege
of supplying newsprint to the Victoria Times since
our Operations began in 1912; and welcomes this
opportunity to offer congratulations to the Times on

Almonte, Ontario.

Mr. Templeman, who served in

the Senate of Canada and in the cabinet of Sir Wilfred

Laurier, carried out many improvements to the
Paper.

its long record of progress and achievement.
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ALCO-GRAVURE Moves West
tanks to carry fuel oil and solvents either by railroad

\X/ITH
special
feature
sectionsnewspapers,
becoming integral
or truck.
parts
of modern
mass-circulation

The paper storage and pressroom each have

and expansion of rotogravure increasing in the United
States and Canada in general, it was inevitable that

a ceiling height of 23 feet, enabling paper to be tiered

‘open shop’’ on the West Coast.

expansion both north and south so that its capacity

Angeles plant of Alco-Gravure, Division of Publ1-

for the receipt of roll paper, shipment of waste,

the continent’s largest rotogravure printer should

This is the significance behind the new Los

cation Corporation, which prints “his Week’

three and four rolls high by storage battery tiering

machines. The building has been arranged for
can be doubled if necessary.

‘There are separate docks

in the States with a total circulation of over

receipt of materials other than paper, and the shipment of printed matter. The etching department as
well as the office is air-conditioned. The building is

10,800,000. Of this total nearly two million copies
of the illustrated magazine will now be printed at

operation.

magazine for thirty-four of the biggest Sunday papers

of truck height and constructed for one - floor

the Los Angeles plant.

In planning, every thought was given to
safety and pleasant surroundings. Ample parking
facilities for both employees and customers have been

Magazine section and book review section, signatures

provided.

Alco-Gravure also prints The New York Iimes

of ‘‘Look’’ magazine, and is widely noted for its
commercial printing in rotogravure for booklets,
catalogues and calendars.

Completed in May, Alco - Gravure's new L.A.
plant, shown below, is located at 9320 Bellanca

Avenue and is easily accessible to through highways
headed north, south and east. It enjoys a 500-foot
siding on the Santa Fe Railroad and 1s less than a

mile north of the Los Angeles municipal airport, to
assure excellent ‘communications with its Hoboken
and Chicago plants.

The company has made provisions for storage

Alco-Gravure comes to California with its own

Alco Process, a new approach in the printing of rotoGravure.

The process, which uses a special film manu-

factured by E. I. du Pont de Nemours © Company,
is a simplified method of producing gravure cylinders
and plates. It permits duplicate sets of positives to
be made from one ‘‘master’’ set, resulting 1n greater
facsimile reproduction and giving even greater assurance of uniformity in any multi-plant operations.
And so Powell River supertone newsprint used by

Alco shares in yet another of the continent's great
news services.
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N June 15, Powell River's Number 8 paper
machine turned out newsprint at the rate of

2,001 feet per minute, the fastest speed ever attained

by a newsprint machine, and the first time in the

history of the industry that the 2,000-foot mark had
been achieved. The speed was maintained for over
half an hour.
To the layman, this may not seem an extraordinary
achievement, but to the paper maker it is the beginning of a new era. What the four-minute mile was

to track and field, what the breaking of the supersonic barrier was to aviation, the 2,000-foot mark is
to the paper maker. It is his miracle mile, the goal

in 1936. But speeds crept gradually upwards, the
1,600-foot mark was passed, and 1,700 touched.
rind recently one eastern mill reported a 1,925-foot
trun, maintained for half an hour.

Contrary to popular belief the quality of news-

print 1s not linked with speed. Machines for years
have been geared for higher speeds but have been
limited by the inability to successfully transfer the
wet sheet from the wire. ‘The recent installation of
the Couch Transfer with vacuum pick-up has made
increased speeds possible.

At the 2,000-foot speed paper quality was main-

tained and many valuable lessons learned in

towards which paper machine designers, operators and

mechanical problems at high speeds.

century.
The late George F. Steele, well-known New York

ment of the “miracle” in their own plant.

technicians have been striving for the past half

paper broker, who spent his lifetime in the industry,
once recalled the tremendous excitement when a
paper machine, running at 100 feet per minute and
producing ten tons of newsprint daily, was installed
in the early 80s.
In Powell River, between 1912-1926, the fastest
recorded paper machine speed was 660 feet per minute.

This compared with the best in the industry.

Old

paper makers rubbed their eyes when Number 5 “dnd

6 machines were installed in 1920, and attained
speeds above 1,000 feet. “The cynical disbelief of
local paper makers, when Number 7 machine, designed
for speeds up to 1,400 feet, started operations, is well
remembered. [It was many years before this rate was
attained, and few believed it would ever operate above
1,200 feet at the outside.
Subsequent speed-ups, improvements in operating

technique and knowledge over the years brought
speeds near the 1,500-foot mark. But this stil! fell
far short of the 2,000-foot achievement which, as late
as 1947, was comparable to Cunningham's 4.06 mile

Few in Powell River expected the rapid develop-

But on

June 15 the 1,870 mark was reached in the morning
and by mid-afternoon it had been coaxed up to 1,950,
for an all-time world’s paper machine speed record.

By this time the news had spread: like wildfire
around the area, and among machineroom crews
excitement was at fever pitch. At approximately
1,950 feet the sheet broke and there was considerable

dificulty bringing it through.

Reluctantly, a fore-

man had just about decided to cut down to 1,800 feet
when the machine tender, voicing the hope and wish
of everyone in the room, said: ~Let’s put it up to
2,000 and see what happens.’
A few seconds of breath-taking suspense—and over
went the sheet—and stayed over!
When this fact was evident the crew of Number 8
came to life, waved and shouted wildly, shook hands

all round and ran up and down the floor like jack
rabbits on a spree.
The impossible had been achieved.

A newsprint
machine had run at 2,000 feet a minute for a world’s
speed record——and they had done it!
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MAINTAIN
down the Mackenzie River.

In 1895 came the great

gold rush to the Yukon and the force was immediately made responsible for law enforcement in that

feverish land north of ‘fifty-three.’ By 1898, 12
officers and 254 men were established in the Yukon,
where the mounties faced one of the toughest law
Today the Mounties maintain their own planes.

N May 23, 1873, six years after Confederation,
the Canadian Parliament, headed by Sir John

A. MacDonald. authorized the formation of the
North West Mounted Police.

Thus was born that body of “Scarlet and Gold”

constables on whom King Edward VII in 1904
bestowed the prefix Royal in recognition of devotion

In later
years, with the expanded scope of the forces
to duty and brilliant, steadfast services.

operation, the original name of North West Mounted

was dropped and the Mounties took their present
title, Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
Probably no organization in the world has a finer

enforcement jobs of their career. They settled
disputes, impartially arrested offenders, travelled
hundreds of miles by dog team to scattered gold
camps with mail and provisions.

The end of the gold rush ushered in the ‘‘modern
period’ for the force, and with the advent of the 20th
century, its activity and duties were steadily expanded.

In 1901 it took the first census of the Yukon with
troopers travelling to remote corners of the north and

opening up new posts. By 1903, posts were
established in sub-Arctic areas, including Cape

Fullerton, McPherson and Herschel Island: and the
authority of the ‘‘Mounted’’ stretched over an area
extending from the International border to the Polar
sea and from Hudson Bay to the Alaskan border. .
Hundreds of incidents and stories of hardship, tg

tradition, or a better record of service and achievement

and faithful discharge of duty are recordegl
police logs, of which the following is typic#

unequalled; and the scarlet tunic and stetson hat of the

young constable who had _ perishg

than this famous force. Its esprit de corps is

mounties are part of Canadian history. The official
scarlet tunic was adopted because the Indians had
prejudices against the dark uniforms of the men of
Wolseley’s rifle battalions which had been stationed

at Fort Garry (Winnipeg) and stated that their
brothers who formerly lived there (The Royal

Warwick Regiment) wore scarlet tunics.
The early and perhaps more glamorous tale of the
North West Mounted in the first twenty-five years of
its existence have been dramatized in film and story.
The traditional, but well-founded motto, ‘“‘Maintain
the Right,’ is a by-word throughout the world. ‘| he
saga of how this small handful of less than 300 men
carried the Queen's authority across the plains, is a

record of unrelenting devotion to duty, inflexible
firmness, fair dealing and impartial judgments.
The North West Mounted, with responsibility for
law and order throughout the west, increased its

personnel to 1,000 men in 1885 and the activities of

the force spread to the northern reaches of the
country. Patrols were made into the Peace River and

A brief scrawl found in the scarlet tu

C5

x

despatches over difficult country throgtés

winter storm, recorded: ‘“‘Lost, hors
ing to push ahead. Have done my &
By 1904, when the word “Royal’ 4
crest, the force was composed
embracing 84 detachments, and

350,000 inhabitants. Someth:

work of the Mounties during thes¢

the building up of the prairie provi
the story of an Inspector, with a

constables, who left Fort Saskatch
in June, 1908, headed north to BK
Great Slave Lake, crossed the vast “#

lone wilderness to Hudson Bay, emp
dog teams to Churchill, and e

Winnipeg in the following
3,347 mules.

-

All in the day's work.
increased, and so were thet
Mounties took over the task of patro

national border, checking on smuggling of
or the attempted passage of enemy agents in or out 0

The Mounties’ Musical Ride is internationally famous.

the country. At the same time the long and lonely
patrols of the north land were carried on. ‘The force
was deemed so valuable to the internal security of

the nation that its members, until 1918, were prohibited from joining the armed forces.
In 1918 the Royal North West Mounted Police
were assigned the duty of enforcing federal legislation

throughout Canada, and in 1920 the name was
changed to Royal Canadian Mounted Police in
recognition of this new and extended authority.

Between World Wars | and II came a further

broadening of duties. LDetachments were established

at Craig Harbor and Ellesmere Island, then the
nearest British post to the North Pole. in 1920 the
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Wlountd

to the best advantage so that
experts from crime laboratories

may be quickly conveyed to

THE RIGHT

scenes of crime or other disturbALICES. At present the air division

“furthest north’ post was established on Bache

island, in the remote north. Patrols entered

Coronation Gulf and Anderson River in the Arctic in
1927 and the Eskimo, like the redskin, accepted the
fitm but co-operative authority of the Mounties.
In this period the responsibility of the force was
rapidly expanded beyond the realm of normal police
routine. Mounties displaced provincial police in five
provinces and the preventive service of the Department of Revenue was taken over. In 1937 a crime
detection laboratory was established at Regina, an
institution that is today considered one of the most
modern, best staffed and scientifically equipped in the
entire field of criminal investigation work. A marine
division was organized in 1932 and the fingerprint
section, centralized at Ottawa, was enlarged. ‘lwo

fast cruisers, MacDonald and Laurier were con-

structed and put to work to offset smuggling on the
Atlantic Coast.

With the outbreak of World War II, the force

has one officer and |? other ranks.

The force’s ‘‘Police and Youth
Movement’ is an effort not only
to establish better relations between the youth of the country

and members of the police force,
but to have the young people look
upon the policeman as a friend:
to inculcate the advantages of our

free way of life, to assist people
clearly to realize the privileges of
democracy, to appreciate these

and, if necessary, be willing to
defend them.

To this end specially trained officers of the force
visit schools and other centres

Commissioner L. 4. Nicholson
neads the Mounties.

where young Canadians congre-

gate and, through lectures and the narration of
actual experiences, they explain the work of the police

again expanded when the requirements of

and the principles upon which it is based. ‘The

“opm security placed a heavy demand on personnel.

with proper direction and control, can be a potent

tignal duties related, among other things, to
ishange control, checking and reporting on
yf | kinds for the government and for

movement has wide ramifications and, handled wisely

force in lowering the rate of juvenile delinquency.

In briefest outline that is the story of Canada’s

fiscation of firearms and explosives in
aliens until the close of the war and

mounted constables, who today are responsible for
the enforcement of over 50 Federal Acts. In addition
to federal enforcement the force also polices under
contract all provinces of Canada except Ontario and
Quebec. Its activity in the more modern and scien-

With the introduction of
of the ‘black market’’ added

constable maintained law and order on the plains.

Adsttes, fingerprinting of innumerable
Ootage activities, assistance in air-raid

nporcement of Defence of Canada

under the Criminal Code.
gfeat increase in the work of the

> an overworked force which was

cure recruits until the end of

MMese entered the war on December

se removal of the Japanese from the
Abia coast was decided, it was necessary
ct
e registration of enemy aliens.

athe Northwest “Territories and
fom portance.
49)”

‘Lhe United States

onstruction of the Alaska
easons; a pipeline from

Shorse was laid down: airfields

ed, and the population of Whitehorse

tific approach of today is featured by the same
efficiency, the same sense of duty and the same
impartiality as in the days when the individual
In the far reaches of the north, the scarlet clad

mountie, with his dog teams, is still the representative
of the Crown among the Eskimos. In the detection
of crime, in the enforcement of anti-smuggling laws,

in guarding the internal security of our nation, the
R.C.M.P. have maintained the same high reputation
for skill, thoroughness and determination as their
predecessors of the North West Mounted.

‘Loday the force has a personnel of 4,400, exclusive

of civil servants, and to carry out its multifold duties,
1,071 motor vehicles, 178 horses, 18 police dogs and
256 sleigh dogs are included on the ‘‘payroll.’’

ohne passed the 10,000 mark. In these circumstances

was necessary to increase the number of detachments
and the personnel in these areas, a step which could
be taken only by withdrawing needed strength from
less important areas.

Since the war the R.C.M.P. has continued to
develop its facilities in the important field of pre-

vention in relation to crime and delinquency.
At the present time the force has two twin-engine
Beechcraft, fully radio-equipped, for rapid transportation of personnel when required, an amphibious
Grumman Goose to provide coverage for coastal or
inland lake demands, a Norseman for use primarily

in the Far North, a Dehaviland Beaver, a Cornel]
‘Trainer and a Stinson for training purposes, with
an Otter now on order. ‘These aircraft are situated
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Travel is still primitive in the North.

ANCOUVER rolled out the red carpet on August

ll when British Columbia made its first entry

into senior Canadian football, starring the B.C. Lions.
The germ was caught here three years ago. It
developed into a wonderful disease which has spread
into every corner of the province.
Everybody is talking football and come autumn it

is expected that Vancouver's Empire Stadium will
rock with the shouts of upwards of 30,000 fans on
Saturday and Monday nights.
It was a long uphill battle for a small group of
football enthusiasts who wanted British Columbia to
have representation in the bigtime pigskin parade.
They gathered more around them, made well-laid
plans and were finally accepted by the W.I.F.U.
after prolonged negotiations.
With a foot in the door, they moved fast with the

hiring of Annis Stukus, whose name already glittered

from his feats as a player with the famed Toronto
Argonauts, then coach and builder of the Edmonton
Eskimos and the only Canadian coach in bigtime
football.
Likewise ‘‘Big Stuke’’ moved fast, gathered many
B.C. boys around him, poked his football-wise nose
into many American camps, and the result-—British
Columbia has a football team which is making other
western teams sit up and take notice.
As one of the top American imports said one day

during the tryouts: “‘This fellow Stukus has got a
way with him that just makes you want to go out

Powell River Company, in common with other
firms and the general public, have taken an active
interest in the organization of this new addition to
the athletic life of Western Canada. Kxecutive vicepresident M. J. Foley, former member of a Notre
Lame eleven, has assisted the committee in many
ways, and president Harold S. Foley is a member of
the board of governors.

Football players? While some of the beef and
brawn is still top drawer secret stuff for obvious

reasons, some big U.S. names have been let that sets

any football fan agog.
Chief among these is Arnie Weinmeister, a cleancut chappie of 245 pounds on a six-foot-four frame,
who from a backfield spot, used to thrill ‘em for New

York Yankees and the N.Y. Giants, after he had
done same during his college days at University of
Washington.
Coach Stukus sums it all up. “We're a non-profit
organization trying to give British Columbia a firstclass football club in Canada’s biggest sports rage.
Too, we're trying to build a club that can, soon we
hope, Iend its forces and finances to bringing along
Mr. Football Juntor, that some day will make him
the big star on a home-brew team.
Their slogan: “Lions Roar in '54.’’
‘That could have a real meaning when they count
faces in late fall.
See you on the 55-yard line!

and give your best to the team. I've played for a lot
of top name U.S. coaches but none of them have any

more on the ball when it comes to getting the most
out of a player, than the same Annis Stukus.’’
He's popular and he does know football. Any-

body who saw him at his best during the thirties
under | orontos Lew Hayman, will vouch for that.
While it’s his bread and butter, Stukus has bit into
this big problem as though his life depended on it,
and gradually there appears a squad that looks as

though B.C. Lions have got a real contender. In all
serrousness, he states the Lions will finish third in the
western conference. But that does not stop him from

going all out for first place.
Stukus is getting players and he has an executive
that goes along head over heels with the act.
Big businessmen pondering over such problems as

where to house players families, solving parking

problems around the stadium, supervising the training

table, planning train and plane junkets for players

and fans, gives the squad that all-wool spirit. ‘They re

doing it because they want British Columbia to ride
high on this football firmament.
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Coach Stukus talks to John Mazur, Pete Thodos and Bob Levenhagen
at first exhibition game against Montreal Alouettes.

Artist's design of new container plant.

Powell River Builds a New Converter Plant
President Harold S. Foley announced that Powell
River had entered the field of corrugated box manufacturing by purchase of controlling interest in Martin

Paper Products, well-known western paper box

Harold Moorhead, chief engineer for the Powell
River Company, stated that the most modern equipment will be installed with every possible provision
for employee comfort and convenience.
About 45,000 square feet for factory and storage

manufacturers.

space 1s available, and the plant is expected to produce

T the annual meeting of the company last April,

The next logical Mr. Foley said, will be
,>

£4

the construction of a container plant in the Vancouver

area to extend Martin Paper operations into British
Columbia.”’
Plans for the new container plant have since been
drawn up, and successful preliminary surveys for the
site have been completed. In June, Mayor Jackson
of New Westminster officially announced that Powell
River Company had selected the Westminster area as

a location for its new box plant.

The building will be erected adjacent to the
properties of Westminster Shook Millis, another

Powell River subsidiary, located on Lulu {sland about
twelve miles from Vancouver.

150,000,000 square feet of corrugated board annually. Approximately 80 people will be employed.
a

+

a

ft

‘The plant at New Westminster will bring into

being the fourth box plant operated by Powell River
and will extend the sphere of company activities from

Manitoba to the Pacific Coast. ‘The_ three other
plants acquired from Martin Paper Products are
located in Winnipeg, Manitoba, and Calgary and
Edmonton in Alberta, and the total output of the
four plants is close to 600,000,000 square feet each
year.

The latest addition is expected to be in operation
next spring.

Cartons from Martin’s are popular in the West.
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Pulp & Paper
Vien Meet

in Victoria

Vice-President Harry Andrews congratulates winner John Wainwright on his award.

VANCOUVER man recently ventured an obser-

vation that the Canadian pulp and _ paper

industry was probably the most highly developed in
the nation insofar as technical research and studies
were concerned.

Certainly the technologists of the industry are

doing a tremendous job and working day and night
to improve present high standards and to discover
new and better processes of production, all designed
to keep Canada’s largest manufacturing industry in
the forefront of world development and progress.

‘This background was strongly evident at the
annual meeting in Victoria, June 14-17, of the
Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper

Association. Delegates from the Atlantic to the
Pacific attended the sessions: and Powell River
engineers and operators were prominent in the
presentation of papers and group discussions.
Mechanical Superintendent Arthur
presented a paper on “Some Aspects of Preventive

Maintenance as Practised at Powell River,’’ which
was well received and widely discussed. Sidney
Collicutt, superintendent of technical services, discussed the “Application of Miniature Grinder Studies

to Full Scale Operation.’’ Powell River was one of the
first companies to install miniature grinder equipment
and the speaker 1s an industry authority on the subject.
The newly installed Couch Transfer equipment, of

which Powell River is a Canadian pioneer, was a

subject of special interest and attention. The

explanation of the new equipment was given by Bill
Reynolds, paper machine technician, who also lead
the lengthy discussion which followed.
AA feature of the conference was the presentation
to an Ocean Falls technician, John Wainwright, of

the Powell River Award by Vice-President Harry
Andrews. Each year Powell River gives a special
prize for the best technical paper submitted by a
junior Pacific Coast technician. This has helped to
encourage ambitious younger technical men and is a
highlight of the convention each year.

Ihe papers submitted at the conference were
typical of what is going on in day to day studies all
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over the industry; and provided consumers of Canadian newsprint with clear cut assurance that every
possible consideration is being given to Canadian pulp
and paper products.

‘Chere is probably no industry in the world where
there is so free an exchange of ideas and of technical

information. The word ‘‘secrecy’’ is comparatively
rare in the industry, and technicians from all corners

of the world are constantly keeping in touch with

the progress of their confreres. And in this respect,
the Canadian pulp and paper industry is in the fore-

front, and the pooling of information and new

knowledge by Canadian mills is probably a main

reason for the outstanding position they enjoy
throughout the world.

And Powell River is naturally proud of the
prominent role which its own technicians and operating staffs have taken in the development and progress

of the industry.

Keith Eadie of MacMillan & Bloedel; George Hills, Bill MacGillivray of
Powell River Company; Lou Pumphrey of Westminster Paper Company.

Customers and employees of Martin's Products at Edmonton enjoy Powell River Band.

HE Pipers were awa’ again.

In the early days of July, Powell River Company's internationally famous pipe band left on
another of its periodic swings around the Pacific
Northwest.

‘This time Manager Jack Gebbie took his boys off
to the Calgary Stampede, where they formed one of
the main attractions in the big parade. ‘They were

judged second among all bands and an easy first
among the several other pipe organizations.
After the Stampede, the band played for employees

In the past four years, Powell River Company

pipers and drummers have been recognized as one of

the leading bands of the west, holding rank with
such famous organizations as the Seaforth High-

landers and the Vancouver Police Band. ‘They have
won competitions in Vancouver, Seattle and Portland,
and each year have appeared at the Pacific National

Exhibition tn Vancouver.

Many of the individuals

were well-known in Scotland before coming to
Canada, and others are local boys who have learned

their piping here. Don MacKenzie is pipe-major
and keeps the lads in constant and regular practice.

of Martin Paper Products in Calgary, and followed
this up with an overnight trip to Edmonton where
they again played at the Martin plant in that city.
‘They paraded through Edmonton, with an escort of

first-class job, both locally and outside, and the

at the Red Cross Crippled Children’s Hospital, and
gave the U.S. Motorcade, then tn Calgary, a real
treat by appearing in their midst. ‘They also fulfilled
engagements at the Belcher Mulitary

Pipers in a non-piping role at Edmonton. From left: Mary Zrobok,

As public relations emissaries the band has done a

district is proud of their record and bearing.

motorcycle police, and played at the Veterans’
Hospital in the afternoon. In Calgary they played

Hospital, Keith Sanitorium and the

Armories. In Calgary, Dunc Wains of
The Calgary Herald was host and guide
to the band.

From Alberta the band was whisked

off to Portland, Oregon, for the Port-

land Highland Games, and here again

they carried off top honors for pipe
bands, and won_. several individual
awards for piping and drumming.
The band was also enthusiastically

received at the Seafair Parade in Seattle,
where they placed second to the Seaforth

Highlanders in band competition.
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Dora Screpnek, Don MacKenzie, Erna Kriese, Bert Sorley, Mary Hiushak,
Dave Westie, Joan Fisher, Pete MacDowell, Lois Packwood, Betty David.

Wyoming publishers on arrival at Powell River Dock. From left, front row: Mr. H. Knoefel, Mrs. Knoefel,
Mrs. O'Melia, Dave Richardson, Russ Allbaugh, Tracy McCracken, Tom O’Melia.
Back row: Mrs. McCracken, Mrs. Richardson, Mrs. Allbaugh.

Many Friends Drop In
ITH summer in full swing (at least that’s what
the calendar says) many old friends and new

have called in to see us.

Among our June visitors was Mrs. Barbara Staples
and her three daughters, Kathy, Sharon and Barbara.

and Mrs. P. F. Jones. Mir. Jones is General Manager

of The Melbourne Herald and Weekly ‘Times,

succeeding William Dunstan, who recently retired. It
was Mr. and Mrs. Jones’ first visit to Powell River.

We also had the pleasure of meeting a representative

Mrs. Staples is a daughter of the late Harry K.

group of Wyoming publishers, representing papers in

Bend, Oregon.

Worland. Along with their wives they proved

Brooks, President of Brooks Scanlon Incorporated at

From Australia we were pleased to welcome Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Jones

Cheyenne, Laramie, Rawlins, Rock Springs and
excellent fishermen and gave the Powell Lake trout
plenty of trouble.

New members of the Powell River family group
also dropped in on their first visit. From Winnipeg,
Calgary and Edmonton came the sales managers of

the three Martin plants. Mr. Hal “Townsend,

Calgary, and Mrs. Townsend; Mr. and Mrs. Syd
Holmes, Edmonton, and George McCullough,
W innipeg.

Representatives of the well-known British firm of

A. E. Reed were other friendly visitors in June.

Included in the group were Messrs. S. W. Barrow,

P. H. Prior, A. W. Western and C. Severs, all of
whom were visiting for the first time and who were

specially interested in the operation of our new couch
transfer equipment.

Rounding out the list of recent groups were

members of the Powell River Sales Company and its

service representatives, who were met by VicePresident R. M. Cooper and assistant manager
Howard Urquhart. ‘They included M. J. Foley, Roy
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Kathy, Mrs. Barbara Staples, Sharon and Barbara Staples

Messrs. Severs, Western, Prior and Barrow.

Foote, R. G. McHugh, Ken Barton, Oswald
Crawford, Vic Coudert, Ed Barrett, Don Jeffries,
Anson Brooks, Ron Melvin, Terry Hollern, R. C.
MacKenzie. Sales Company representatives spent
two days inspecting the plant, studying operations,
and familiarizing themselves with new equipment.
Among other interesting visitors at press time was
Dr. Roger Bannister of England, the first man ever to
trun a mile under four minutes.

The tall, blond young physician dropped in a
couple of days after he beat the great Australian
runner, John Landy in the “Miracle Mile,”’ featured
race of the British Empire and Commonwealth
Ciames.

Mr. and Mrs. Hal Townsend.

Dr. Bannister said he was greatly impressed with
our plant, and showed special interest in some of the
British-made equipment used in the mill.

Powell River Sales Company and local officials at Powell River.

Front

row: Harold B. Urquhart, Oswald Crawford, Ed Barrett, M. J. Foley,
Roy Foote, R. G. McHugh, Ken Barton, Terry Hollern, R. M. Cooper.
Back row: Fred Ward, R. C. McKenzie, Victor Coudert, Don Jeffries,
Anson Brooks, Ron Melvin.
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t patrolmen are proud of their recently purchased Jeeps now used
on various mill and townsite beats.

PATROLMEN MECHANIZED
Powell River patrolmen are taking the weight off
their feet and the puff out of Second Street hill. lLwo
sturdy, fast jeeps have been supplied by the company

and beats are now patrolled from behind the wheel
rather than on shank’s mare.

THEY DIDN‘’T GET AWAY
‘Two popular fishing derbies were conducted in

GUESS WE WERE LUCKY
While most of the Pacific Northwest complained
about rainy skies, Powell Riverites, favored by fair

weather, enjoyed the Dominion Day celebration
arranged by the Lions Club.
Feature event of an action-packed sports program,
the Westview Wharf to Willingdon Beach swim, was

won by Marc Anciaux, who at one time was
champion of the British and Belgian occupation
forces in Germany.

June and July—the first by the Elks Lodge, the
second by the Malaspina Rod and Gun Club.

Art White landed a /--lb. 12-0z. cutthroat trout
in Powell Lake to take the Elks’ prize, while Steve
Nassichuk boated a 23-lb. 15-oz. spring salmon to
top 130 rod and gunners.

UNIQUE PERFORMANCE
Only known elementary school in Canada to stage

Gilbert and Sullivan operettas, Westview’s J. P.

Dallos School presented ‘““The Pirates of Penzance’’

before a full Dwight Hall on June 25.
As a further distinction, the school turned over
the proceeds to the Willingdon Arena building fund.

They were prepared! Scout Gunnar Rasmussen, Earl Dangelmaier and John Kelsall.

THEY WERE PREPARED

The Powell River- Vancouver road-and-ferry link
was not ready by July, as had been hoped, but three
Boy Scouts were definitely prepared.
Gunnar Rasmussen, Earl Dangelmaier, and John

Kelsall hitched and hiked their way to the city in
eleven hours on July 9 for a notable first’ 1n B.C.
highway transportation.
‘Lhe plucky teen-agers crossed Jervis Inlet in
Eraser McRae s boat which substituted for the Black
Ball Ferry of the future.

UNUSUAL PRESENTATION
A carved cigarette case in the shape of a purplebanded newsprint roll was Powell River Elks’ gift to

Csrand Exalted Ruler J. N. S. Dixon of Toronto.
Maker of the distinctive ‘‘fag’’ dispenser was Jack
Baker of the company’s mill stores.
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ROAD TO VANCOUVER OPENS

Long awaited opening of the Powell River-

MAY PAY OFF

Vancouver highway was celebrated August 21 when

the M.V. “Quillayute’ ferried officials from Earl
Cove to Saltery Bay.

‘The Black Ball ferry will make eight return trips

DROP SUGGESTIONS

daily across scenic Jervis Inlet.

No. 1 EMPLOYEE RETIRES

Retiring last month after 43 years of consecutive
service was foreman Edgar Peacock, who joined
Powell River Company in the summer of I9I11, a
full year before the first rolls of newsprint came off
the machines.

He has seen every one

of Powell Ruiver’s eight
newsprint machines 1nstalled, and as a construction foreman has taken an

active part in their installation.

He was, and still 1s,

one of the finest golfers in

the district. In the thirties
he was a consistent winFd Peacock

ner of club championships and runner-up in

many provincial competitions.
Vigorous, dynamic, and as active as a man half
his age, veteran Ed Peacock, a living link with the
history, development and progress of Powell River,
takes a well-earned rest, and with a little more time
at his disposal will probably start winning provincial
golf championships.

P.R.E. TO USE ARENA
Powell River’s second annual Exhibition will be
sponsored by the district's Agricultural Society on
September 23, 24 and 25 in the Willingdon Arena.
With the new quarters and district interest mounting
the officials are looking forward to record attendance.
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Vice-President R. M. Cooper congratulates Haydn Parrott.

$2,000 FOR IDEA
Biggest suggestion award ever made by Powell
River Company went to cutterman and baler Haydn

Parrott in mid-June. “[he former R.A.F. radar

navigator won $2,000 for his suggestion of improving the efficiency of sulphite pulp packaging in the
kamyr department.
Previous high award. of $1,000 was given millwright inspector Bill Macmillan two years ago.
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Adiai Visits Us
REAL Highland welcome!”

££

‘Lhat was how Adlai Stevenson described his
first impression of Powell River as he stepped off the
plane at Westview airport on Wednesday, July 14.
The distinguished American visitor dropped in for
a brief visit to Powell River as the guest of President

Harold S. Foley, who had arranged for Pipe-Major
Don MacKenzie and Wally Laird, of the company’s
pipe band, to meet him on arrival.
Mr. Stevenson and his party, which included his
youngest son, John Fell, spent over an hour in the

plant, which they described as fascinating. © it was
Mr. Stevenson’s first visit to a paper mill, and he was
greatly intrigued with some of the big logs that were
being cut in the sawmill. It was only his second visit

to British Columbia, and Powell River was the first
stopping point on his tour. The party flew direct

from Bellingham, and later returned to Vancouver.
He was interested in the background and development of Powell River, and asked many questions on
the comparty’s pension plans, recreational provisions
and markets. He was on his way to Alaska, where

he intended to view the new pulp mill recently
opened at Ketchikan, and also “to get in some
fishing.

“Piper Wally Laird, Mr. Stevenson, pipe-major Don MacKenzie.

Employee Opinion Surveyed
N June 17 and 18, nearly two thousand Powell
River employees were invited to avail themselves
of the chance of expressing opinions on the policies
and practices of their employer. During that two-day

period, under the supervision of an independent
research organization, Central Surveys of Shenan-

doah, lowa, a record high of 92% of company
employees filled out the questionnaires.

Typical questions included opinions on: Powell
River Company as a place to work; pleasant and
unpleasant aspects of employment; working cond1tions; calibre of supervision; security of employment;
prospects for promotion; safety conditions, and company wisdom in spending money.

Employee Attitude Surveys are not an entirely new

concept, but Powell River’s survey was the first
conducted in the pulp and paper industry in Western
Canada. Realizing that rapid growth ($47,000,000

on capital expenditures in 10 years) makes more
complex the lines of communication between all

levels of management and employees, the survey was
intended to gain the accumulated benefit of employees
opinions and suggestions as a guide to good manage-

ment. Questionnaires were unsigned to maintain

anonymity and were mailed by employee representatives directly to Shenandoah where Central Surveys
will transfer results to punched cards for tabulation.
Results of the survey will be sent to all employees.
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One of the many ‘scenic views ‘from O’Brien Logging Camp on the Gordon “Pasha Lakes near: Powell River.
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Team Spirit

J. A. Lundie, Editor
Paul King, Assistant Editor
O. J. Stevenson, Staff Photographer

A gratifying feature of Powell River Company

Operations in the past year has been the fine display

of team spirit by all members of the organization.
This attitude of overall co-operation has _ been

evidenced in the outstanding production records that
have been established in the period.
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‘These records were only possible because all

divisions——the men who maintained the machinery,
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who operated the machines, and the engineers and
technicians who devised new equipment and techno-

logical improvements—all worked together, with
confidence in each other's skills, experience and
knowledge.

The performances were naturally given wide
publicity in the industry, and are reflected in the
increased personal pride of all employees in their
achievement. [he production record was given

suitable recognition by Company management and
the slogan in the plant is now ‘Let's go out for new
records.

There are many problems and difficulties to be
faced in modern industrial relations—but fundamentally if employee and management can work
together and both take pride in new production
achievements, we have taken a big forward step in
our relations with each other.
The Cover Picture
Most recent and unusual aertal view showing
complete extent of Powell River Plant, Town-

site Area, Waterfront and Storage Basin,
photographed by instrument mechanic
R. F. Metcalf.

AT Hanser

Meet Al hansen—Papermaker
NE of Powell River's most skilled and experienced paper makers and one of the district's

most versatile and community-minded citizens.

That, in bold outline, is a fair description of the
life and activities of Assistant Paper Mull Superintendent Emil Alfred Hansen, known to everyone
as Al.

Al enjoys the distinction of being one of the very
few, if not the only employee on our pay roll who
was born in this ‘district before the Powell River
Company was ever heard of. He first saw the light
of day in the fishing hamlet of Lund, fifteen mules
north of Powell River, and knows the topography
of this area like a farmer knows his crops.
When he was a youngster his parents moved to

Vancouver, where he attended public and high

school and made a name for himself in city athletic

circles. He returned to Powell River in 1913 to
start out as a labourer in the paper mill machine
room. In 1916 he went overseas and served in
France with the 24th Battalion, returning to Powell
River in April, 1919. In 1923 he left the Company
to take over as district forest ranger, a post in which
his wide experience and knowledge of local terrain
were particularly valuable.
Following a three-year stint with the government,

Al came back to his first love, paper making, and

resumed his old job of machine tender, on February
8, 1926. Since that date he has served continuously
with the Company. In 1935 he was promoted to
boss machine tender and on November |, 1947, was
appointed to his present responsible post of assistant
paper mill superintendent.
His service as a citizen of the community has been
equally outstanding. He was one of the best all-

round athletes the district has produced, and for
years he managed and coached local baseball teams.

Prior to his elevation to supervisor he was a leader
in Union activities, where his sound and experienced
counsel was invaluable to younger members. He has
been chairman of scores of community committees
and 1s one of the pioneers of the Employees’ Sick
Benefit Society in Powell River. He has been closely
affliated with hospital administration over the years
and was prominent in the development of Westview,
where he resides.

Formerly one of the district’s most ardent hunters,

Al has tramped every road and trail and climbed
every crag in the area. in recent years, with heavier
responsibilities, he has left the tramping and climbing

to the younger generation, but occasionally the lure
of the wild calls and he takes a few days off to travel
the old trails again.
Throughout his industrial and community life Al
has always been interested in lending a helping hand
to younger men in the plant, and many employees
now in senior positions owe much to his early instructions and guidance.

His two sons, Ivan and David, both graduates of
the University of B.C., were born in the district, and
both, like their father, were active in our community
life. rlis brother Henry “‘Stubby’’ Hansen, a former
Company employee, is now an international officer

of the Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers’

Union. His wife, Dorothy, has likewise been in the
forefront of community life, is a past regent of the

I.O.D.E. and an active worker in the social and
welfare life of Powel] River.
A high-class paper maker and a high-class citizen.

That 1s how the people of Powell River regard
Assistant Paper Mill Superintendent Al Hansen.
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HE northern end of Highway 99 no longer ends
at Vancouver. Now, for the first time, you can
drive your car 100 miles up coast beyond Canada's
Pacific metropolis to the home of the world’s largest
single newsprint mill at Powell River.

You will encounter two one-hour ferry trips en

route, across picturesque Jervis Inlet in the north and
Howe Sound in the south. You should find magnificent scenery all along the route that will linger long
in your storehouse of memories. You will drive in
an evergreen timberland hugging the fjord-like shores
of British Columbia's island-studded coast. Lakes,

streams and always the blue sheltered waters of
Malaspina Straits will vie for your attention, while
snow-capped mountain peaks tower above the tall
(ree Tops.

Quiet fishing villages, busy logging camps and
leisurely summer resorts will be in your path, and

‘eee
arxinson VUY/WCOUYV,

here and there an auto court, garages and stores. You

will want to bring your fishing tackle along, for the

southern B.C... coast boasts some of the finest salmon

and trout fishing on this continent.

Much of the credit for linking the Powell River

area with the lower mainland by road and ferry goes

to Robert H. Scanlon of San Francisco, a Powell
River Company director.

‘Twenty-five years ago, when the Powell River
district boasted a total of 13 passenger cars, Bob
Scanlon, Assistant Manager of the plant, organized

a local automobile club. Through this club he
pressed the provincial government to extend the

existing roads in this area and on Sechelt Peninsula,
and to provide necessary ferry service to forge the
final link between Powell River and Vancouver.
Years slipped by and the Powell River and District
Board of ‘Trade and the Black Ball Ferry Lines, alive

to the growing needs and importance of the area,

First ferry welcomed at Saltery Bay.
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Bob Scanlon, left, and Digester editor Jock
Lundie, who pressed for “the road” 25 years
ago, were present at official opening.

Cars await ferry’s arrival on north side of Jervis Inlet, against a background of typical “bush” country through which new road was cut.

Mrs. A. M. Peabody cut the ferry. slip ribbon held by Col. George

increased their representations to the government.
The progressive Black Ball Lines, now a major factor

Philip Gaglardi, Provincial Minister of Public Works,
declared the Vancouver - Powell River “highway '
open before a happy gathering of Black Ball Ferries
executives, a motorcade of officials from points enroute and hundreds of local residents.

in the shipping circles of British Columbia, which
had already initiated the ferry service at the south

end, guaranteed a similar service across Jervis Inlet,
and the government with the co-operation of Black
Ball, intensified road construction.

Their efforts—-and Bob Scanlon's—were finally
crowned with success on August 21 when Hon.

Paulin, Black Ball president.

The 25-year wait was suddenly over. Powell

River residents now have direct access to the open
roads of the continent and the continent has access
to Powell River. Come up and see us some time!

Martin Paper Appointments

Harold Townsend

George A. Holland

minster next spring.

Spencer James

The head office is at Winnipeg

TL HREE
major
appointments
have
announced
where J. R. Glynn is vice-president in charge of
by Martin
Paper
Products Limited
of been
Winnipeg,
affecting its plants in Western Canada.

‘The com-

pany is a subsidiary of Powell River Company
Limited and was purchased earlier this year.

George A. Holland, of Calgary, now general
manager for Alberta, becomes vice-president of
Martin Paper Products with offices in New Westminster where a new plant is being constructed.

Harold Townsend, formerly sales manager at

operations.

Mr. Holland, who becomes vice-president, has
been with the Martin firm since 1947 as Alberta
manager. He entered the corrugated box business
in 1936 1n London, Ontario.

Mr. Townsend, manager at Calgary, joined

Martin Paper Products in 1950 as sales manager and

Calgary, becomes manager of the Calgary plant, and
Spencer James, production manager at Edmonton,
becomes plant manager there.

earlier this year was appointed to the position of

containers, operates plants at Winnipeg, Calgary and
Edmonton and will open a fourth unit at New West-

in Calgary in January, 1951. He later moved to
Edmonton as production manager.

Martin Paper Products, makers of corrugated

Alberta sales manager.
Mr. James, manager at Edmonton, 1s a graduate of

the University of Western Ontario, and joined Martin
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lan Macdonald and Dr. W. McCurdy

Mrs. McCurdy and Harry Saul

Canadian Dailies Convene in Vancouver
URING the week of September 30 to October
6, Canadian Daily Newspaper Publishers’ Asso-

ciation held their semi-annual conference in Vancouver, B.C. It was the first time in over twenty
years that the association had met on the Pacific
Coast and some seventy publishers and their wives
from every province in Canada were in attendance.
In a two-day session, publishers, under the chair-

manship of John Motz of the Kitchener Record,

discussed the problems of the publisher and _ the
possible trends of newspaper development in Canada.

Prior to the association meeting, the Directors of
the Canadian Press held their annual conference in
conjunction with the publishers’ gathering.

The British Columbia Daily Newspaper Association, under the chairmanship of Cyril Wightman

of Victoria, acted as hosts and arranged an attractive
program of entertainment.
Powell River Sales Company had the privilege of
entertaining the group at a well attended reception
Page Four
A. E. McMaster, Mrs. and Mr. R. Foote, A. W. Moscarella, Mrs. and
Mr. H. Moorhead.

Philip S. Fisher, Mrs. and Mr. C. Wightman, Mrs. and Mr. R. G. McHugh.

in the Hotel Vancouver at which President M. J.
Foley and Vice-President Roy Foote and Mrs. Foote
received the guests.

The Canadian Daily Newspaper Publishers Asso-

ciation represents 97 daily newspapers, in. all
provinces of Canada. [he Province of Ontario
with 39 dailies heads the field, and the city of
Montreal, Quebec, with eight dailies tops all other
cities in Canada. British Columbia has I1 dailies,
with a total circulation of 442,000.
Circulations of Canadian newspapers have undergone tremendous expansion in the last two decades,

and today there are four dailies with circulation in

Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth Brown (left), and Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Radley.

British Columbia dailies are well up among the

circulation leaders, [The Vancouver Sun _ with
193,000 ts in fifth place, and Vancouver Province,
with 130,000, holds seventh spot.

In Quebec, 11 dailies are printed in French,

including the famous La Presse, one of the great

French language papers in the world.
Other newspapers with circulations in excess of
100,000 include Quebec's Le Soleil - | Evenement

Journal (126,000); and the Winnipeg Free Press
(113,000). Circulation of British Columbia newspapers, other than the Sun and Province are:
Victoria Colonist __.................... 32,000

excess of 200,000. Circulation of the four leading
papers of Canada are as follows:

Toronto Star... 397,000
La Presse, Montreal... 2. 76,000
‘Loronto Globe and Mail.......... 237,000
Toronto Telegram __._.---._--.......233,411

Vancouver Herald ..................... 30,000
Victoria Times __...................... 21,000
New Westminster Columbian._.... 20,667
Nelson News
9 300
Nanaimo Free Press
6,300
Prince Rupert News-____....----.-_-. 3,300
Kimberley Daily Bulletin 2,200
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Frank H. Brown and Harold S. Foley.

Charles L. Shaw
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Valued at $7,000,000 permanent buildings are set on 167-acre tract at the P.N.E.

B.C.’s Show Window Is Big Business
IGGHLIGH TING events in British Columbia in
late August and early September was the Pacific

National Exhibition at Vancouver. Attendance

figures, which each year aggregates 60% of the population of the province, reached new highs and the
exhibition was the most varied and successful ever
held.

In all, over 871,000 paid admissions to the

events and exhibits. ‘This is a far cry from the
68,000 who attended the first hesitant beginnings of

the ‘‘Fair’’ in 1910.

‘Today, the P.N.E. 1s big business and is listed
among the major exhibitions of the nation. {t 1s
second only to the Canadian National Exhibition at
‘loronto, and is the third largest on the West Coast
of North America. It 1s set on a 16/7-acre tract of
land, with permanent buildings and fixtures valued
at more than $7 million, and is in the heart of the

most populated area of the Lower Mainland of

British Columbia. Its annual expenditures, exclusive
of new construction, is well in excess of $600,000,
and it 1s the home of the largest International Hobby
Show and Salon of Photographic Art of any fair on
the continent. Nearly 150,000 spectators paid entrance fees into the Hobby Show this year.

‘Three new imposing buildings were added to the
Exhibition properties last year—the B.C. Building,
the electrical and manufacturers’ buildings — all
housed under one roof.

The B.C. Building houses the gigantic relief map

of British Columbia, which was one of the most

fascinating and popular features of the Fair. ‘This
huge map, which took seven years to design and

complete, is 80 feet square and covers the entire
Province of British Columbia and southern part of
the Yukon, half of Alberta and the sections of the
United States adjoining these territories. As the
map 1s too big to be viewed properly on the same

level of its display, the second floor of the B.C.

Building will be the first viewing gallery for the map.

A travelling crane or bridge permits the visitor to
make a more detailed study of a specific area and
Page Six
Birds eye view of British Columbia.

Newsprint carrier M.S. Powell River takes on paper for West Coast points.

Modern Garriers Give Direct Service
Emphasizing the importance of Powell River as a
shipping centre is the photograph above showing the
modern newsprint carrier M.S. Powell River loading

for California points.
‘Two fast modern carriers are engaged solely in
shipping newsprint. ‘They are under charter to the
Canadian Gulf Lines and each makes two trips a

month between Powell River and California,

including the ports of San Francisco, Oakland and
Long Beach. This direct and dependable service to
the fast growing California areas has been welcomed
by publishing houses.

The M.S. Powell River was launched last year.

overlay transparent screens can be superimposed to
delineate any phase of the areas resources.

The B.C. Building 1s open throughout the year

and anyone visiting Vancouver should make a special
effort to see this display. It is well worth the time.

Another outstanding addition to Exhibition property is the magnificent Empire Stadium, completed
this year and the scene of the British Empire Games
track and field events. The stadium will accommodate 30,000 spectators, the largest structure of its
kind in Canada. ‘This year it has been the mecca
for Canadian football, and crowds have averaged

Designed especially as a newsprint carrier for the
West Coast, she is considered the most modern paper

cargo ship in service today. She was built in
Stockholm and Col. William Salman, Chairman of
Canadian Gulf Lines, attended the launching.

The other ship on the Powell River run, the

Orania, was built in Norway, and is slightly larger
than the Powell River. She also is a fast, modern ship.

Both ships load on the new $2,000,000 wharf

completed two years ago and which is equipped with

every facility that long experience and engineering

could devise to expedite the quick loading and
shipping of newsprint.

from 15,000 to 20,000 throughout the season.
‘The P.N.E. 1s operated by a non-profit organization and less than 5 percent of its revenue is derived
from Government sources. It is controlled by 18
elected and 10 appointed directors, and activated by
over Z00 committee personnel, all unpaid volunteers.
It has a permanent paid staff of 6 executives and 15
other persons.

The annual exhibition is truly representative of
Western Canadas life and industry and a recommended “must if you are in Vancouver the latter
part of August.
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A Look at Europe's
Paper Mills
By Dr. R. F. PATTERSON, Technical Director,
Powell River Company Limited
EDITOR S NOTE:

This ts the concluding article

on Dr. Patterson's vistt to Europe. In this

issue he touches on his tour of Finnish and
Norwegian plants.

a
Ostrand kraft mill in northern Sweden.

View from Stockholm's famous Town Hall. .
RDS a DLL SPER O OES Be
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improved

By Centri-Gleaners

By J. A. COCHRANE, Chemical Engineer,
Powell River Company Limited

New installation

OWELL River’s Supertone 1s now cleaner than
CVe.Yr.
Appreciating that rotogravure paper, used
for Sunday supplement work, must be of the highest
possible quality, Company technicians have recently
installed a battery of Centri-Cleaners on our number 3 paper machine, and the results have been
decidedly encouraging.

Centri-Cleaners, so called because they remove
dirt by centrifugal force, are large hollow cones, in
this case / feet long and 12 inches 1n inside diameter
at the top or large end. ‘The cones are coated on the
inside with a smooth plastic surface to prevent turbu-

lence of the pulp flow through the unit.
In operation, the mixture of pulp and water 1s
pumped into the top of the cone at 50 pounds per
‘This rotary action causes the
mixture to spiral down the cone; the heavy particles

Engineer W. Reynolds checks Centri-cleaners.

mon in industry. A cup holding the liquid may be
rotated at high speed, as in a centrifuge or cream
separator, or the spin may be imparted to the liquid
by a pump, with the holder being stationary, as with
C‘entri-C leaners.

In our installation ten Centri-Cleaner units are

square inch pressure.

of dirt are thrown out of the pulp suspension, and
are rejected continuously through a small nozzle at
the bottom of the unit. The bulk of the mixture
returns up the centre of the cone and out through a
pipe in the top. ‘These large Centri-Cleaners were
developed by the Howard Smith Paper Mills Ltd.,
and are manufactured by the Bauer Bros. Company.
Dirt in paper may include particles of bark, rotten

wood, dark fibre bundles, and such extraneous
material as sand and grindstone grits. Ihe great
majority of this dirt 1s removed from the raw pulp
by successive screening operations, but some of the
fine dirt manages to reach the paper machines. However, nearly all dirt particles are more dense than the

pulp fibres, although only very slightly so, and it ts
on this fractional difference that Centri-Cleaners

operate. By subjecting the pulp suspension to a
force many times that of gravity, the slightly heavier

dirt is thrown out of the pulp.

Separation by differences in density is fairly com-

located between the fan pump and the paper machine
headbox. As shown in the photograph, the cones

have been installed in a compact “in line’ assembly
against the back wall of the machine room. All the
pulp entering the machine system 1s passed through
nine primary units in parallel, which reject impurities
continuously from the Supertone pulp. ()ne secondary Centri-Cleaner cone receives primary rejects, and

the highly concentrated impurities from this unit are
discarded.

A test model Centri-Cleaner installed on the paper
machine about one year ago indicated that such units
would reduce substantially the impurities in the final
Supertone, and the full machine installation has more
than justified the original estimates. Not only 1s the
Supertone visually cleaner but removal of impurities,

fibre bundles and hard grit produces a sheet with
improved printing characteristics.
The installation of these units is another step in the

Powell River Company's continuous campaign to
maintain high quality products.
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We Visit the.

in the new

OWELILL Riverites amazed themselves on three
consecutive days in late September by breaking
all known attendance figures at the annual Exhibition
staged by the district's Agricultural Association.
An estimated 17,000 persons—exceeding the dis-

trict's total population by nearly a third — took

advantage of balmy Indian Summer weather to patronize the largest fair on record in the nearly com-

pleted Willingdon Arena and the carnival games,
rides and sideshows on adjacent Willingdon Beach.

Special attractions included two car draws and
other valuable prizes, the area’s first livestock display,
a children’s pet parade and an air show by the West-

view Flying Club.

By happy coincidence, Canada’s latest type frigate,

the H.M.C.S. New Glasgow, visited Powell River
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Grand aggregate winner Tom Jones.

instrument for determining basic weight of paper was featured in
Company’s booth.

Accident prevention was glamorized by Company’s Safety Department

at PRE.

Powell River Fair
‘ee arena
Part of the large, expectant crowd at prize drawing.

that week and her Captain, Commander G. A. La
Kue, accompanied by a ships party, added unusual
color to the opening ceremonies, as did Powell River
Company's Pipe Band. ‘Three junior musical aggre-

gations including the Brooks High School Band,

participated in the entertainment program.

More than 1,000 exhibits of garden produce,

home-making arts, hobbies and the like were proudly
exhibited by local residents. Grand aggregate winner

was Powell River Company employee Tom Jones,
laboratory caretaker, who took his three weeks’ holi-

day prior to the fair so he could prepare for it at
leisure.

In all, the 1954 P.R.E. was an outstanding example of what can be accomplished by concerted
community effort.
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Company pipers toast Miss P.R.E.

Ten-year-old Harold Long presented his pumpkin to firemen for
special draw to benefit the Arena building fund.

Corner of the huge Arena during the Exhibition.

Gas Scrubber
Beats Nuisance

OR some time research has been conducted with

4 view to eliminating sulphur gas fumes which
occasionally were blown across the townsite during
the summer months. Fruits of this research are now
apparent in the recent installation of gas scrubbing
equipment.

The gas released from the top of the Jenssen acid
towers has been the chief source of difficulty. ‘| his

gas is now piped down from the top of the towers
through a fan and blown into the scrubber. Here
sulphur dioxide and sulphur trioxide are removed
before the gas is piped up to the top of the towers
to be released.

After a careful consideration of the many types of
apparatus which could have been used in this application, the Pease-Anthony Cyclonic Scrubber was
selected as the most promising. The patented design

was bought from the Chemical Construction Corporation of New York City and the unit was made
up in a special grade of stainless steel by Industrial
Coatings Limited of Vancouver.

Since experience in operating the scrubber 1s still
limited and testing is not complete, little can be said
as yet about the performance of the unit. However,
it is expected that at least 90% of the sulphur dioxide
formerly released in the Jenssen tower exhaust will
be removed.

The only other gas normally released from the
sulphite mill comes from the digester house blowpit stacks. This has a sweet, rather than a choking
smell and, as a rule, rises into the upper atmosphere
without being detectable in the townsite.

Asa result of the scrubbing equipment the sulphur
fumes will be almost completely eliminated except in
the event of gas escapes from installation breakdowns.

‘Occurrences of this type cannot be completely
avoided and cannot be taken care of by any type of
scrubber, but fortunately they are very rare, according to Don Stewart, research chemical engineer, who
introduced the installation.

Scrubber during installation.
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The latest addition to Powell

River's flotilla of powerful tugs.

New Tug—''N. R. Lang”’
She is undergoing refitting in Vancouver, and

[| AST
September
another
addition was
to
when this is completed, she will be renamed the
the steadily
expanding
transportation
fleetmace
of
Powell River. To handle increased log traffic,
“N. R. Lang,” after a Powell River pioneer director.
Kingcome Navigation Company, wholly owned sub-

sidiary, purchased the 561-ton ocean-going tug
““Hescort.

This sturdy craft will operate on the log towing
route between the Queen Charlotte Islands and
Powell River, and was purchased specially to handle

the new log barges which will go into operation

The ‘‘Escort’’ 1s 143 feet long, with a 14-foot
draft and a 33-foot beam. She 1s powered with two
G.M. diesel electric engines of 925 H.P. each, deliverSOOT.

ing 1,500 H.P. on the propellor shaft.
Originally built for the United States Government
at Orange, Texas, she was operated by the U.9.

Maritime Commission. She was later sold to

Foundation Maritime Limited of Halifax, renamed
‘Foundation Lillian,’ being placed in service as a
salvage tug on the Atlantic. In 1953 she was sold

to Bulk Carriers of New York and renamed ~§ Escort.
She was placed on the Pacific and on her initial run
towed a tanker over to Japan. Here she was picked

up by Powell River Company, who were on the
alert for a strong, ocean-going tug to handle log
barges on the Queen Charlotte tow.

The acquisition of the “Escort” brings to / the

number of Company tugs engaged in the business of

bringing raw materials from the camps to mill

premises—and the finished products from the plant
to the railhead in Vancouver. As an ocean-going
tug, she is considered particularly suitable for the
task of towing our new and revolutionary log carrying barges across the open waters of Hecate Straits

and other stretches between Vancouver and _ the
Queen Charlotte Islands.

The Company’s two other ocean-going tugs, the

S.S. “S. D. Brooks’ and the M.V. “J. S. Foley”
are engaged almost entirely in towing Davis rafts

from the Charlottes to Arm.
Ranging
from 1,500,000 to 2,000,000 feet, the rafts are
towed singly from Cumshewa Inlet and Juskatla
Inlet camps across Hecate Strait to a holding ground

at Captain’s Cove on the mainland near Prince
Rupert. “They are later towed tandem south to
Teakerne Arm, north of Powell River, where they
are broken down into flat booms and stored until
required at the mill.
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and Mrs. Joe McDonald, Mr. Hugh Herd, and Dr. Omar Seifert.

Summer Visitors
AMONG
manyJuly
oidand
frends
ane
neJoe
ee
called our
in during
August
were

McDonald, publisher-treasurer of Reno Newspapers

Inc., and his party from Nevada.

Mr. McDonald

publishes the Reno Evening Gazette and the Nevada
State Journal.

It was a pleasure, also, to welcome Euclid M.
Covington, president of United Newspaper Maga-

zines Inc. ‘“This Week,”’ the world’s largest producers
of rotogravure in color and monotone. Mr. Covington was accompanied by R. G. McHugh; Manager of
Powell River Sales Company.

Dr. Roger Bannister of England, famed winner
of the 1954 British Empire Games ‘miracle mile, |
was introduced to Powell River by Miss Marie Foley,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold 8. Foley, and
Howard Urquhart, Assistant Resident Manager.

Other welcome visitors were Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
Kirchheimer of New York, where Mr. Kirchheimer
specializes in paper mill securities with Burnham ©
Company.
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Mr. Covington, centre, with Mr. Urquhart and Mr. McHugh

Canada’s longest commercial runway dominates Vancouver Airport today.

Vancouver International Airport
WENTY-THREE years ago an air show wit-

nessed by 10,000 air-minded citizens of Vancouver and the lower mainland heralded the official
opening of Vancouver's International Airport.

Last year also, planes of all types kept the runways

especially thrilling for Airport Manager William

and control tower busy with 160,127 landings and
take-offs, carried 5,177,628 pounds of cargo and
3,544,962 pounds of mail.
Four major scheduled national and international
airlines operate four-engined passenger liners out of

had helped lead Vancouver to its first recognized

over the Pacific Ocean to Honolulu, Australia and

An exciting day for young and old, it was

Templeton, whose vision and boundless enthusiasm
airport.

The roar of engines shook the air for hours as

racing planes sped around tall, checkered pylons on
the field, and clever stunt fliers virtually turned their
special craft inside out at low altitude for the benefit
of the grandstand.
‘There was a display by the R.C.A.F., topped off

by a squadron of Siskin fighters, whose formation

aerobatics—including the famed ‘‘fleur de lis "—over
the administration building is still remembered.

That was on July 22, 1931, when the longest

runway was 2,400 feet and the airport seemed too

Vancouver to cities across Canada, United States and

the Orient.
Vancouver Airport is also the province's centre for

an equally fast growing development in British
Columbia coastal and interior service by air.
Operating out of the airport today are a number

of smaller firms engaged in special charter flying,

including B.N.P. Airways, partially owned by
Two other organizations,

Powell River Company.

Vancouver s U-Fly and Aero Club of British Columbia, hold a Canadian record for the greatest
number of hours spent in training new pilots.

large for even the most extensive use then seen for 1t.

Today, under the management of Bill Inglis,

Vancouver International Airport is one of the leading
airports in Canada and boasts the longest commercial

runway, a new 8,600-foot runway, making it the
nations only Class “A” airport, capable of safely

handling the large jet transports. It has one of the
finest safety records in the world as there has never
been a fatal crash at the airport.
Its original administration building was destroyed
by fire in 1949, and a new and larger one soon took
its place. But even that soon became too small to

cope with the expanding volume of air travel and
recently has been added to.

In 1932, air travel amounted to 2,600 passengers.

Last year, aircraft operating out of the airport carried 520,619 passengers. Since 1942 the volume
has increased fifteen times.
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Seaplane base showing airport and buildings in background.
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Film crew shoots wire section of paper machine.

OWELL River Company has under production
a new motion picture of our operations. This
will replace the former film, “‘River of Paper,’ printed
in 1945, and which has been widely shown 1n many

parts of the world. Since “River of Paper, Company operations have expanded greatly, and many
new acquisitions and installations have been com-

The new picture which is now being filmed
will not be released until next summer as logging
pleted.

sequences will not be shot until spring. [he
new picture is being produced by Lew Parry

Film Productions of Vancouver and, like ‘‘River
of Paper,’ will be available for private or public
showings. It will be in color with commentary.

Filo Chadwick Fails at Victoria

CENE during Florence Chadwick's attempt to

swim the Juan de Fuca Straits between Victoria,
B.C., and Port Angeles, U.S.A. Powell River Company co-operated with officials of Victoria Times by

loaning the ‘‘Kitten F,’’ as a press boat, and also

loaned a plane for aerial reconnaissance of the area.
Miss Chadwick gave up the attempt after five hours.
Above, the ‘‘Kitten F’’ is the second ship on the right
of the escort tug. In rear left is the barge for the
press helicopter’s landing and take off.
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Model train built by A. McKinnon, left with cap, attracted young and old at the Labor Day celebration.
Among them were executive vice-president M. J. Foley, centre, the children of pulp tester Aubrey
Gammon, in open shirt, and former Powell River News publisher Tommy Green, right.

Labor Day Rally

Enjoyed hy Many
AVORED by the weatherman, record crowds
turned out for Powell River's two-day Labor

Way celebration at Willingdon Beach, organized by
the local Trade Unions.

Youngsters took over the popular playground

Sunday, their parents enjoying the huge picnic the
following day.
M. J. Foley, executive vice-president, who shared
the speakers platform with Union presidents Les
Hughes, George Young and Bob Lyon, and M.L.A.

Tony Gargrave, told the big gathering: “Both

management and labor have a responsibility to the
community and the nation, and this responsibility
increases with the complexity of modern industrial
operations.

“We of management welcome your cooperation
and pledge ours in reaching our joint objectives of
stability and prosperity.”’
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Holiday makers listened to speeches.

Crowd pleaser was this parade entry.

NO CARS? TSK! TSK!
The lady who wrote to a Vancouver paper that

there weren’t any cars in Powell River obviously had
not consulted the traffic authorities.
Official figures, computed by a road counter, show
that more than 3,500 vehicles pass between Powell
River and Westview every 24 hours. And between
700 and 800 pass over the Wildwood road during
the same period.

The official traffic count only serves to substantiate
the claim that there are probably more cars per capita

‘n the Powell River area than anywhere else in
Canada.

SILVER MEMENTOS

A ten-dollar bill, plus a shiny silver dollar, went
to every Company employee at Powell River on
September ‘13, to commemorate the new daily world
production record set at Powell River the day before,
when 1,200.8 tons of newsprint were produced.
Although residents were asked to keep the silver
dollars in circulation as a reminder of the unprece-

dented record, most employees, proud of their
achievement, put them away as souvenirs.

EX.0.C. HONORED

Powell River’s and British Columbia's top Air
Cadet squadron basked in reflected glory as Vince
Forbes, its former commanding officer, was picked to
accompany 34 cadets from all over the Dominion on
an exchange visit to England. Among the many
points of interest visited was Sandringham, where

the group was shown around the Castle by Lord

Lois Jackson, Miss Powell River 1954.

Fermoy (see below).

'IWHAT A PAIR!”
The famous cigarette slogan seems a ‘‘natural” for

Queen Mother’s home is pointed out to
Vince Forbes and charges by Lord Fermoy.

Eric Cable’s symbolic photo of Powell River's favorite home - town products beautiful girls and
purple-banded rolls of newsprint — reproduced on
this page.

The pretty girl here is Lois Jackson, 17-year-old

native born daughter of millwright inspector A
Jackson. Lois represented Powell River at the 1954

‘Nice P.N.E.” contest in Vancouver, and reigned as
queen of the Powell River Exhibition.
Four other attractive daughters of Company employees participated in the successful ‘Miss P.R.

1954’’ contest sponsored by the Powell River ©
District Agricultural Association to publicize the

local Exhibition. They were Gloria Collinson, Joan
Isberg, Colleen Sleigh and June Watson.
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$1,200 IN 5 HOURS
A novel idea was used by the Palm Beach Committee to raise funds for purchasing beach property
at Lang Bay for the public's use.
Through the generosity of Black Ball Ferry Lines,

who donated their ferry “Quillayute,’ twelve hundred dollars were realized when 600 persons boarded

the ferry for a five-hour cruise up Jervis Inlet.

FIRST AGAIN
When it comes to competitions, there 1s no stopping Powell River Company's Pipe Band.

First place winners in the Calgary Stampede
parade and the Highland Games in Portland, Oregon,

in July, Don MacKenzie’s kilted pipers and drummers triumphed again at the Pacific National Exhibition in Vancouver the following month.
PRIZE GARDENS

Sawmill trimmerman Bob Lawson won the top

prize of $100 in the annual townsite garden contest
for 1954.
In all, $735 in prizes were awarded by the Company for garden and boulevard beautification.

THRILLING FINISH
Ex-Willingdon Cupper Percy Clogg, finishing
room capper, beat Doug Johnston of Vancouver in
the Malaspina Open, Powell River Golf Club's biggest event of the 1954 season.

Diminutive Doug, a former paper towner, was all
square with Percy at the end of 27 holes.
‘Lhe exciting match was not decided until the last
green of the extra nine holes, both Percy and Doug

carding par for the additional eight holes, despite
miserable weather.

RODMAYS ON THE BALL

For the first time in nearly 30 years a Powell

River ball team reached the B.C. Senior “‘A’’ baseball]

playoffs this summer, when the Rodmays won the
Upper Island Championship to enter the B.C. playoffs.

Series,

‘They were defeated by Victoria in the opening

Mr. and Mrs. W. Johnst on and family with unexpected acquisition.

DREAM CAME TRUE
Life-long dream of owning a car was realized with
dramatic suddenness by yard crew employee Walter

I. Johnston, a former Vancouver city policeman,
who won a new Chevrolet as the Powell River Exhibition ended at midnight, September 25. A Hillman

Minx, door prize at the show, was won by Mrs.
Almer McNair.

ANOTHER ROAD OPENING
Closed to all trafic for a complete overhaul during
the three summer months, the Mill Race Road fronting the old grinder rooms was ceremoniously opened
in September.
While building and yard crew employees watched,

mill messenger Jill Malcolm declared the thoroughfare open with the ‘hope that you ll be able to get
to Vancouver quicker now.

NAVY WELCOMED
One of Canadas most modern naval frigates, the
H.M.C.S. New Glasgow, docked at Powell River on
September 22 for a two-day visit. A softball game,
mill tour and officers banquet were arranged for the
visitors, who reciprocated by throwing the ship open
to the public the following day.
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Sailors black beard didn’t scare this young P.R.E. visitor.

Our popular Pipe Band parades through Westview.
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R Stewart

H Moorhead

New Engineering Appointments
IVE Powell River Company engineers received
well-earned promotions in mid-September.

Transferred from Powell River to Vancouver,

where he will keep a closer watch on the engineering
developments of the Company’s carton manufactur-

ing and sawmilling subsidiaries, was Harold Moorhead, our Chief Engineer.
Prior to joining Powell River as Resident Engineer

in 1942, Mr. Moorhead was successively with B.C.
Pulp at Port Alice, the Quebec North Shore Paper
Company at Baie Comeau, Quebec, and the Ontario
Paper Company at Thorold, Ontario.

He is succeeded at Powell River by D. H. R.

Blake, former Industrial Engineer, who was named
Resident Engineer.

Don came to Powell River in

1947 as assistant to Mr. Moorhead on the development of No. 8 paper machine.

Plant Engineer A. R. M. Stewart is now 1n charge

of all design work at Powell River. He joined the
Company in 1940, becoming Assistant Plant Engi-

neer in 1949, and Plant Engineer the following year.
Appointed Industrial Engineer for the Company
is Norman Walton, formerly assistant to the Industrial Engineer. Norman came to Powell River in
1949 as Project Electrical Engineer after spending
several years with H. G. Acres, consulting engineers
of Niagara Falls, Ontario.

Assisting him in his new post is Leonard A.

Murphy, former design engineer, who during his
undergraduate days worked at Powell River under

elents.
Company's training scheme for University stuAll these men are graduates of the University of
British Columbia.
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Season 5 Greetings

Published by

POWELL RIVER COMPANY LTD.
Standard Building, Vancouver 2, 8.C.

With the Yuletide Season dominating our

J. A. Lundie, Editor

thoughts, and with the dawn of another year at

Paul King, Assistant Editor

hand, the committee and staff of The Digester again
welcome the opportunity to send Greetings and Best

O. J. Stevenson, Staff Photographer

Wishes to our many friends and readers in widely
separated parts of the world.

We wish to thank our readers for the numerous
kind letters which have come to us during the year
and which have helped make the publication of The

CONTENTS

Digester a real pleasure.

It is also a privilege at this time to thank all those
busy people, both within and- without our organization, who have so willingly given their time and

William E. MacGillivray
New Log Barge Success.
All in the Family..........
New Canadian Currenc
Additions for Dailies.....
Recent Appointments ..

knowledge in the contribution of special articles and
stories which have added interest and appeal to these
pages.
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.....-16, 1 /
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Visitors

The year 1954 has been a happy and pleasant one

for us of The Digester due largely to the interest,
appreciation and co-operation we have enjoyed from
our friends.

And so, to all, thanks—and

Merry Christmas

sD 8
Happy Nef Bear

The Cover Picture
The Powell River plant in a winter setting
makes an appropriate picture for our
Season's Greetings.

William E. MacGillivray

Pulp Production His Responsibility
UALITY of newsprint is largely dependent on
the quality of the stock delivered to the paper
makers. If the stock mixture, groundwood and
sulphite pulp, has not been properly prepared or

cooked, if the wood has not been well selected, the
quality of the final product, despite the utmost efforts
of the paper maker, will suffer.
And this is where William E. (Bill) MacGillivray,
general superintendent of pulp mills at Powell River.
steps into the picture. His jurisdiction covers the
groundwood, sulphite and wood preparing depart-

ments, and on him and his department superintendents and foremen, rests much of the final responsi-

bility for the quality of the stock delivered to the
paper maker.

ill is well qualified to assume this responsibility.

He has worked with the company for 35 years,

practically all of which have been associated with the
manufacture of pul and close observation of wood
species. He joined owell River in 1919, following
service with the Royal Flying Corps (later the Royal

only four paper machines in operation, turning out
250 tons of newsprint daily. He was therefore
present during all the major expansions which have
brought four additional newsprint machines into

production. He has seen the change-over from
natural to artificial stones in the groundwood mill;

has been intimately associated with new installations
and has helped develop many of the improvements
and new methods introduced in the past thirty years
at Powell River. He is probably one of the most
experienced groundwood men in the industry, with
his thirty-five years of practical experience in pulp
production as a solid background of training.
Throughout his 35 years of continuous service Bill
has been prominent in district activities. He is an
outdoor man, and has hunted and fished in every
stream and lake in the district. He has been active
on tennis and badminton courts—and is one of the
community's outstanding boosters of youth activities.
Boats and cars are his special hobbies—and Bill

Air Force), where he was a specialist in the

was among the early car owners in Powell River

newsprint rolls; next to the machine room as broke
hustler and then on to the millwright crew. A few
years later he was promoted to head millwright in
the Groundwood ill, and in 1926, during the first
big expansion period, was moved up to assistant
groundwood superintendent under the late Ernest
Ketchum. When his old chief retired in 1941, Bill
took over the post of groundwood superintendent.

that the Powell River-Vancouver Highway is a

mechanical branch. His first job with the company
was in the carpenter shop, making woodenheads for

In 1946 with the reorganization of management
functions at Powell River, he was appointed to his
present post—one of the most responsible in the mill.

When Bill first arrived in Powell River there were

during the ‘“I wenties.”” He has cruised every inch of
Powell Lake, and knows every island, strait or bay in
the vicinity of Powell River as old friends. And now

reality, the MacGillivray chariot will probably soon
be a familiar streak to the people of the Sechelt
peninsula.

Born in Moncton, New Brunswick, he came west

to find his life partner in Powell River, where his

two daughters were born, educated and married.
One of the most experienced groundwood men in
the industry, Bill has done a first class job for Powell

River and for the publishing houses that use our
products.
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something New Has Been Added

to Log lowing
Powell River Pioneers
Self Dumping Barge

5 Ripe ga, won’ 9

Above: How barge looks with 1,500.00 feet of loas.

Below: Tug tows it to centre of stream for dumping.
Bottom: Only three loose logs remain aboard after the “dump.”
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POWELL
River
Company
recently
constructed
log carrying
barge,
Powell No.s 1,
has passed
its

first test with flying colors. On November 16, the
specially built carrier, five days out from the Queen
Charlottes, was towed into the Teakerne Arm log

storage basin by the company tug S. D. Brooks. On

her deck, piled 35 feet high was one and one-half
million feet of logs for the mill at Powell River.
The great question among the score of logging
officials and invited guests who were resent for the
occasion, was whether No. 1 would successfully
fulfill the expectations of her designers by dumping
her log cargo into the water smoothly and without
mishap.

Barge begins to tilt...

Anxiety was present on many faces as the log
carrier slowly tilted with her port deck approaching
closer and closer to the water. The anxiety changed
to broad smiles, back slapping and hand shaking, as

the logs slid off without hitch or undue hurry.

in

the space of 10 minutes the entire million and a half
feet had been safely deposited in Teakerne Bay. No. ]

righted herself, came back to even keel and rested
easy and relaxed as the assembled spectators broke
into spontaneous—and relieved—cheer.
This dump of logs by Powell No. 1 has introduced

a new technique into log carrying in west coast
waters. Built by Burrard Drydock in Vancouver,

the barge is the result of years of experience and long
months of planning by our logging division. ‘The

entire unloading in 10 minutes has astonished old

logging men, accustomed to the many days formerly
taken up in breaking down the big Davis and Kelley
rafts. ‘The logs, dumped into Teakerne waters in a
few minutes can be easily reassembled in loose booms
ready for immediate use in the plant.
The new carrier is 342.8. feet long, with a 63 foot
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beam, and can carry as large a load as is now
assembled in a normal Davis raft.

‘The chief and

most revolutionary feature of No. 1 1s its self-

dumping ability. When the time comes for unloading, four 8" valves are opened, two on the bow and
two on the stern. ‘These valves allow sea water to
flood the two large flooding tanks built along the
whole length of the port side of the barge, forcing
the barge to careen on that side, and the logs simply
slide into the water under their own gravity. As the
load 1s lightened the valve control is reversed and
by a self bailing arrangement the tanks are emptied
and the ship returns to normal equilibrium.

Five minutes after the logs were dumped, they
were all corralled in a bag boom and the little bull-

dozer boat was busily engaged in breaking down the

_ree.
Jack pots’’—small log jams that hadn't broken
This is in decided contrast to the thousands of

dollars of expensive cable formerly used to lash the
big booms together. Another barge, No. Z, is now

being built and with the two barges in operation,
one tug can service both barges with one in transit
while the other is loading.

The success of the first Teakerne “dump has
justified the heavy expenditure for No. 1 and. her

sister carrier now under construction.
Officials, after watching No. | go through her first
test like a veteran, are confident that a great forward
step in log carrying has been introduced by Powell
River Company.
lay due to rough waters, possible
loss or damage to booms, should be largely eliminated.

Turn around time will be cut down and overall
efficiency greatly increased.
Page Three

Logs begin to slide...
Barge rights itself after successful “dump.”
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Consolidated office building ‘at "Westminster Shook Mills.

All in the Family
N the past five years the Powell River family has
grown rapidly. In addition to our three oldest
children, newsprint, pulp and logging, the family
has been enlarged by the adoption of lumber mills
and corrugated box plants, which make us into a
more closely integrated and mutually dependent
family group.
Looking over the daily family routine in the past
month, we find they, like Powell River, are looking
ahead and keeping up with the industrial Jones's.

A few weeks ago we dropped in at the B.C.
Manufacturing Company lumber mills at New Westminster to find everyone in the organization pleased
and happy over their record in plant safety.
Up to the end of November, there had not been a
single compensable accident in the entire mill—and
the safety director of the British Columbia Lumber
Manufacturers Association presented employees with
a special silver award, the second highest given out

by the B.C. Safety Council. The outstanding
record of 530,000 man hours without an accident

was the result of continued safety consciousness on
the part of management, employees and unions. The
entire staff was hosted to a special dinner and dance
at which vice-president Harold Renwick announced

that day shifts in the sawmill and planer mill had
worked over 1300 consecutive days without accident.

Their working partners, Westminster Shook

Mills also recorded a commendable 112,000 man
hours without a compensable accident.

This covers

some four months of operation and the staff celebrated the occasion with a banquet and dance on
November 20.
At the same time we looked over the splendid new
consolidated office premises of the B.C. Manufactur-

ing Company and the Westminster Shook Mills,

located at the shook mills. The new office houses
the joint staff of the two plants, and will accommo-

date the office staff of the Martin Paper Products
plant now bein erected in this same area. ‘The sales

department of Kelley Spruce. another subsidiary, has
moved into the building and merged with the lumber
sales department.

The office is highly modern and comprehended on
one spacious floor. It is all wood—wide bungalow

cedar siding exterior, with a total floor space of
8,252 square feet.

Sixteen private offices have been

installed with desk space for an additional twentyfour. A staff lunch room 40’x20’ is included.
Interior finish features the products of the mills:
clear red cedar panelling, knotty red cedar, clear yellow

cedar, knotty yellow cedar, wide west coast hemlock
and balsam.

All floors are grey green rubber tile with ceilings of

modern acoustic tile and flush fitted fluorescent
lighting.
Designed and constructed by Dominion Construc-

tion Limited, the new amalgamated offices, with
modern built-in furniture and fittings, with a wide

range of color schemes in various offices, are highly
popular with staffs, visitors and friends.
In the same area a few hundred yards distant, the

steel outlines of the new Martin corrugated box

plant can be seen against the skyline. Machinery
will be installed in January and February—and It 1s
expected to be in operation early this spring. ‘T he
plant at New Westminster 1s the fourth in the Martin
group. The other three plants acquired by Powell

River early this year, are located at Winnipeg,

Calgary and Edmonton.
From the logging angle the most important feature
of recent Operations was the successful appearance of

Powell River Log Carrier No. 1 in the West Coast
towing trade. Our logging department is proud of
this new brain child—and rather perky over the fact
they were the first to use this revolutionary type of
barge.

(See story, pages Z and 3).
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safety plaque to B.C. Manufacturing Co.

Construction progresses on new Martin Paper Products pliant.

Canada’s

By A. J. GILROY, Manager,

It’s simplified to defy
the counterfeiter’s skill

(CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE

Powell River

NE of the many interesting and the most desirable products of the paper industry 1s paper
We all see it (at least twice a month), we
all spend it and some have been known to save It.
money.

However, few of us stop to consider by whom or
how paper money is issued.

The British North America Act of 1867 which
rovided for our present Confederation of the
rovinces gave the Parliament of Canada exclusive

legislative authority in all matters pertaining to
currency and coinage, banking, incorporation of
banks and the issue of paper money.

Prior to 1934 the Dominion Government issued
paper money in the form of notes in denominations
of $1 to $1000, but $1 and $2 were the most com-

mon and became known as ‘‘legals’’ or ‘‘Legal

Tender. ’
During this period the Canadian chartered banks
were allowed to issue their own notes under the
Bank Act up to the amount of their paid up capital
and the notes became a first charge on the assets of
the bank.

common to all notes and consists of an engraved
border with angled corners enclosing a colour area on

which appears engraved lettering with an engraved
vignette of Her ajesty, Queen Elizabeth II on the
right. (All Canadian Government currency carries
the
rtrait of the reigning sovereign except the Duke
of indsor, whose reign was too short). On the back
a similar border frames engraved reproductions of

Canadian country-side scenes. These notes are issued

in eight different denominations viz: $1, $2, $5,

$10, $20, $50, $100, $1,000, and have been reduced
in size to the dimensions of American notes. ‘They
are printed on special white bank note paper carrying
irregularly distributed small green discs or planchettes.

Since English and French are official languages of

Canada all notes carry both English and French
wording. .
Many innovations have been included in_ the
engraving and micro-lettering in order to make
counterfeit reproductions an impossibility. Unlike
American currency each denomination has its own
identifying colour as follows: $1, green; $2, terra-

The 1934 revision of the Bank Act had many

cotta; $5, blue; $10, purple; $20, oltve; $50,

important changes in money and banking. ‘The most
important of these was the early establishment of the
Bank of Canada. The Minister of Finance stated

orange; $100, sepia brown; $1,000, rose pink.
(Editors Note: “‘So we are told’).

that eventually the Bank of Canada would
the sole right to issue bank notes in Canada. In 1936

in red at the top of the colour area on the face of

the Bank of Canada started to exercise this privilege

and the issues of the chartered banks were reduced by
a definite percentage each year. A later revision of
the Act in 1944 prohibited the issuance or re-issuance

‘The serial numbers of the notes are printed twice

the note, once on each side.

Two letters precede the

number of each note for the purpose of identifying
both the denomination and series of the note. The
lower letter from A to K designates each denomina-

tion from $1 to $1,000, and the upper letter the

of a bank’s own notes and by January 1, 1950, any
outstanding note issues were taken over by the Bank
of Canada.
‘The 1954 issue of Bank of Canada notes 1s per-

series.

haps the most striking of all issues, and one that
deserves special mention. The general design is

being a leader in value Canada's new paper money is
also a leader in attractiveness and design.

-

Comments both pro and con are heard in regard

to this new issue of “paper money; however, it is
the general consensus of opinion that apart from
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JNseries,
Previous
issues
of the
Digester
we ran a speia
showing
something
of the
modernization
and expansion undertaken by many of the larger
newspapers on this continent during the post-war
period. ‘This expansion and construction of new
quarters essential to handle the rapid growth of
business and industry is continuing in all sections of
the country. Here we tell in brief outline what 1s

happening in three other influential and widely

scattered dailies—the Albuquerque Tribune in New
Mexico, the News Tribune in Fullerton, California,

and the Vancouver Herald in Vancouver, British
Columbia.

ALBUQUERQUE [I RIBUNE

In April of this year, the Albuquerque Tribune

moved into its new home on Silver Avenue, leaving
its old quarters on Gold Avenue. ~Qur departure
from the gold standard” is how the staff described
this move. The changeover was accomplished in 24
hours. The Tribune published its Saturday edition

at 11:30 a.m. instead of 3 p.m.—and by Sunday

evening ‘‘the new place was belching Journals and
ready for next day's Tribune.

The new ‘Tribune building contains 40,000
square feet of floor area, with full basement for
presses and storage for about 20 cars of newsprint.
Completely air conditioned, the building incorporates

the newest in this type of construction. It has a

New Albuquerque Journal and Tribune building.

The Tribune building, houses the Scripps Howard

Tribune and the Albuquerque Journal.

and Victoria Times, have been published under a
common roof since 1933.

The combined circulation of the Journal and

Tribune is close to the 60,000 mark.

‘THE VANCOUVER HERALD

seventy-nine ton capacity refrigerated air conditioning

system and heating plant on the third floor.
Composing room, editorial offices and business
office are acoustically treated and completely filtered
air from outside the building circulates throughout
the structure at a constant temperature.
Capacity of all departments has been substantially
expanded.
Mailing and editorial areas have been

greatly enlarged. Stereotype capacity has_ been
doubled.

The composing room has been expanded

by one-half and is equipped with 1/7 typesetting
machines, a gain of 11 since 1945.

The two

papers, editorially separate like the Victoria Colonist

Canada's ‘‘Cinderella’’ newspaper also has a new

home and a new name. [he Vancouver Herald,

formerly News-Herald, has purchased and equipped
new quarters in the downtown area.

The new office, only a block from Hotel Van-

couver on West Georgia Street, contains spacious
accommodation for business office, editorial department and printing and press rooms. New equipment
has been installed throughout, with the exception of
the 36-page Hoe press which was moved from its old

location over a week-end and thus lost not a days
operation.

Impressive exterior of Vancouver Herald.

The Vancouver Herald is a ‘‘Cinderella’’ because
it began life in 1932 as an employee-owned newspaper following the demise of The Vancouver Star,

the city’s only morning daily. The Star's 44
employees formed a co-operative, borrowed $5000,
paid themselves 1n nickles and stock and put the newspaper on its feet.

LD. A. Hamilton, Vancouver business man, took
over fourteen years ago and a little over two years
ago the Thompson Company Ltd. purchased control.

With the backing of the fabulous Roy H. Thompson.
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owner of 18 Canadian, one American (St. Petersburg, Fla., Independent), and two Scottish dailies.
several weeklies in Florida and Ontario and a string

of radio stations in Canada, The Herald seems
destined to remain an important factor in British
Columbia's development.

THE NeEws TRIBUNE

The News Tribune of Fullerton, California,
which serves the rapidly growing northern Orange
County area of that state, recently completed a plant
expansion program which doubled former floor space.
An adjacent building was added to the newspaper's
plant. Doorways were cut through the interior walls

Extended and modernized front of the Fullerton News Tribune.

between the two buildings to provide access to an

enlarged advertising department and greatly expanded

newsprint storage space. In addition a new carriers’
room with separate entrance was provided into which

Complete redecoration of the old and new quarters was included in the remodeling project. It was
the second major lant expansion since World War
newspapers
delivered
by conveyor
from the 48page
Oe pressare
installed
two years
ago.
I]. In late 1945 the front of the building was
The combined space available to the News Tribune
remodeled and a mezzanine built to increase interior
now totals 14,000 square feet compared with 7,000
space. At that time, in anticipation of continued
growth of the area, arrangements were made to lease
before the extensive remodeling project was undertaken.
the quarters which have now been annexed.

Recent Appointments

REE new supervisory appointments have

been made in our Vancouver office. Last July,

George B. Hills, Jr., was promoted to Director of

Planning for Powell River Company Limited and its

subsidiaries.

In September the appointment of Mr. John

McMillan as Executive Assistant was announced,
followed on November 15 by that of George Dawson
as [echnical Assistant.
George B. Hills joined the Powell River organization in September, 1950, as executive assistant. A

graduate of Georgia ““Tech’’ and University of

He later served as assistant purchasing agent and in
1953 was promoted to assistant manager of Kelley

Spruce Limited, a subsidiary of Powell River. His
latest promotion brings to executive councils a wide

background
of practical
experience
in company
e ds.
operations, both in the
logging and
pulp and paper
Technical Assistant George Dawson joined Powel!
River for the first time on November 15. Born in
Fort William, Ontario, he has been on the coast since
1923. He is a graduate of the University of Nevada
and for the past twelve years has been engaged in

Florida, he was employed in the kraft board industry
in Florida where he made a special stud of Scrub
Oaks in pulp production. As director of planning his

the mining and construction industries in an engineering and supervisory capacity. He left the industry in
1952 to return to the niversity of British Columbia
where he obtained his Bachelor of Commerce degree.

joined the company in 1945 as industrial engineer.

in a supervisory capacity when the new wharf was
built recently.

new position is one of high responsibility. (See
story:
JohnPage
AD, a native son of Vancouver, B.C..,
cMillan,

George is not a stranger to Powell River having
worked there for Northern Construction Company
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A deer apiece was bagged by Pete Plett, Sid Bridge, and Ralph Coomber.

UNTING and fishing have always been among
Powell River's most popular outdoor sports.
Our location, almost within a stone’s throw of fresh
water lakes, streams and hunting areas, presents a
tailor-made prospect for the nimrod and fisherman.
With Powell River fronting on Malaspina Straits.
salt water fishing is equally accessible, and one has

only to walk down a few blocks to the company
wharf to pick up cod and salmon from a land base.

The numerous islands within half an hour or an

pour
ride
by up
gas
boatLake,
are well
stocked
oatwith
and
and a sfew
miles
Powell
mountain
bear can be shot—if you don’t mind a bit of climbing.
Frequently too, if you want a whirl at wilder life,

you can find cougar tracks around.
Birds are lentiful—and ducks and pheasants can
be located within ten minutes’ ride from your home.

If you have a fancy for more difficult, though
unnecessary slaughter, the bald-headed eagle can be
located at high levels.

And now, with the openin of a through road to

Vancouver, the hunting and fishing areas have been
Powell Riverites can now
jump 1nto their cars and in an hour and a half arrive
enlarged and expanded.

atniet.
new hunting or fishing pastures south of Jervis
In the accompanying photographs, an employee,
Hank Zingbeil, caught a YZ pound trout on owell
Lake, and this is a good size on any lake. The
record for Powell Lake is 11-pound 6-ounce, caught
C(Wwo years ago. For salmon the local record is a 45deer:
pounder caught off Powell River wharf last year.
Dick Morley, Westview bank manager came back
with a good bag of ducks and also a more rare speci-

men of a Canada goose. And almost any time,
employees on their day off—or even between shifts—
are bringing in bags of deer, as photographed above.

All of which is good background for balanced

newsprint and pulp production.
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Hank Zingbeil with 3 7'2-ib. Powell Lake beauty.
}

Atte

Dick Morley and son Ricky back from a day's hunt.

Vlanni1ug
for The Futye

By GEORGE B. HILLS

Director of Planning
ROBABLY a great many of those who read The
Digester can remember when the words “Powell
River Company” brought to mind only newsprint.

True, newsprint still remains the most important
aspect of the Company's business; but over the past
year, changes in the Company s operations, and new
products, have appeared upon the scene.

Newsprint production began in 1912, and highgrade spruce lumber production at Powell River
began in 1933. The first sulphite pulp for sale was

produced in 1936, and by 1940 the sales pulp operation assumed its present form. The next big change
came in 1951, when lumber manufacture became of

major importance, with the acquisition of the B.C.
Manufacturing group of sawmills. ‘The most recent

planning is expected to consider all the assets and
resources of the entire Powell River organization: its
timber, plants, power, money, personnel, etc., and

to determine the best combination of these to achieve
the goals of the company. Of course, this must be
done in accordance with established policies and in

the environment of existing economic and political
conditions throughout the world.

Planning work will be in four principal areas:
resources, products, finance, and organization.
RESOURCES refers to what there is to work with:
timber, minerals, power, buildings and machinery,

money, skills, people. PRODUCTS refers to what these
assets can be made into in order to be sold profitably.

addition to the Company’s business is the corrugated
box operation of Martin Paper Products. Step by

FINANCE is concerned with the monetary aspects:
how shall rofitability be measured, and time-money
schedules for new developments. ORGANIZATION
refers to the organizational needs: personnel, and the

and integrating its varied operations.

relationships between parts of the organization, necessary to implement recommended plans.

step, the Powell River Company 1s diversifying its
production, improving the utilization of its timber,
How did this change, this growth and expansion,
come about? It came about because of the thinking
and planning of all members of the management of
the company over a period of many years. Planning
for the future is one of the rime responsibilities of
any management and realization of this fact is a chief
reason for the enviable record of the Powell River

Company today. Because of the belief that the

Company is bound to grow even more, and that its
growth should be guided, it is felt that planning for

How will planning work be done? First of all,

it is the planning division’s responsibility to conceive
and to receive ideas from any and every source as to

what the Powell River Company should do next,
what should be done both now and in the future.
Then thé planning division will organize and conduct the studies required to evaluate these ideas.
Finally, the division will prepare plans with recommendations for submission to the management.

the future will become increasingly important.

Through effective planning, with a team working
full-time with everyone's co-operation on the general

to separate planning, as a function, from general

problem of what the company should do next, it is
sincerely hoped that the right answers to the future
will be developed, and that the Powell River Com-

Because the nature of business management today :s
continually becoming more complex, it seemed wise

executive responsibilities, and to place it in a specialized and central division of the organization.
What will ‘planning’ do? In a long sentence:

pany will continue to hold its place in the front
rank of industry.
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By WILSON DUFE

Provincial Museum Anthropologist

FE heavy wooden crates unloaded from ar
Indian seine-boat at Kelley Logging Company’s
Aero Camp last June caused quite a stir in that lonely
Queen Charlotte Islands settlement. For staring ou
of the crates, like strange creatures in cages, wert
massive wooden carvings of grizzly bears, beavers

wm © |! ae ee ee Oo eae as i rege Lk Laem

rie ME Aer) MRS OY Beate oy Dot Pe Sin,
Close up of beaver at base of totem pole. Large incisor teeth, stick
held in paw and scaly tail are conventional marks of the Haida beaver.

EDITOR’S NOTE:

The author of this article, Mr.
Wilson Duff, is a leading authority on the anthropology of British Columbia and an authority on
Indian folk lore and history. He was the moving
force behind the campaign to preserve our Indian
relics. In this campaign the Powell River Company
has been privileged to assist; and The Digester

eagles and human figures. These had been famil¥
crests on the totem poles of the proud and artisti¢
Haida Indians who had once lived in the villages of
‘Tanoo and Skedans nearby.

Now the poles had beer

cut in sections, nailed in boxes, and were on theij
way south to Vancouver and Victoria. ‘They repre:

sented success for the Haida Totem Poles Reclama:

tion Project, directed by officials of the Provincia

Museum and the Universit of British Columbia, anc
financed by Powell River Ompany. But as the mer
at Aero examined the weatherbeaten and decaying
carvings, many remarked ‘““They should have though
of it sooner.’’ ‘They were dead right.

Hiow did it come about that after decades o

indifference we in British Columbia have suddenly
decided that the last remnants of our once great
articie.
thanks
Mr. Duff for his authoritative and interesting wealth of fine totem poles are worth saving? The
beginnings of the story go back beyond recordec

history, to the long centuries during which nd
invaders molested the Indians who lived along ou
rich, green coast.

Uncommonly well off in food

these people enjoyed leisure time to develop theis

unique social systems, their ceremonies, and most
all their art style. Master woodworkers, they turnec
naturally to the medium of wood sculpture. Front

family traditions they chose human and animal

characters, and these they sculptured boldly on theiz

house posts and grave posts as proud displays of
family greatness. After metal tools began to come
in by trade, these “totem poles’’ became larger and
more elaborate. Haida sculpture reached its climax
late; the largest and finest poles were carved between

1820 and 1880.
But by 1880 diseases and alcohol had decimated
the Haidas, and missionaries were urging them to
give up their old customs. In the 1890's the sad
remnants from some 15 villages converged on two,
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Skidegate and Massett, and embarked on a new an

Christian: way of life.

For them, the age of tote

pole carving was over.
That great age left almost 400 totem poles stand-

ing on the Queen Charlotte Islands, mostly in the

Since then the insistent and sometimes savage onslaught of storms, decay, and vegetadeserted villages.

tion has taken a heavy toll.

By last summer not

many more than a dozen still remained sound enough
to salvage.
A few had been removed over the years by people
who recognized them as outstanding objects of primitive art worthy of permanent preservation.

Even
the early days this appreciation was world-wide;

in

Haida totems were collected for wealthy museums in

England, France, and several cities in the United
States and Eastern Canada. The modest Provincial

Museum in Victoria also obtained a small but

excellent collection; through the efforts of Dr. C. F;
Newcombe. In later years legislation stopped the

ron, ja Le. -

OEE

Crated sections of pole, ready for first shipment.

export of totem poles, but nearly a score wer
removed to outdoor parks in Prince Rupert an

Vancouver. In all, over the years, about 40 Haida
poles were removed, for permanent or temporary,
preservation. The rest stood rotting in the villages.

Meanwhile, artists the world over were becomin
more and more aware of primitive art, and specifi-

cally of “Northwest Coast Indian’ art, of whic

Haida totem poles are the most outstanding singl

examples. Books were written about it; special show
in large museums were devoted to it. People in B.C.

slowly became aware that this unique native art
ranked _among the outstanding artistic achievements:

of mankind, oe | . ¢ nr ;

The
story now
more at
personal.
Soon;
after
| became
thebecomes
anthropologist
the Provincial:
Museum, I decided that one of my main tasks was to:

preserve aS many good totem poles as_ possible.:

(Unfortunately, there are also many poor ones).:

One step was the institution of a carving program ini

Thunderbird Park in Victoria aimed at producing:

exact copies of the finest old totems in our collection:
to use as outdoor displays, thus freeing the originals:
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Fish seiner loads the crates.

for permanent storage indoors. ‘This program is now
in its third year. Another step was a survey of native

village that had not crumbled to the ground. Then
we went to work: lowering the poles gently on to
beds of boughs, cutting them carefully into sections

village sites to find out how many of our good poles
had survived. During the summer of 1953. this
survey took me to the tsolated village sites on the

each of which formed a complete artistic unit, crating

As a museum man accustomed to handling every

fioating them out to the boat. After three days of
dawn to dark work the poles were safely aboard the
seiner. Iwo days later the men at Acro Camp were
casting a quizzical eye at the big crates that had been
unloaded on their dock.

Queen Charlottes.

obyect of Haida art with care and respect, I was
appalled at what I saw. Magnificent totem poles

which I knew from old photographs lay broken and

disintegrating on the ground. House timbers lay
askew, covered with a lush. wet growth of moss.
grass and vegetation. A spruce forest had overrun
each village, masking the ruins and partially shielding the few poles that still stood. At each village |
took movies, of the house ruins. the shattered remnants of the fallen poles. and especially of the few
poles that remained sound. These few. I decided.
should be taken out and preserved.

Museum budgets being what they are. such a

project would require outside help. During the winter

the sections, skidding them down the beach and

Skedans, the second village. also gave up three

poles. [here we worked with one cye on the weather.
for Skedans is wickedly exposed to southeast gales.
and the forecasts sounded ominous. Since our luck
with the weather was running out. we replaced luck

with hard work, and by one a.m. on our third day

at Skedans, the poles were aboard and we were able
to move into more sheltered waters. With the unloading of the poles. our part of the job was over.

Union Steamships, Ltd., transported the poles

[ showed the movies to whomever showed any
interest.

safely to Vancouver, and moreover, as a contribution
to the project, donated part of the freight charges.

to draw up a project which the company might

Provincial Museum in Victoria and the University in

Fortunately, the appeal reached the ears of
officials of Powell River Company. They invited me
support, and quickly agreed to finance the salvage of
the six totems of Tanoo and Skedans.

I began immediately to search out the surviving
[Indian owners of the poles and negotiate to obtain
them. It was a delicate problem: old disputes had
to be settled and compromises made, but the people
of Skidegate were now convinced that the old poles

should be preserved, and quickly agreed to fair settlements. By June, all preparations had been made, and
the work of salvage began.

Bill Reid, a C.B.C. announcer of Haida descent.

flew with me to Skidegate, where we joined the
Indian seine-boat and crew who were to assist in the

work. After loading lumber for crating at Aero

Camp, we headed for Tanoo, about 50 miles away
down the east coast of the islands.

Jimmy Jones, owner of the boat. had been born
at Tanoo more than 70 years ago. He showed us

places where he had played as a boy. and pointed out
where his relatives’ houses had been. We examined

the three poles that still stood: the famous Weeping
Pole. the Grizzly Pole, and the Beaver Pole stand-

ing in front of the only house framework in the

The six poles are now safely in storage at the

Vancouver. Indoors and dry, they will not decay
further. Some of the sections will be put on permanent display 1n the museums. All will be kept as
originals, from which exact copies can be made for

totem parks throughout the province. We now
have trained carvers who can make such copies, provided funds can be obtained to keep them working.

British Columbia -— — has all too

few fine totem poles like these. Perhaps half a dozen

Haida poles remain in old Queen Charlotte Island
villages. These should be added to our permanent
storage collection” of originals. Another dozen
Haida poles standing in Prince Rupert just about
complete our stock of this finest tribal style of totem
carvings. A few dozen in other good tribal styles, a
few dozen more inferior poles, nearly all rapidly
decaying outdoors; and that is all we have left in
B.C. Unless more projects like the present one are
undertaken to build up a permanent collection of fine
original totem poles, and unless carving programs
are continued to turn out exact replicas of fine old
poles for permanent outdoor exhibits, British Colum-

bians two generations from now will inherit 3
‘Totemland” with no totem poles.
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Building

a bank since he left school with time out only for air
force service during the war.
Attesting to Mr. Farnden’s enthusiasm and ability.

as well as to the wise counsel of the board of
directors headed by chairman Tom Waldron and

ett ty

managing director Archie McPhee, the Powell River
Credit Union now boasts more than 3,000 members,
and the assets amount to over $1.000.000. Signifi-

AP

Glass, brick and wood are combined effectively in the new building.

EFREGRINA TIONS of Powel] Rivers Credit
Union came to a welcome halt in November

cantly, out of nearly 9,000 loans amounting to

almost $2,750,000. only 14 loans, totalling approx:mately $1,000. have had to be written off since its
inception.

In its modern 28'x60’ two-storey brick home,

when it entered its own new $70,000 home

which also accommodates the offices of the Company's Townsite Department and the School Board,
the Credit Union today has facilities of which any
bank might be proud.
Two lady teller-accountants and a representative
in Westview assist manager Farnden 1n serving the

adjoining the Provincial Government building.
Founded by chip screen tender Walter Cavanaugh

and Rev. Leo Hobson in June, 1939. B.C.’s first

chapter of the Credit Union League opened that year

in a basement room of the Hotel Rodmay.

Mr.

Cavanaugh become the chapter's first president, with

Harold Belyea and Herbert Long assisting him as

volunteer part-time treasurers during the initial year.
In the next four years the local Credit Union was
to move its quarters five times until it settled in the
former engineering office building which also housed

the company printing shop and offices of the two
labor unions.
Ic was not till 1950 that the Credit Union engaged
the full-time managerial services of Arthur Farnden,

1 native son of Powell River. Arthur had worked in

growing membership.
Recent innovations include a graduate student loan

plan through which students who belong to the

School Savings Club can borrow money to further
their education.

Started only two years ago. the local School

Savings Clubs already have a membership over 800,
with $11,000 in children’s savings.
All this augurs well for the future of a movement
which helps the working man and his family to save
for a rainy day.
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Bright, spacious interior now greets “C.U.” customers.

Toye

inset is manager Arthur Farnden.
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William Myring (holding sign, right) of the Canadian Forestry Associ at ion, presents Tree Farm sign to Powell River President Harold S. Foley.
Other Company officials are (left to right), J. E. Tucker, vice-president George O’Brien, Geoff Marples and vice-president J. E. Liersch.

Guif Islands Tree Farm Dedication
E Powell River Company recently played host
at a friendly and informal gathering on Galiano
Island, situated midway between Vancouver and
Victoria in the heart of British Columbta's ‘“‘banana
belt. ’
Everyone on the island was invited to celebrate
with us, the dedication as a tree farm of some 10,000

acres of our forest land in that vicinity. The pro-

gram consisted of films, musical entertainment and
refreshments, and was enjoyed alike by a large turnout of local residents, representatives of the company
and the Canadian Forestry Association who flew from
Vancouver for the occasion.
Representing the Powell River Company were
President H. S. Foley, Vice-Presidents G. W. O’Brien
and J. E. Liersch, and Foresters J. E. Tucker and
E. G. Marples.

Mr. Liersch, as vice-president in charge of our

Forest Department, explained briefly our purpose in
establishing the Gulf Islands Tree Farm. He pointed
out that our obligations consisted of maintaining our
woodlands for growing forest crops, protecting them

from fire, disease and insects and regulating our
annual or periodic cut to the rate of growth of the
forest.

The privilege of harvesting and marketing this
annual cut, he assured the audience, would be
reserved for local residents. This will permit the
continuance of a steady local forest industry with all

its benefits of employment, income and stability.

Mr. Liersch also expressed his satisfaction with the
co-operation existing between the company and the
local people with respect to fire protection. When the
tree farm was established a co-operative fire fighting
service was inaugurated whereby the local residents
fight all fires on the island using fire equipment supplied by the company. This arrangement has worked
out so well that since 1952 not a single home has
been lost by fire and no appreciable damage done to
timber despite outbreaks totalling six house and four
bush fires.

Mr. W. F. Myring, secretary-manager of the

Canadian Forestry Association spoke on the activities

already been dedicated. This figure does not include

British Columbia, which was unavoidably late in

starting, but which has since made up for this delay
by adding a total of nearly 189,000 acres, or more
than the rest of Canada combined!

At the conclusion of his remarks Mr. Myring

presented Mr. H. S. Foley with a Tree Farm sign
and a certificate stating that the Powell River Co.

has fulfilled the requirements laid down by the.
Association, and that the Gulf Islands Tree Farm is
now dedicated to this nationwide movement.
What ts the significance of this movement?
It is not just talk. It is a sincere effort to promote

better forestry on privately owned woodlands
throughout the nation.

If a Tree Farm owner does

not abide by the principle of maintaining to the

best of his ability the productivity of his forest land
his certificate will be cancelled. He may know little

or nothing about forest management, but if he

expresses a sincere wish to care for his woodland he

will receive advice and guidance, to show him that
growing trees, although subject to problems of its
own, is just like growing any other crop. Careful
and intelligent use of the forest will pay off in dollars
and cents whether the Tree Farm covers an area of
ten thousand acres or ten acres.

in the past. when wood using industries all across
the country had tremendous volumes of wood right
at their back doors, the price of wood was too low

for the farmer or small forest owner to consider
intensive forestry practice. But now the situation
has changed.

Most wood using industries must haul
their raw materials for many miles by train, truck, or
water to their plants. Wood prices have consequently
risen to the point where the man near the plant with
even a few acres of timber can carefully select indi-

vidual
prone.

trees from his land and harvest them at a
it 1s the intention of the Canadian Forestry

Association and in the interests of all wood using
industries to promote better forest management in
such lands, to insure a steady and increasing volume

of the Association in sponsoring the national Tree

of raw material of this type.

The movement started in Canada only in 1953.
Yet up until June, a total of 143.000 acres have

industry, the owner of the land. and the government,
and it will help “Keep Canada Green.”

Karm movement.
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It is good business for all concerned, for the

Our New Look
in Laneis
Carriers

will be held
responsible

for all

OVEMBER is the month when the Parts

Standard newsprint label.

designers announce their new Spring styles and

General Motors. Chrysler and Ford come out with

the new streamlined models. but this time the Powell
River Company was ahead of the parade in designing

4a new streamlined fabel.

Labels or trademarks are the only means through
which a company may be known to the public and
on their appeal or dignity a company may often be
judged.

This 1s recognized by most firms and labels become

an important consideration in their public relations.
We came to the realization that a change 1n our

present newsprint roll label was required. It has
been many years. too many as a matter of fact, since
we have changed this label. In thinking it over, we

visualized that thousands of people see this label
daily-—the mill wrappers, scalers, train crew, ware-

housemen, stevedores and on the discharge end, the
warehousemen, checkers, truckers, paper handlers and
pressmen.
We figured that they were entitled to see

Roll NO. see 28

Gr. Wt.

something different and a little more modern in this
day and age. In studying the new label. we were all
quick to realize that our old label contained information which was not required, such as “Use No

Hooks.’ ‘“‘Carriers Will Be Held Responsible for
Damage’ and other data which actually was not
applicable to modern handling methods.

UNWIN
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DIRECTION

POWELL RIVER CO. LTD. roves British Colembis
The new “News” label.

The first thing we did was to scrap all that was

not necessary on the new label. To make tt
brighter and more easily read, we put it on a better
grade of paper. and reversed the colours. instead of
placing white on purple, we made it purple on white.
which in our opinion did two things. lt made the
essential information, such as roll number, weight and

size, more casily readable. Omitting the non-

essentials. we were able to cut down on the size of
the label. which also allowed us to still retain sufhcient space for the pertinent information, and made
the label less accessible to damage. It has now been
proven that the label can be handled more eastly and
placed on the roll in a more orderly fashion than the

rece: POWELL RIVER CO. LTD. |

larger previous label.

To those who come in daily contact with the

label. we hope they will find it pleasing to the cye.

easier to read and neater for record purposes.

We do not intend to compete with Paris designers
and the automobile manufacturers in 1956, but we
might be back in competition in 1960.
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Punwino tee THES DIRECTION
The new “Supertone’ label.

Birds-eye view of Annacis Island.

Annacis Island ...

industry's New Home

PLACID Iittle island, which has heretofore
developed factory district will be eliminated, freeing
known only the ploughman’s blade and the
the industrialist from responsibilities not connected
soft padding of Indian braves’ footsteps, soon will
with actual production management.
be known around the world as a great industrial
in time, as the estate develops, the Grosvenor
Estates, under which name the estate of the Duke of
centre with ships from many nations berthing at her
docks.
Westminster is now known, will provide stores,
Annacis Island, roughly three miles long by three-

quarters of a mile wide at its widest point, lying in
the Fraser River, southwest of the great inland port

of New Westminster, was found after dilligent
search, to meet all the stringent requirements of one

of England's great industrial families—that of His

Grace the Duke of Westminster. His Grace had long
foreseen that Canada in general and British Columbia
in particular was a land of boundless possibilities for
industrial development. What he foresaw was an

sports grounds, restaurants, communal show-rooms,

banks, post office, etc.. which the individual plant

owner might dream of establishing, but which would

not be economically possible for him to put into
practice.

Decision to locate the industrial estate in the

Fraser River delta area, came in 1951, and was based

on a number of important factors. First of these
was the ready availability of land for factories, with

industrial estate which would introduce to North

convenient rail and water transportation, and equally

American business a system by which manufacturing concerns could lease land or factories built to
their own requirements on a ‘‘town-planned”’ estate.

needs of light, medium, and heavy _ industry.

This system, which already has proved highly

successful near Manchester, England, would have a
three-fold advantage over orthodox factory ownership.

industrialists who plan to take advantage of the
scheme, and there have been indications that many

British firms look favorably on the Annacis Island
project, and are gearing their plans to it, will be
provided with modern, well planned, efficient and

attractive factories on a rental basis. This wil]

important sufficient power and water to meet the
Another great factor in the site being chosen was the
industrial expansion of B.C., and expanding markets,
the availability of crude oil from the Trans Mountain
Pipeline, and the possibility of natural gas.
Eventual investment by the estate of the Duke, who

died in July, 1953, is estimated at $225,000,000,

but no definite figure has been advanced. with officials

Stating only that capital would be ‘‘steady—as

required.’ But it will be one of the largest blocs of
British capital to flow into Canada since the Baring
Brothers, through Lord Revelstoke, aided in the

of the Canadian Pacific Railway in the

enable the manufacturer to concentrate all his financial

resources, including borrowing power, in production

without tying it up in factory buildings or real
estate.

Through estate management, the inconveniences,

which detract from the normal indiscriminately

Ss.

First visible steps in actual construction of the

project began to take form early this fall, but before
the first concrete could be laid for the administration
building, a great amount of research and exploratory
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Filling operation start. The 1,200 acre island will be raised seven feet before factories are built.

work had to be done to acquaint the designers with
every detail of the island. Francois Noel Annance,
the Hudson's Bay Company clerk, after whom the
island was named. would have been amazed at the

The Annacis Island project is further evidence of
the international recognition of British Columbia as
one of the world’s “bright spots. The potentialities
of this province, rich in natural resources and raw

devoted to the island where he was very nearly killed

this continent. Tremendous projects have _ been

One of the most important questions was, for

The growth of the pulp and paper industry in
British Columbia in the last 10 years is far ahead

Independent soil consultants were brought in, and

of the Canadian average; and the harnessing of her
power potential is proceeding at an almost feverish
pace. Up in the Arrow Lakes 1n the Kootenay area
a big international power plan is under consideration:
and up in the Kitimat area the Aluminum Company
of Canada, already producing power, is continuing
on the development of an ultimate 500,000 H.P.

attention and detail which latter day explorers
by an Indian war party.

instance, what weight would the sandy island bear,
without allowing the buildings to become a forest
of Leaning Towers of Pisa.

holes were drilled down to a depth of 205 feet.

They found a sand base with very little silt down to
100 feet, then a firm sandy layer, a thin layer of clay,

and finally, more firm, sandy silt. In their estimation, and they cited a most unlikely situation as an

example, if a warehouse was erected 100 feet wide,
and of unlimited strength, loaded all over at 1,000

pounds per square foot continuously for. several
years, the settlement would be only about three
quarters of an inch.

‘‘Clearly,’’ the engineers reported, ‘‘there is no

need to worry about settlement. ©

materials, has made it the fastest developing area on

completed and others are under way.

The forest industry is expanding and developing
new products from wood. Under government guidance the vast softwood areas, perhaps the greatest on

the continent, are bringing more industry and more
employment to the people of the province.
In this development outside capital is eager to
share, and the selection of Annacis Island by British
investors 1S evidence of the world interest in British
Columbia.
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FIRST IN CANADA AGAIN?
For the third year in a row Powell River Com-

pany employees appear to have topped the nation in
the purchase of Canada Savings Bonds.
While final results were unavailable at press time,
the $587,700 total subscribed by 1,503 out of 1,900
employees contacted (the equivalent of 83% partici-

pation) was believed by bond drive officials to be
sufficient for Powell River to retain the national
honor for 1955.

GROWING STILL
An all-time high of 2,237 students was recorded |
by schools in the owell River district this fall. ‘T his

Reduced rates went into effect on the Powell River-Vancouver
bus run November 22.

increase of 145 over the total enrolment for last
January, is yet another yardstick of the area's
WHO'LL BE LUCKY?
Talk of a carefree, all-expenses-paid holiday in
Hawaii is rising throughout the mill as December
15—deadline for this fall's Accident Prevention
Contest—nears. All mill employees, except those
in departments which have had lost-time accidents
since the contest started August |, will participate in
the free draw for the big prize.
Alternative to the air trip for two 1s its equivalent
in Powell River Company stock.

continued growth.

MUTUALLY ADMIRABLE
What he termed ‘‘a tremendous audience’ acclaimed
American-born bass baritone Carl Palangi in the first

of four concerts imported in November by the newly
organized Civic Music Association under the able
presidency of Ernest Stonier.
Famous clarinetist Reginald Kell and his instru-.

mental quartet will be heard in Dwight Hall in
December.
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Construction of a new road skirting the golf course will speed up traffic to and from the mill parking lot.
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Dead of two wars were honored by organizations and individuals.

MEMORIAL SERVICES

One of the largest Armistice crowds on record
paid tribute to the district’s war dead on Remem-

brance Day. Memorial services in Dwight Hall were
followed by impressive ceremonies at the Cenotaph,
arranged by the Malaspina Branch, Canadian Legion.

Color was added by uniformed Sea Cadets, Arr

Cadets and Cadettes, Boy Scouts, members of the
I1.O.D.E., the Brooks High School Band, and the
ubiquitous Powell River Company Pipe Band.
RESIDENTS AID CHURCH

In a whirlwind six-day campaign Westview

United Church canvassers obtained more _ than
$45,000 in pledges towards restoring their burned
church building.

An additional $5,000 a year for the next three

Representatives of the three adjacent villages of
Cranberry, Westview, Wildwood, and residents from

Powell River are canvassing the possibilities of

amalgamation into a single municipality. A committee has been appointed to study the proposal,
which has been mooted at various times in recent
years, but not actively probed until now.
AIR CADETS NEAR TOPS

Powell River Air Cadets are again living up to
their reputation as one of Canada’s outstanding
squadrons. Last year they won the top award for
the nation and this year they took the Guthrie Shield
for the best squadron in British Columbia. Top Air
Force officials came to Powell River for the presentation.

years was pledged for the church's budget fund. ‘The

almost-completed building was partially destroyed
by fire earlier this fall. Rebuilding of the church
should be completed by June.

SOCCER STILL POPULAR

Soccer, played without interruption in Powell

River for over forty years, is still drawing its crowds

of enthusiasts each week. There are four senior teams

and seven junior teams in the district, and the

standard of play is improving each year.
A feature is the all-Indian senior squad, who last

A $10,000 gift in case to ae eee ee

purchase of its bonds was made by
plus
a $eCompany
owell River
in mid-November.

Commending the volunteer arena builders, vice-

president R. M. Cooper expressed the hope the com-

pany’s two big cheques would “help to bring to

completion a first-class example of co-operative com-

munity effort.’

year won most of the honours and are heading in
that direction again this year. This 1s believed to
be one of the very few all-Indian teams playing in
organized soccer in Canada.

YULETIDE HOLIDAYS
Powell River employees are looking forward to

an even bigger and better Christmas this year. With
the plant closing down at 4 .m. on Friday, December

24. and re-opening on the 28th, there will be plenty

of time for personal visitations which are so much a
feature of the season in a close knit community like

Powell River. Children’s parties, dances and
numerous festivities are being held by organizations,

with entertainment for the kiddies the focal point of
interest and attention.
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Expectations are that the 130’x220’ ice surface

will be ready for public use early in the New Year.

Cheques and bonds were exchanged by Arena president R. J. Mur,
and Company vice-president R. M. Cooper (see story).

ISCOUNT Bearsted, head of Solomon's Bank
in England, and movie star Gary Cooper were
among welcome visitors to Powell River this fall.

Like many other British business leaders Lord

Bearsted was here to look over the many developments now under way in Western Canada; and, as

an authority of U.K. business conditions, was a
popular speaker at trade and business organizations
in Vancouver and other Canadian cities.

Accompanied by Lady Bearsted, Lord Bearsted

made the trip to Powell River with Mr. Frank H.
Brown, president of Martin Paper Products and
Powell Stores Limited, and Mrs. Brown.

The distinguished English couple were pleased to
meet three of their countrymen in Powell River who
had also come to inspect the mill. ‘They were Fred

yey ey
rbes, Mr. R. M. Cooper and

Ames, assistant manager and paper mill superin-

tendent of the A. E. Reed Company Limited Thames

mill; Andrew Forbes, its assistant plant engineer:
(See story).

and Joseph Chapman, chemical engineer of Reed's
Aylesford mill in County Kent. Mr. R. M. Cooper,
vice-president, Powell River Company, introduced
them to the plant and its key personnel.

On a photographic hunt for bear along the B.C.
Coast, Gary Cooper dropped anchor in Powell River

with several friends, among whom were Mr. and

Mrs. Pat De Cicco of Hollywood, pictured here with

him. Quickly recognized while shopping in _ the

townsite, the famous screen actor graciously signed
autographs for local admirers.
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Tanoo Beaver Pole, being prepared for lowering. Like others saved, it is a “house frontal pole.”
The house frame is the only old-type Haida house still standing on the Queen Charlotte Islands.
The Beaver, Rainbow Woman, Eagle, and three “Watchmen” (top) are crests of the house owner

